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I should perhaps advise you that a large fraction of the economics profession regards 
such modeling as we will do here as passé. This widespread opinion is based on a 
misreading – or non-reading – of a well-known article by Robert Lucas which seemed to 
imply that models such as those we will be building “can, in principle, provide no useful 
information as to the actual consequences of alternative economic policies.”1 In fact, 
Lucas analyzed three particular models in use at that time (1975), each as applied to a 
particular policy question. (Each model was applied to a different question.) He actually 
went on to suggest how each model could be modified to give what he considered correct
answers to these policy questions. His real point was not that models are useless for 
policy analysis but simply that the fact that a particular model has a good “track record” 
1 Robert E. Lucas, “Econometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique” in The Phillips Curve and Labor 
Markets, Karl Brunner and Allan H. Meltzer, editors, Amsterdam, North Holland, 1975.
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in forecasting does not mean that it will give correct answers to questions involving 
policy changes that invalidate some of its equations. That point is surely accepted by all 
model builders and users, both then and now. It by no means invalidates the use of 
models; in fact, quite to the contrary, it shows that models are necessary so that the 
effects of changes in policy can be explicitly described.
Any policy analysis requires a model, for it requires that we compare how the world 
would be with and without the change of policy. The only question is whether the model 
by which we make that comparison is explicit, subject to scrutiny and testing, or implicit, 
vague, held somewhere in our head and subject to change as our mood changes. 
Historical facts never replace a model for policy analysis, for history gives us results only















This book emphasizes the simple, direct techniques and the common-sense analysis 
that I have come to trust. These and only these are presented in Part 1 of the text. As a 
teacher, I have found that it is fairly trivial to get a student to learn and apply some 
"sophisticated" technique; it is a major accomplishment to get him or her to think about 
whether the equation and the estimated parameters make sense. I have tried to coach the 



































































Part 2 begins with a fairly comprehensive quarterly aggregate model of the United 
States. In building it, I have, I believe, learned a lot about how the economy works. I have
even come to the slightly arrogant opinion that no one should trust his understanding of 
how the economy works who has not put that understanding to the test of building a 
model. In this model, I have endeavored to get at structure and avoid reliance on lagged 
values of dependent variables. Thus, the model is called the Quarterly Econometric 
Structural model, or QUEST. Actually, QUEST connotes more than it abbreviates. 
Because all of the files for estimating and building QUEST are given, you may use it as 
the starting point for your own quest to build a model of the economy. Many people have 
felt that they learned to understand the human face or figure by modeling it. I have found 
the same to be true of modeling the economy. I hope that in working with QUEST you 
will also feel that you have joined in the search for a better understanding of the 


















































Such reasoning points to theoretical possibilities. Whether or not these possibilities 
have been historically important is another question, one that theory cannot decide. To 
answer it, one must quantify, in the first case, 
• the effect of the federal deficit on interest rates
• the effect of interest rates on exchange rates
• the effect of exchange rates on exports and imports











































































(2) I = R  +  1.0* PQ[1] + 1.0* PQ[2] + .1 Q[1],Δ Δ Δ
where I is gross investment,   indicates a first difference ( Q = Q ­ Q[1]), R is Δ Δ
replacement investment, and PQ is the current or previous peak output, thus,














































































1.1.( a) Calculate the course of the imaginary economy until Q turns down again. ( b) 
Explain why this economy turns down when it has been growing, and why it begins 
to grow after a few periods of decline. Remember that everything there is to know 
about this economy is contained in the equations. Do not bring into your explanation
factors like interest rates or inflation which play no role in this economy.
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Table 1.1: Worksheet for Hand-calculated Examples
 Line  X     G       C       R       I       M       Q        PQ       Y  
 1  303.9 714.9   2653.6  518.7   631.9   337.9   3966.6   3966.6   2855.9
 2  308.8 718.5   2696.7  522.5   653.6   351.8   4026.0   4026.0   2898.7
 3  313.8 722.2   2738.8  526.2   648.2   361.8   4061.2   4061.2   2924.0
 4  318.7 725.9   2769.0  530.0   628.1   363.1   4078.6   4078.6   2936.6
 5  323.6 729.5   2785.3  533.7   588.0   359.4   4067.2   4078.6   2928.4
 6  328.5 733.2   2784.8  537.5   553.7   353.4   4047.0   4078.6   2913.8
 7  333.5 736.9       .  541.2      .      .   4033.7   4078.6   2904.2
 8  338.4 740.5       .  545.0      .      .       .       .       .
 9  343.3 744.2       .  548.7      .      .       .       .       .
10  348.3 747.8       .  552.5      .      .       .       .       .
11  353.2 751.5       .  556.2      .      .       .       .       .
12  358.1 755.2       .  560.0      .      .       .       .       .
13  363.0 758.8       .  563.7      .      .       .       .       .
14  368.0 762.5       .  567.5      .      .       .       .       .
15  372.9 766.1       .  571.2      .      .       .       .       .
16  377.8 769.8       .  575.0      .      .       .       .       .
17  382.8 773.5       .  578.7      .      .       .       .       .
18  387.7 777.1       .  582.5      .      .       .       .       .
19  392.6 780.8       .  586.2      .      .       .       .       .
20  397.6 784.5       .  590.0      .      .       .       .       .
21  402.5 788.1       .  593.7      .      .       .       .       .
22  407.4 791.8       .  597.5      .      .       .       .       .
23  412.3 795.4       .  601.2      .      .       .       .       .




1. The accounting system becomes much more complicated with many more variables and 
identities relating them.
2. The behavioral relations are no longer simply made up but must be deduced from an 




The first four models are very similar to those that have found wide use in business in the form 
of spreadsheet calculations such as those performed by Excel, Lotus and similar programs. Today, 
nearly anyone planning a conference, a school budget, or a complex business deal wants to see a 
spreadsheet to judge how the finances will come out. These spreadsheets are what may well be 
called tautological models. Given their assumptions, they are sure to be correct. They express their 
assumptions usually as simple ratios and employ simple addition or subtraction to total up the 
revenues and the costs and arrive at the bottom line with utmost clarity. Our first four models are 
patterned on these spreadsheet models, and their great virtue is their simplicity and ease of 
understanding. They stress, however, the part of model which is most certainly correct, the 

















Model 2 introduces a single, obvious but centrally important behavioral relation into the model, 
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namely, a relation between Personal disposable income and Personal consumption expenditure. The 
relation which we introduce is extremely simple, namely a ratio, fixed in any one period but variable
over time, between consumption and income. Because such a ratio expresses economic behavior, it 
is natural to call it a behavioral ratio. This ratio then becomes an exogenous variable while the 
quantity in its numerator becomes an endogenous variable. The introduction of a behavioral ratio 
does not reduce the number of exogenous variables. Rather it replaces one exogenous variable by 
another which is likely to be more constant, perhaps without a trend, and easier to forecast. For 
example, if you ask me what Personal consumption expenditure will be in 2050, off hand I would 
have no idea. But if you ask me what the ratio of Personal consumption expenditure to Personal 
disposable income will be, I could answer with some assurance, “Oh, about what it is now, 
somewhere between .9 and 1.0.” Model 2 will also allow us to make a meaningful multiplier 
calculation, that is, to answer a question like, If government spending goes up by 10 billion, how 
much will GDP go up?  The Model 1 answer would be 10 billion; Model 2 has something more 
interesting to say.
Model 3 carries further the process of exogenous variable replacement by means of behavioral 














Every equation in Models 1 through 4 is an identity, so our approach has earned its label as 
identity-centered modeling. Essentially, we have tried to use identities to replace variables that are 
hard to think about by others that are easier to grasp intuitively. Good use of identities is essential for
good modeling. This recognition of the central role of identities in modeling is in stark contrast to 
the way that they are usually dismissed in econometric texts with the comment that an identity can 
be used to eliminate a variable. Of course it can, and then one is left with a variable that is hard to 













gdp = c + v + x - m + g
where the variables have the meanings shown in the table. The variable names shown in the 
code column are the ones used in the Quarterly Income and Product (Quip) data bank which goes 
with the G software which we use in this book. Each equation after the first starts from the bottom 
line of the preceding one and adds or subtracts (as shown in the operation column) the indicated 







Since these accounts will form the framework for much of our modeling, it is important that we 
understand what they represent. The product-side equation for GDP defines it as total final product 
of the economy. The word final here means that products used in making other products are not 
counted. Thus, one farmer may grow corn and sell it to another, who feeds it to pigs, which he sells 
to a packer, who sells the pork to a grocer, who sells it to the final consumer. Only the value of the 
pork sold by the grocer goes into GDP. The word “Gross”, however, means that there has been no 
subtraction for the wear out of capital.
We now need to follow carefully through the transition from GDP to Personal disposable 
income. The first step, as already noted, is to convert from Gross domestic product to Gross national 
product. The basic idea is that dividends or interest paid by a U.S. company to a foreign resident are 
part of the domestic product of the U.S. but of the national product of the other country. More 
completely, Income receipts from the rest of the world consist of receipts by U.S. residents of 
foreign interest and dividends, of reinvested earnings of foreign affiliates of U.S. corporations, and 
of compensation paid to U.S. residents by foreigners. Income payments to the rest of the world 
consist of payments to foreign residents of U.S. interest and dividends, of reinvested earnings of U.S.









T a b l e  1 . 2 :  U . S .  N a t i o n a l  A c c o u n t s  i n  O u t l i n e
o p c o d e D e s c r i p t i o n 2 0 1 3 . 3
+ c P e r s o n a l  c o n s u m p t i o n  e x p e n d i t u r e s 1 1 5 2 2 . 8
+ v G r o s s  p r i v a t e  d o m e s t i c  i n v e s t m e n t 2 7 3 2 . 6
+ x E x p o r t s  o f  g o o d s  a n d  s e r v i c e s 2 2 6 5 . 9
- m I m p o r t s  o r  g o o d s  a n d  s e r v i c e s 2 7 6 7 . 8
+  g G o v e r n m e n t  c o n s u m p t i o n  e x p e n d i t u r e s  a n d  g r o s s  i n v e s t m e n t 3 1 3 7 . 4
=  g d p  G r o s s  d o m e s t i c  p r o d u c t 1 6 8 9 0 . 8
+  i r r o w I n c o m e  r e c e i p t s  f r o m  t h e  r e s t  o f  t h e  w o r l d 8 2 2 . 7
-  i p r o w I n c o m e  p a y m e n t s  f r o m  t h e  r e s t  o f  t h e  w o r l d 5 5 8 . 6
=  g n p G r o s s  n a t i o n a l  p r o d u c t 1 7 1 5 4 . 9
- n c c a C o n s u m p t i o n  o f  f i x e d  c a p i t a l 2 6 5 5 . 7
=  n n p N e t  n a t i o n a l  p r o d u c t 1 4 4 9 9 . 2
-  n b c t p n B u s i n e s s  c u r r e n t  t r a n s f e r  p a y m e n t s  ( n e t ) 1 2 0 . 1
+ p i b t p B u s i n e s s  c u r r e n t  t r a n s f e r  p a y m e n t s  t o  p e r s o n s 4 4 . 9
-  n i p r f C o r p o r a t e  p r o f i t s  w i t h  c a p i t a l  c o n s u m p t i o n  a n d  i n v e n t o r y  v a l u a t i o n  a d j u s t m e n t s 2 1 2 5 . 7
+  p i d i v P e r s o n a l  d i v i d e n d  i n c o m e 7 9 5 . 9
-  n e t i n t m N e t  i n t e r e s t  a n d  m i s c e l l a n e o u s  p a y m e n t s  o n  a s s e t s 4 6 2 . 7
+  p i i n t P e r s o n a l  i n t e r e s t  i n c o m e 1 2 3 4 . 4
- n s d S t a t i s t i c a l  d i s c r e p a n c y - 9 7 . 5
=   p i b g P e r s o n a l  i n c o m e  b e f o r e  g o v e r n m e n t  a c t i o n 1 3 9 6 3 . 4
+  p i g s b P e r s o n a l  c u r r e n t  t r a n s f e r  r e c e i p t s  f r o m  g o v e r n m e n t 2 4 2 1 . 1
- n i s u r p C u r r e n t  s u r p l u s  o f  g o v e r n m e n t  e n t e r p r i s e s - 4 1 . 5
+  n i s u b S u b s i d i e s  ( n e t ) 5 9 . 1
- n i t p i T a x e s  o n  p r o d u c t i o n  a n d  i m p o r t s 1 1 4 2 . 7
- n c o n s i C o n t r i b u t i o n s  f o r  g o v e r n m e n t  s o c i a l  i n s u r a n c e 1 1 0 9 . 1
= p i P e r s o n a l  i n c o m e 1 4 2 3 3 . 3
- p i p t a x P e r s o n a l  c u r r e n t  t a x e s 1 6 6 4 . 6
= p i d i s D i s p o s a b l e  p e r s o n a l  i n c o m e 1 2 5 6 8 . 7
- c P e r s o n a l  c o n s u m p t i o n  e x p e n d i t u r e 1 1 5 2 2 . 8
- p i i p c b P e r s o n a l  i n t e r e s t  p a y m e n t s 2 5 3 . 6
- p i p t t P e r s o n a l  c u r r e n t  t r a n s f e r  p a y m e n t s 1 6 3 . 3












pi t  ∑
=−∞
t
wit−v i/ p i
where C(t) is Consumption of fixed capital in year t, n is the number of different types of 
physical assets (buildings, trucks, machine tools, and so on), pi (t) is the price index of product i in 
year t, vi(τ) is the investment in assets of type i in year τ, and wi(k) is the fraction of the initial value 
of an asset of type i that depreciates in year k after it was bought. The difference between C(t) and 
the depreciation reported for accounting purposes is called the Capital consumption adjustment 
(CCAdj). If this difference is positive, as it usually is, then profits have been overstated in 
conventional accounting, but they are corrected in the NIPA. The point of all this calculation is to 
provide figures for Net national product and Corporate profits that are not improperly influenced by 
















































































+ nice Compensation of employees
+ niprop Proprietors income with CCadj and IVA
+ niren Rental income with CCadj
+ niprf Corporate profits with CCAdj and IVA
+ netintm Net interest and miscellaneous payments on assets
+ nitpi Taxes on production and imports
+ nisurp Current surplus of government enterprises
- nisub Subsidies
+ nbctpn Business current transfer payments (net)
= ni National income.
To get from National income to Gross domestic product, we just need to add or subtract:
+ ncca Consumption of fixed capital
+ nsd Statistical discrepancy
= gnp Gross national product
32
+ iprow Income payments to rest of world
- irrow Income receipts to rest of world
























We can now summarize this first model in the following master file which shows the actual 
commands to the software we use to compute this model.
# Master File for Model 1
# 31 variables, 8 identities, 23 exogenous variables
# Gross domestic product
f gdp = c + v + x - m + g
# Gross national product
f gnp = gdp + irrow - iprow
# Net national product
f nnp = gnp - ncca
# Personal income before government action
f pibg = nnp - nbctpn + pibtp - niprf + pidiv - netintm + piint - nsd
# Personal income
f pi = pibg + pigsb – nisurp + nisub - nitpi - nconsi
# Personal disposable income
f pidis = pi - piptax
# Personal savings
f pisav = pidis - c - piipcb - piptt
33
# Addendum: National income
f ni = nnp - nsd 
end









Lines that begin with a # are just comments for the benefit of the human reader and are ignored 
by the computer. Lines that begin with an “f” form the variable on the left by the expression on the 
right. The “end” command signals the end of the master file for the model building program. Lines 
below it do not go into the model but have another function.
The lines below the “end” command provide graphical checks of the correctness of the 
identities. If you start G7 and on the main menu click Model | Master, you will see this master file in 
the green edit window to the right. Normally, you do not “run” a master file, but with this model of 
only identities it makes sense to do so precisely to check the identities. Click the Run button on the 
main menu of the green editor, and all the commands will be executed by the G7 program. The 
variables on the left of the “f” commands will be formed and placed in a workspace bank. When G7 
needs a variable, it looks first in this workspace; if it finds no variable of the required name, it looks 
in the assigned bank “a”. When G7 has been started in the \ami directory, the bank assigned as “a” is
Quip, the Quarterly Income and Product bank. Thus, when this file has been run through G7, the 
variables created by the “f” commands will be in the workspace bank. If the identities are correct, 
variables like gdp, gnp, pi, pisav, and ni should have the same values in both banks. To check that 
they do – that is, that we have made no mistake in writing down the identities – we can graph what 
should be the same series from the two banks. We can force G7 to go to assigned bank “a” for a 
variable by putting an  a. in front of the variable name. Thus, the command
gr gdp a.gdp
will graph gdp from the workspace in the first (red) line and gdp from the assigned bank “a” with the
second (blue) line. If our identities are correct, the two lines will coincide. In the present case, 
passing this check is relatively simple. To see how the test works, however, you may want to 
deliberately mess up one of the identities, “run” the false Master file, and note how the graphs reveal
that something is wrong. Be sure to return the Master file to its correct state and run it again.
There is absolutely nothing in this model to object to. It will reproduce the historical data 
exactly. And yet it is a rather strange model. If we increase government purchases, g, by $100 
billion, Personal income will increase by $100 billion, Personal consumption will be unchanged, and
Personal savings will increase by $100 billion. That is surely an implausible result. Are consumers 
utterly indifferent to their income in deciding how much to consume? Certainly not. That 
observation leads us to Model 2. Because we can completely analyze Model 1 so easily, we will not 











We have noted the peculiarity in Model 1 that consumption is independent of Personal 
disposable income. Let us introduce a ratio between them, a ratio that will be constant in any one 
period but which may vary over time. Because it expresses the behavior of consumers, it is natural to
call it a behavioral ratio. The command in our software for forming this exogenous ratio is
fex cBR = c/pidis
The “fex” stands for “form the exogenous variable”. It is important to realize that the “fex” 
command forms the variable on the left and puts it into the model’s data bank, but it does not put the
equation into the model. In this respect, it differs fundamentally from the “f” command which not 
only forms the variable but also puts the equation into the model. 
Once we have formed the behavioral ratio, we use it in the equation
f c = cBR*pidis
The Master file is changed at the end. As far down as the definition of Personal disposable 
income, it is unchanged. Starting from that point, the end of the new master file for Model 2 is: 
# Personal disposable income
f pidis = pi – piptax
# Personal consumption expenditure
fex cBR = c/pidis
f c = cBR*pidis
# Personal savings
f pisav = pidis - c - piipcb – piptt
# Addendum: National income













(From here on, we omit the commands to check the identities.) The key new commands, lines 4 
and 5 and the next to last, have been set in boldface type. Notice that Personal consumption 
expenditure, c, has now become an endogenous variable and that we have introduced a new 
exogenous variable, cBR, so the number of exogenous variables has not been changed. Furthermore, 
the model remains tautological in the sense that -- given the historical values of the exogenous 
variables -- it will reproduce exactly the historical values of the endogenous variables.
If, however, we do a counter-historical simulation by running the model over the historical 
period but with one (or more) of the exogenous variables changed from the historical values, then we
get a big difference from Model 1. For example, we can increase the value of Government 
purchases, g, by 20 in all periods. The ratio of the increase in gdp to this increase in g is called the 
“gdp multiplier of g” or just the “GDP/G multiplier”. For Model 1, that ratio was exactly 1.0 for all 
periods. The figure below shows its values for Model 2.
The key to understanding the big difference between Model 2 and Model 1 is the next to last 
line of the master file, the check c .2. Note that a value of c was assumed at the top of the master file 
for the calculation of gdp. At the end, just above the “check” command, the value of c implied by all 
the equations is calculated. Will it be the same as the value used at the top? If all of the other 
variables are at their historical values, then the answer is Yes. But if one of them, say g, has been 
changed to some other value, then the answer on the first try is No. Our “check” command checks to
see if the difference between the initial and the implied value is less than .2. If so, it allows the model
to go on to the next period; if not, it sends the calculations back to the top of the master file, but this 
time with the value of c implied on the previous pass as the value assumed at the top. This method of
solving the equations of the model, which is known as Seidel iteration, is not certain to converge. In 
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1. Start the G7 program by double-clicking its icon. If working on your own machine, you will 
first need to install the software which accompanies this book, including the Borland C++ 
free compiler. Follow the directions in the readme.txt file. If you are working on a network 
for a course, your instructor will explain how to find it. G immediately asks you to select the 
folder and configuration file. You want to “look in” c:\ami and the file you want to “open” is 
g.cfg.
2. Prepare the Master file. On the main menu bar, click Model | Edit Master File. (The use of the | 
symbol will be our shorthand way to say: click Model and then on the drop-down menu, 
click Edit Master File.) An editor window opens in the upper right corner of your screen and 
displays the Master file of Model 1. Do “File | Save as ..” to save it as Master1 in case you 
need it again. Edit the file to transform it into the Master file of Model 2. The editor works 
pretty much the way that any Windows-based word processor works. Again click “File | 
Save as ..” on the Editor’s menu and save the file as Master (not Master2).
3. Build the model. On the main menu of the blue window to the left, click Model | Build Macro 
Model. This simple step calls a console application program to build an executable model 
from the current version of the Master file. If all goes well, all you have to do is tap a key at 
the end of the operation to return to G7. This step, it must be emphasized, works from the 
file presently called Master – not Master2 , or Master3, or anything else. 
4. Run a historical simulation. On the main menu, click Model | Run Macro Model (F7). A 
window will request the starting date, ending date, results file name, and fix file name. To 
say that you want the model to run from the first quarter of 2000 to the third quarter of 2013,
enter the dates as follows: 2000.1 and 2013.3 . (Run your model up to the most recent period
for which you have data. It may be more recent that the example I have used.) Let us call the 
results file “histsim2” (for “historical simulation of model 2”) and use “rhoadj” for the fix 
file. Exactly what that strange name means we will explain soon. Then click OK. You should
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get a black screen informing you that you are running the AMI model and giving you a ] 
prompt. Respond with “ti xxx” where xxx is up to 80 characters giving your title for this run 
of the model. Take the time to give a meaningful title such as “Historical Simulation of 
Model 2.” You then get the ] command again; reply with “run”. The model runs, some 
printout goes by too fast to read, and the program stops with the message “Tap any key to 
continue.” This pause allows you to see error messages. With good luck, there will be none. 
5. Graph the results of the historical simulation. First you must adapt the hist.shw file to the 
current model. Open it in the green editor window. Commands at the top of the file open the 
banks from which the data will be taken. In the present case, we should make them
bank histsim2  b
bank bws  c
6. On the editor’s main menu, click File | Save as ... and save the file as hist2.shw. Then click Run 
on the editor’s menu. A graph and a run control panel should appear. Click the “continue” 
button on this panel, or tap the letter ‘c’, to view all the graphs, one after another.Since the 
model is tautological, all the graphs should show only one line, though if you look closely 
you will see that there are red crosses inside the blue squares. On the control panel, you can 
click the “Max” button to maximize the size of the graph. Click the“Normal” button to return
the graph to its size before hitting the “Max” button. 
7. Now to make a run with government purchases of goods and services, g, increased by $100 
billion, repeat step 4 but call the results “highgov2” and at the ] prompt give a title like “ti 




You should see that the values of g have all been increased by 100. Then give the “run” 
command. You are doing a counter-historical simulation.
8. Now make graphs comparing the historical simulation, which is in the bank histsim2, with the 
counter-historical simulation, which is in the bank highgov2. Edit the file comp.shw. You can
do “ed comp.shw” in the white command box, or you can click Editor on the main menu and




At the end of this file, you should put the commands to compute the multiplier and graph it. 
Here they are:
f  mult = (b.gdp - c.gdp)/(b.g - c.g)





The “gdates” commands control the dates for the beginning and end of the graphs. The 
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mult variable will be zero in the base year of the model run, for the model is not computed 
for that base period. Hence, in order to graph only the non-zero values of the multiplier, we
begin the graphs in the second period of the run. Adapt the second date in these commands
to the most recent data in your data bank. After this use, the second “gdates” command 
restores the dates to their normal values. Click the File | Save as ... on the main menu of 
the green editor window. Save the file as comp2.shw, that is, as a file adapted to making 
the comparisons for Model 2. You may then “run” the file by clicking “Run” on the main 
menu of the green editor window.That will save the file and execute the commands in it in 
G. You should see the graphs go by as you click the Continue button on the left of control 
panel which appears along with the graphs.
9. Now we want to save the graphs created in step 7 so that they can be imported into a word 
processor. Look again at the file comp2.shw in the editor.You will see triplets of lines like 
this:
ti gdp — Gross Domestic Product
gname gdp
gr b.gdp c.gdp
The second line is what interests us here. It gives the filename of the file into which the 
graph will be saved if you click the “Save” button on the run control panel. To make the 
graphs again, you can either repeat the command “add comp2.shw” or, since you already 
have comp2.shw in the editor, you can click “Run” on the Editor menu. On several of the 
graphs, click the “Save” button on the run control panel. Let us say that you saved the gdp 
graph. Actually, you created a file named gdp.wmf, the “wmf” standing for Windows 
Metafile. Start your word processor and bring in this file. In WordPerfect the command is 
Insert | File. In Word and Open Office it is Insert | Picture.Drag the little square handles on 















Imports and private demand
Personal savings and Personal disposable income
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Interest paid by consumers to business and Personal disposable income




# 21 variables, 11 exogenous (not counting time)
# 7 behavioral ratios for m, pibg, nitpils, ptax, piipcb, piptt, pisav
# v, x, g, npctr remain exogenous 
checkdup y
fex time = time
# Behavioral ratio for imports
fex mBR = m/(c+v+x)
f m = mBR*(c+v+x)
# Gross domestic product
f gdp = c + v + x - m + g
# Shortcut to Personal income before government action
fex pibgBR = (gdp + irrow - iprow - ncca - nbctpn - nsd - niprf +
          pidiv - netintm + piint + pibtp)/gdp
f pibg = pibgBR*gdp
# Calculate personal tax base 
fex nitpilsBR = (nitpi – nisub + nisurp)/gdp
f nitpils = nitpilsBR*gdp
# ptaxbase: Personal tax base
f ptaxbase = pibg - nitpils
# ptaxBR is personal tax rate including Social Security
fex ptaxBR = (piptax + nconsi)/ptaxbase
f ptax = ptaxBR*ptaxbase
# Personal disposable income
f pidis = pibg + pigsb - nitpils - ptax
# Behavioral ratios for piipcb, piptt, and pisav
fex piipcbBR = piipcb/pidis
f piipcb = piipcbBR*pidis
fex pipttBR = piptt/pidis
f piptt = pipttBR*pidis
fex pisavBR = pisav/pidis
f pisav = pisavBR*pidis
# Implied consumption
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1.3. Bring your Master file up to the level of model 3. Build and run the model in both historical
and counter-historical simulation. How does it respond to the increase of $100 billion in government 
purchases?Proceed as in the previous exercise; be sure to include a graph of the multiplier. You do 
not have a file that automatically makes the graphs shown above, but with what you now know, you 
should have no trouble making them. Remember that, after building a model, all variables in the 
model are in the bank called bws.
Model 4. Seeing Past Inflation
So far, all of our variables expressed in dollars have been in nominal terms, that is, in terms of 
the dollars actually spent. We have made no attempt to account for inflation. But anyone old enough 
to remember can tell you that forty years ago (1967) a dollar would buy a meal that today costs six 
or more. Consequently, these nominal or current dollar measures greatly overstate the growth that 
has occurred in the economy. The makers of the NIPA have, therefore, produced another set of 
figures for the product side of the accounts by expressing each item -- consumption, investment, 
exports, imports, and government purchases -- in the prices of one particular, base year. Presently 
(2014), that base year is 2009, but the base year is shifted forward every five years. These accounts 
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doubt that it is even of the right order of magnitude. Consider another example. In the 1970's, 
many universities and companies were usually equipped with one mainframe computer. It usually 
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 grcompdef        
took up the space of an entire room, and surely its power is dwarfed by today's personal machines. 
However, these mainframes still computed an enormous amount of data and information for 
whomever would line up to use them. The BEA deflator takes these extremely important machines 
and writes off them and their contributions to GDP as nearly nothing.
Theuse of the BEA computer and other high-tech deflators affect substantially the rate of growth
of real GDP. To prevent these effects from turning the accounts into nonsense, the BEA has offset the
effects of the Hedonic indexes by also adopting a non-linear procedure known as “chain 
weighting.”For each pair of adjacent years, say 2012 and 2013, the real growth ratio of each 
component of GDP is computed in two ways. In the first, all items are priced with the prices of the 
first year; in the second, all items are priced with the prices of the second. We may call the first index
A and the second B. The geometric mean of the two,   AB   is then taken as the real growth ratio of
that component between those two adjacent years. If the growth between non-adjacent years is 
needed, it is taken as the product of all the year-to-year growth ratios between the two years, that is, 
the year-to-year ratios are chained. To get GDP or a component in prices of a base year, say 2009, 










































# Master 4: Product side in real terms
# 13 exogenous (not counting time)
# 7 behavioral ratios for m, pibg, nitpils, ptax, piipcb, piptt, and pisav.
# gdpD exogenous
# vR, xR, gR, npctrR exogenous in constant dollars
checkdup y
fex time = time
# Behavioral ratio for imports
fex mBR = mR/(cR+vR+xR)
f mR = mBR*(cR+vR+xR)
# Real Gross domestic product
f gdpR = cR + vR + xR - mR + gR
# Current price values 
f m = mR*gdpD
f v = vR*gdpD
# Nominal GDP 
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f gdp = gdpR*gdpD
# Shortcut to Personal income before government action
fex pibgBR = (gdp + irrow - iprow - ncca - nbctpn - nsd - niprf +
          pidiv - netintm + piint + pibtp)/gdp
f pibg = pibgBR*gdp
# Calculate personal tax base 
fex nitpilsBR = (nitpi – nisub + nisurp)/gdp
f nitpils = nitpilsBR*gdp
# ptaxbase: Personal tax base
f ptaxbase = pibg - nitpils
# ptaxBR is personal tax rate including Social Security
fex ptaxBR = (piptax + nconsi)/ptaxbase
f ptax = ptaxBR*ptaxbase
# Government transfer payments to persons, exogenous in real terms
fex npctrR = npctr/gdpD
f npctr = npctrR*gdpD
# Personal disposable income
f pidis = pibg + pigsb - nitpils - ptax
# Behavioral ratios for piipcb, piptt, and pisav
fex piipcbBR = piipcb/pidis
f piipcb = piipcbBR*pidis
fex pipttBR = piptt/pidis
f piptt = pipttBR*pidis
fex pisavBR = pisav/pidis
f pisav = pisavBR*pidis
# Implied consumption
f c = pidis - piipcb - piptt - pisav
# convert to real terms






















1.4. Bring your model up to the level of Model 4. Run the counter-historical simulation with gR 
increased by 100. Using comp.shw, make graphs of the effects on the new, real-terms variables such 










The fixed investment equation explains vfR as a linear function of estimated replacement and 
lagged values of changes in real GDP. The commands to the computer, using the G7 software, are 
put into a file, called vfR.reg in this case, and this file is then executed by G7. The contents of 
vfR.reg are just
# vfR.reg - Regression to explain fixed investment
catch vfR.cat
save vfR.sav
lim 1975.1 2013.3 2013.3
ti Gross Private Domestic Fixed Investment
f gppR = gdpR - gR
f d = gppR - gppR[1]
f replace = .05*@cum(stockf,vfR[4],.05)
con 100000 1.0 = a2
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 b.gdpR            c.gdpR           
r vfR = replace, d[1], d[2],d[3],d[4],d[5],




The results of the regression are a graph showing how well the equation fits and two files with 
the results. One of these files, created because of the command in the first line, is called the catch 
file and is intended to be looked at by humans and included in books and papers. The other, created 
because of the command in the second line and called the save file, is intended to be read by the 
computer in making a model. The first two commands in the vfR.reg file just name the catch and 
save files. The third, with the lim command, specifies the period over which the equation is to be fit; 
the fourth supplies a title for the graph and the catch file. Next we define gross private product gppR 
as gdpR less government gR. Then comes the definition of the variable d as the difference between 
one period’s value of gppR and the previous period’s value. (The [] notation in G7 is to indicate lags 
of variables.)The next line defines the stock of fixed capital, stockf, by cumulating investment with a
depreciation rate of 5 percent per quarter and the sets replacement (called replace) equal to 5 percent 
of the stock. We will explain the @cum function further in a later chapter; suffice it to say here that it
does just what an accountant using declining balance depreciation does. Next is a “con” command, 
which will constrain the first coefficient in the regression. (The topic of constraints will be covered 
more fully as we go into the investment equation in more detail later.)Finally, we come to the 
command that we have been leading up to, the one that fits a linear function of the variables listed on
the right side of the = sign to the variable on the left. This fitting is often called linear regression; 
hence the r as the name of the command. We will look carefully at how this fitting is done in the next
chapter. The remaining commands just draw the graph of the fit and close the save and catch files. 
Here is the graph for our equation.
The fit is clearly quite close, almost uncomfortably close if you consider how simple the 
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lim 1975.1 2013.3 2013.3
ti Gross Private Domestic Fixed Investment
subti Fitted vs. Actual
f gppR = gdpR - gR
f d = gppR - gppR[1]
f replace = .05*@cum(stockf,vfR[4],.05)
con 100000 1=a2
r vfR = replace, d[1], d[2],d[3],d[4],d[5],
   d[6],d[7],d[8],d[9],d[10],d[11],d[12]
:                        Gross Private Domestic Fixed Investment
  SEE   =     124.53 RSQ   = 0.9469 RHO =   0.94 Obser  =  155 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =      41.74 RBSQ  = 0.9420 DW  =   0.11 DoFree =  141 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       6.43
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 vfR                   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   1770.99 - - -
  1 intercept              145.14515     7.2   0.08   23.61      1.00
  2 replace                  0.89514   354.7   0.77    2.98   1521.91  0.922
  3 d[1]                     0.46773     2.3   0.01    2.73     55.36  0.063
  4 d[2]                     0.42834     1.7   0.01    2.51     54.31  0.058
  5 d[3]                     0.38159     1.3   0.01    2.28     53.77  0.052
  6 d[4]                     0.56294     3.1   0.02    2.05     52.86  0.078
  7 d[5]                     0.48996     2.4   0.01    1.83     52.64  0.068
  8 d[6]                     0.37098     1.4   0.01    1.66     52.23  0.051
  9 d[7]                     0.38208     1.5   0.01    1.51     51.69  0.053
 10 d[8]                     0.34284     1.2   0.01    1.36     51.10  0.047
 11 d[9]                     0.43155     1.8   0.01    1.22     51.08  0.059
 12 d[10]                    0.35102     1.1   0.01    1.12     50.80  0.048
 13 d[11]                    0.30109     0.8   0.01    1.06     51.48  0.041






vfR = 145.1451 + 0.895139*replace + 0.467734*d[1] + 0.428344*d[2] +
          0.381594*d[3] + 0.562940*d[4] + 0.489958*d[5] + 0.370981*d[6] +
          0.382080*d[7] + 0.342839*d[8] + 0.431552*d[9] + 0.351016*d[10] +






In the top panel:
Statistic Name Description
SEE Standard error of estimate, or the square root of the average of the squares of the misses or 
"residuals" of the equation. (Not adjusted for degrees of freedom.)
RSQ (pronounced r-square) = Coefficient of multiple determination.
RHO (Greek rho) = Autocorrelation coefficient of the residuals.
Obser Number of observations.
SEE+1 The SEE for forecasts one period ahead using rho adjustment.
RBSQ (pronounced r-bar-square) = Coefficient of multiple determination adjusted for degrees of 
freedom.
DW Durbin-Watson statistic; contains same information as does RHO.
DoFree Degrees of freedom = Obser minus number of independent variables.
from Starting date of the regression
to Ending date of the regression.
MAPE Mean absolute percentage error.
Across the lower columns, for each variable:
Statistic Name Description
Reg-coef Regression coefficients for the variable.
Mexval Marginal explanatory value: the percentage increase in SEE if the variable were left out.
Elas Elasticity at mean.
NorRes The "normalized" sum of squared residuals (SSR) using this and all preceding variables, 
that is the SSR using this and preceding variables divided by the SSR using all variables.
Mean Mean of the variable.
Beta What the regression coefficient would be if both dependent and independent variables 
were in units which made their standard deviations equal to 1.0.
It is always important to ask whether the regression coefficients are of the correct sign and 
reasonable magnitude. In this equation, the coefficient on replace, 0.83073, seems reasonably close 
to its theoretical value of 1.0; the coefficients on d are all positive. One might expect them to fade 
away to zero more rapidly than they do.
The save file for this regression is meant for reading by the computer, but is legible by humans. 
In case you are curious, here is what it looks like for this regression.
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ti Gross Private Domestic Fixed Investment
f gppR = gdpR - gR
f d = gppR - gppR[1]
f replace = .05*@cum(stockf,vfR[4],.05)
r vfR =   145.145148*intercept +
          0.895139*replace +
          0.467734*d[1] +
          0.428344*d[2] +
          0.381594*d[3] +
          0.562940*d[4] +
          0.489958*d[5] +
          0.370981*d[6] +
          0.382080*d[7] +
          0.342839*d[8] +
          0.431552*d[9] +
          0.351016*d[10] +
          0.301090*d[11] +











title viR Change in Inventory
# fs stands for "final sales"
f fsR = cR + vfR + xR + gR
f dfsR = fsR - fsR[1]











title viR Change in Inventory
# fs stands for "final sales"
f fsR = cR + vfR + xR + gR
f dfsR = fsR - fsR[1]
r viR = ! dfsR[1], dfsR[2], dfsR[3],dfsR[4]
:                                viR Change in Inventory
  SEE   =      35.77 RSQ   = 0.5674 RHO =   0.46 Obser  =  155 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =      32.03 RBSQ  = 0.5588 DW  =   1.07 DoFree =  151 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =     193.98
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 viR                   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     34.65 - - -
  1 dfsR[1]                  0.17059     8.9   0.39    1.49     80.01
  2 dfsR[2]                  0.20293     8.2   0.46    1.06     79.35  0.394
  3 dfsR[3]                  0.04296     0.4   0.10    1.02     79.71  0.083





The fit here leaves room for improvement; but given the extreme volatility and small size of this 
variable, this equation should be usable. 
Finally, the import equation is estimated by the commands in the mR.reg file





subti  Model 5
con 100000 0.5 = a2
con 100000 0.36 = a3
r mR = xR, vR, cR
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subti  Model 5
con 100000 0.5 = a2
con 100000 0.36 = a3
r mR = xR, vR, cR
:                                       mR Imports
  SEE   =     102.43 RSQ   = 0.9790 RHO =   0.95 Obser  =  155 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =      34.70 RBSQ  = 0.9786 DW  =   0.11 DoFree =  151 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       7.92
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 mR                    - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   1331.43 - - -
  1 intercept             -590.68985    99.7  -0.44   48.91      1.00
  2 xR                       0.54276   102.7   0.43    8.50   1051.09  0.379
  3 vR                       0.30206    48.8   0.41    2.47   1805.65  0.234











# Master 5:  Regression equations for investment and imports
# 11 exogenous (not counting time)







1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010
 Predicted         Actual           
# 3 regression equations for mR, vfR, and viR
#  xR, gR, npctrR exogenous in constant dollars
checkdup y




f vR = vfR+viR
# Imports
add mR.sav
# Gross domestic product
f gdpR = cR + vR + xR - mR + gR
















gdpR - Real GDP
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You may use the edge of a transparent ruler or a tightly stretched black string to help you get a 
line which seems to fit. Then, given a forecast of income A, we see that automobile purchases of B 
would be right "on line" with that income. Mathematically, what we have done is to determine b1 and
b2 of the following equation:
(1)      yt = b1 + b2 xt 
where
yt = automobile purchases in quarter t
xt = disposable income in quarter t











change in income, dxt = xt - xt-1; then we should have to estimate
(2) y = b1 + b2 x + b3 dx
(The b1 and b2 of (2) may, of course, be different from those of (1).)To estimate these b's by eye 
in this equation, we need a three-dimensional construction to suspend the points in space. Then 
perhaps we might use a plane of light to find the plane which fits best. But what was simple for one 
variable becomes something of an engineering feat for two. But now, of course, we realize that 
automobile purchases should also depend on existing stocks, s, of autos, thus:












To find a way to calculate the parameters, let us return to the simplest case, equation (1) and 
Figure 2.1, and let us agree to choose b1 and b2 so as to minimize the sum of the squares of the 
errors. Figure 2.2 shows these squares graphically. We twist and push the line through these points 
until the sum of the areas of the squares is the smallest. You may ask "Why the squares?  Why not 
just get the smallest sum of absolute values of error?"Strangely, it is easy to compute the b's to 
minimize the sum of squares, but quite difficult to minimize the sum of absolute errors, and it is 
really this ease that is responsible for our preference for the squares.
2. How to Calculate the Least Squares Regression Coefficients
To find the "least squares" values of the b's, we just minimize with respect to b1 and b2 the 
following summation: 
(5) S = ∑
t = 1
T
 y t−b1 x t1  b2 x t2 
2
where T is the number of observations which we have, xt1 = 1 for all t and xt2 = income in period t. 
The sigma,  Σ, of course, indicates summation, and the t=1 below it indicates that the summation 
begins with that value of t and extends to t = T, shown above the sigma. Now if S is to be minimal 
with respect to both b1 and b2, then it must be minimal with respect to b1 with b2 held constant. The 
reader who has not studied calculus must now accept on faith that the solution to equations (8) below
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will minimize this S. But anyone who knows that the derivative of x2 is 2x can follow the derivation.







2  y t−b1 x t1  b2 x t2  −x t1 = 0







2  y t−b1 x t1  b2 x t2  −x t2  = 0
We may see the implications of (6) and (7) more clearly if we will divide through by 2, move 
the terms not involving b1 and b2 to the right hand side, and factor out b1 and b2 from the sums 
involving them. Upon so doing, (6) and (7) become 
b1 Σ xt1 xt1 + b2 Σ xt1 xt2 = Σ xt1 yt 
(8)
b1 Σ xt2 xt1 + b2 Σ xt2 xt2 = Σ xt2 yt .
Here we have dropped the limits on the summation simply because they are always the same.Now 
bear clearly in mind that the x's and y's are known, historically observed values. Hence, all the sums 
are known numbers. The unknowns are b1 and b2. So we see that we have two linear equations in two
unknowns. You solved equations like that in high school; if perhaps you have forgotten how, I shall 
remind you in a moment. Given that we know how to solve linear equations, we can consider our 
problem of how to find the b's to be solved.
So far, you may say, we have only dealt with the two-variable case, handled satisfactorily 
graphically. What about more variables?Well, we might as well go for the general case and consider 
n independent variables x1, ..., xn, and the equation





 y t−b1 xt1  ...  bn x tn
2













2  y t − b1 x t1  ...  bn x tn  −x tn  = 0
These may be rewritten as
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b1 Σ xt1 xt1 + b2 Σ xt1 xt2 +...+ bn Σ xt1 xtn = Σ xt1 yt
b1 Σ xt2 xt1 + b2 Σ xt2 xt2 +...+ bn Σ xt2 xtn = Σ xt2 yt 
(10)     ...................................................
b1 Σ xtn xt1 + b2 Σ xtn xt2 +...+ bn Σ xtn xtn = Σ xtn yt .
Do you see the system? In the first equation, the first factor in every product is xt1, in the second 
equation, xt2, and so on. In the ith column, the second factor in each sum is xti.
Let us take a simple example with T = 5.
t xt1 xt2 xt3 yt
1 1 10  5 17
2 1  5  1 10 
(11) 3 1  0  6 12
4 1 10  3 16   
5 1  0 10 20 
You should now verify that the equations (10) are  
 5b1   +  25b2 +   25b3 =  75
25b1 + 225b2 +  85b3 = 380
25b1 +  85b2 + 171b3 = 415 
Table 2.1 shows how to solve them systematically. The first three lines (L1, L2, L3) show 
the original equations. (The line across the top shows what the numbers in each column would be 
multiplied by before adding together to give the equations.)The next three show the results of 
eliminating b1 from the second and third equations. To obtain them, first get the coefficient of b1 in 
the first equation to be 1.0 by dividing the equation by b1's coefficient, namely 5. The divisor is 
called the pivot element and is underlined in the table. The result is L4. Now to eliminate b1 from 
equation 2, multiply L4 by b1's coefficient in L2 and subtract from L2 to get L5. L6 is similarly 
calculated. We have now completed one pivot operation and eliminated b1 from all equations except 
the first. In the next three lines, L7, L8, and L9, we similarly get 0 for the coefficient on b2 in all but 
the second equation. Finally, in L10 - L12, we get zero coefficients on b3 in all but the third equation.
From these last three lines, we read the answer
b1 = 4.95 b2 = .61 b3 = 1.40
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The process we have been engaged in is known as linear regression and the b's we have found are 
the regression coefficients. The particular method of solution of the equations is known as Gauss-
Jordan reduction. The idea of fitting the equation by minimizing the sum of squared misses first 
appears in Adrien Marie Legendre’s Nouvelles méthodes pour la détermination des orbites des 
comètes in 1805. In 1809, Carl Friedrich Gauss published a small volume in Latin on the orbits of 
planets in which he not only used the method but claimed to have been using it since 1795. Given 
Gauss’s many achievements in mathematics, there is no particular reason to doubt his claim, but he 
might have forgotten to describe it had Legendre not done so first. The term regression came from 
studies of human heights by Francis Galton in the late 19th century. He plotted the heights of children
on the vertical axis against the average heights of their parents on the horizontal. The line he fit to 
this scatter of points had a slope of less than 45⁰, so he referred to it as the line of “regression 
towards mediocrity.” The word “regression” stuck.
Exercise
2.1 Calculate the regression equation for the following data. 
x1 x2 x3  y
1 5 2 14
1 4 3 13
1 6 3 17
1 7 5 20
1 6 7 19
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Line              b1 b2 b3  =         1        Derivation
L1  5. 25. 25.  75. 
L2 25. 225. 85. 380. Original Equations
L3 25. 85. 171. 415.
-----------------------------------------------------------
L4# 1. 5. 5. 15. L1/5
L5  0. 100.  -40. 5. L2 -25*L4
L6 0. -40. 46. 40. L3 - 25*L4
-----------------------------------------------------------
L7 1. 0. 7. 14.75 L4 - 5*L8
L8# 0. 1. -0.4 .05 L5/100
L9 0. 0. 30  . 42. L6 -(-40)*L8
----------------------------------------------------------
L10 1. 0. 0. 4.95 L7 -7*L12
L11 0. 1. 0. .61 L8-(-.4)*L12
L12# 0. 0. 1. 1.40 L9/30
A # after a line number marks the line computed first in each 
panel of three lines. 
Table 2.1: Least Squares Computations




dependent variable "predicted" by the equation. These predicted values are denoted by  y t  
thus 






















t      y                r       r2         d      d2      f       f2        % 
1     17.   18.05     1.05    1.1025     2.0     4.   -1.65    2.7225    6.18
2     10.    9.40    -0.60    0.3600    -5.0    25.    1.95    3.8025    6.00
3     12.   13.35     1.35    1.8225    -3.0     9.   -2.10    4.4100   11.25
4     16.   15.25    -0.75    0.5625     1.0     1.   -0.30    0.0900    4.69
5     20.   18.95    -1.05    1.1025     5.0    25.    0.00    0.0000    5.25
                      -----    ------     ---    ---             ------    ----
                       0.00    4.9500     0.0    64.           11.0250   33.37
            _______
SEE = √ 4.95/5  =  .995 MAPE = 33.37/5 = 6.67
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R2 = 1 - (4.95/64) = .9227 RBARSQ = 1 -(4.95/2)/(64/4) = .8453
DW = 11.025/4.95 = 2.2272 RHO = (2 - 2.2272)/2 = -.1136   







 y t − y t
2
The ratio S/D would be zero for a perfect fit and 1.0 in the worst possible case (provided there is
a constant term in the equation.)Since it seems a bit strange to have zero as the perfect score, the S/D
ratio is subtracted from 1.0 to form what is called the "coefficient of multiple determination" or "R 
square" or RSQ for short,
R2 = 1 − S /D
A "corrected" R2, written with a bar over the R, and pronounced "R bar square" is often used to 
allow for the fact that as more and more independent variables are added to a regression, S goes to 
zero. In fact, if there are as many independent variables as there are observations, the fit will 
normally be perfect. For the corrected R2, therefore, S is divided by T - n, the number of observations
less the number of independent variables. The formula is






















The columns of Table 2 labeled f and f2 are explained in the next section. 
Exercise







r t= y t− y t




rt1 − rt 
2/ S
and
RHO = 2 − DW /2
is the autocorrelation coefficient,   . RHO is approximately the regression coefficient,
 ' , of the equation 

















DW = 2 - 2ρ' or    ρ' = (2 - DW)/2.
The computation of DW and RHO for the example is shown in Table 2.2 in the columns labeled 
f and f2 and at the bottom of the table. Here ft = rt+1 - rt. The ideal values are 2.0 for DW and 0.0 for 
RHO; but, as before, what is a good value of RHO depends on the variables in the equations. For 
some variables, it is easy to get RHO under .1, while for others a RHO of .5 may be quite an 
accomplishment. Some ailments caused by high values of RHO and some possible treatments for 
them are discussed in Chapter 9 in the section on the Hildreth-Lu technique. The definition of the 
Durbin-Watson statistic is included here because the statistic is reported by the G7 regression 
program. G7 includes it as a concession to the mores of the econometric profession. It is used for 
testing the hypothesis that there is no autocorrelation. The tests rest on assumptions that are rarely 















2.3  For the data of exercise 2.1, calculate also DW and RHO. Suppose that you know the 


















elas = (δy/y)/(δx/x) = (δy/δx)(x/y), 
where   indicates "change in". In a linear equation, such asδ
y = a + bx,
(δy/δx) = b, so elas = b(x/y) depends upon the values of x and y at which it is evaluated. It is 
customary to evaluate at the means. In the numeric example we worked above, the elasticity of y 
with respect to x2 is .61*5/15 = .203. What is the elasticity of y with respect to x3?
The Mexval, or marginal explanatory value, of each variable is simply the percentage by which the 
SEE of the equation would increase if the variable were omitted from the equation and the 
coefficients of the remaining variables were adjusted to give the best possible fit without that 
variable. It helps us to see how important each variable is for the fit of the whole equation. Its 



























2.4 . With the data of exercise 2.1, compute the elasticity of the dependent variable with respect to x2









 5b1 +    25b2 +  25b3 =  75
25b1 + 225b2 +  85b3 = 380
25b1 +  85b2 + 171b3 = 415 .
We could economize on b's and + signs if we would write them instead as








We have changed nothing by this rewriting; we have just introduced a shorthand. Now let us 
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think of the array of numbers on the left as a single entity and call it A. This A is a matrix. In fact, 
any rectangular array of numbers is a matrix. The column of numbers on the right side is then also a 
matrix, but since it has only one column it may also be called a "vector". Because it is a vector, we 
will denote it with a lower case letter and call it  c. The column of the unknown b's is also a vector, 
and we may as well call it b. Then the whole equation can be written as just
Ab = c.
In this equation, we say that the matrix A is "post multiplied" by the column b. What that means 
is fully explained by looking back at the original equations. Here are a couple of examples to check 
your understanding of multiplying a matrix by a vector:














Note that in order to post multiply the matrix A by the column vector b, b must have the same 
number of rows that A has columns. The result will be a column with as many rows as A has rows. 
The number of rows and columns of a matrix are called its dimensions. The matrix on the left in the 
first example above is said to be "3 by 2", that is it has 3 rows and 2 columns. In general, we write 




 3 54 3   2 13 5 =  5 67 8
When it comes to the product of two matrices AB, however, we do not define it as the matrix 
composed of the products of corresponding elements. Rather we define it as the matrix whose first 
column is the product of A post-multiplied by the first column of B, and whose second column is the
product of A post-multiplied by the second column of B, and so on. Here are two examples:
 3 54 3 ˙  2 13 5 =  21 2817 19
 3 2 12 5 3 ˙ 
5 2
1 3
2 1 = 19 1321 22
In order for the product AB to be defined, B must have as many rows as A has columns. The 
product will have as many rows as does A and as many columns as does B. In general AB will not be
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the same as BA, although there are important special cases in which they are the same.
It is easy to verify that (A + B) + C = A + (B + C) --the order in which we add matrices makes 
no difference -- and that (AB)C = A(BC) -- the order in which we multiply makes no difference. 
Also, as with ordinary numbers, multiplication is distributive over addition: A(B + C) = AB + AC.
To express our least-squares problem in terms of matrices, we need just one more concept, the 
transpose of a matrix. The transpose of A, denoted by A', is the matrix whose first column is the first






then the transpose is
A' = 5 1 22 3 1
If A = A', then the matrix must be square and is said to be symmetric. You can, with a little 
thought, see that (AB)' = B'A'.
Now let us use matrix notation to write in compact form the equations of section 2 of this 
chapter. We will denote by X the matrix of observations on the independent variables and by y  the 














Finally let b denote the vector of regression coefficients. We want to choose b to minimize S, the
sum of squared residuals. In matrix notation, S is 
(9m) S = (y - Xb)' (y - Xb).
This equation has been numbered (9m) because it is the matrix way of writing equation (9) of 
section 2. The minimizing b vector is given by the equation 
(10m) (X'X)b = X'y .
It may take a moment to see that this equation (10m)  is the same as the previous equation 10. 
But just write out X' and X and start forming the product X'X, and you will soon realize that you are 
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forming the matrix A with which we began this section. Note that X'X is symmetric.
How can we show the process of solution of linear equations in matrix notation?  To do so we 
first need a special notation for any square matrix that has 1's on the diagonal running from top left 
to bottom right and is otherwise zero. Such a matrix is called an "identity" matrix and is therefore 
denoted by I. Note that for any matrix M, IM = M and MI = M, where I is an identity matrix of 
appropriate dimension. Suppose now that we have the matrix equations  Ax = c, where A is a square 
matrix and x and c are vectors. If we can find some matrix B such that AB = I, then A(Bc) = (AB)c =
Ic = c, so x = Bc is the solution of the equations Ax = c.
But how do we find the matrix B?  Since AB1 = I1, AB2 = I2, and AB3 = I3, where the subscript 
denotes a column of B or I, we could just solve these equations one-by-one for the columns of B. 
There is, however, an easier way; we can solve them all at once. Table 2.3 shows how. In the first 
three rows and first four columns of each panel you will recognize the corresponding panel of Table 
2.1. In the fifth column we have written the right-hand side of the equations AB1 = I1.
5. 25. 25. 75. 1. 0. 0.
25. 225. 85. 380. 0. 1. 0.
25. 85. 171. 415. 0. 0. 1.
75. 380. 415. 1189. 0. 0. 0.
1. 5. 5. 15. 0.2 0. 0.
0. 100. -40. 5. -5. 1. 0.
0. -40. 46. 40. -5. 0. 1.
0. 5. 40. 64. -15. 0. 0.
1. 0. 7. 14.75 0.45 -0.05 0.
0. 1. -0.4 0.05 -0.05 0.01 0.
0. 0. 30. 42. -7.0 0.4 1.
0. 0. 42. 63.75 -14.75 -0.05 0.
1. 0. 0. 4.95 2.083 -0.143 -0.233
0. 1. 0. 0.61 -0.143 0.015 0.013
0. 0. 1. 1.4 -0.233 0.013 0.033
0. 0. 0. 4.95 -4.950 -0.610 -1.400
Table 2.3: Regression with Matrix Inversion
Now notice that if we carry the pivot operations through this column as well as the first four we 
will have in it in the fourth panel the solution of the equation AB1 = I1. Note that appending this 
extra column had absolutely no effect on the previous four columns. Nor did the fourth column, the 
original right-hand side of the equations, have any effect on what happened in the fifth column. We 
can, therefore, append the other columns of I as the last two columns of the first panel in Table 2.3, 
carry through the pivoting on them, and get in the top three rows of the last panel the matrix B. We 
have gotten the solution for three sets of equations for considerably less than three times the work 
required for one. 
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The matrix B which we have found in this way is called the "inverse" of A and is denoted by A-
1. xxxFrom its construction, we know that AA-1 = I. It is also true that A-1A = I,  for if we start from 
the last panel of Table 2.3 and think of it as representing the equations A-1C = I where A-1 is known 
and C is unknown, we can solve these equations for C by retracing our steps one-by-one back up 
Table 2.3 and discover that C = A. So A-1A = I. Thus, every right inverse is also a left inverse.
We will also often use the fact that the inverse of a symmetric matrix is itself symmetric.
If A = A', then
I = (AA-1)' = (A-1)'A' = (A-1)'A
and post multiplying both sides of this equation by A-1 gives
A-1 = (A-1)' , 
which is to say, A-1 is symmetric. 
We can now summarize our discussion so far in one equation: the regression coefficients
are given by the equation 
(12) b = (X'X)-1X'y.
For future reference, we need one more concept, the trace of a square matrix. The trace is simply
the sum of the diagonal elements. Thus, if C is (m,m), then the trace of C, tr C, is just




If A is (m,n) and B is (n,m) then AB and BA are both defined but are not generally equal to one 
another or even of the same dimension. But both are square so that tr(AB) and tr(BA) are both 
defined. Now it is a remarkable and useful theorem that  tr(AB) = tr(BA). To see why this is true, 
just note that any element of A, say a13, will enter into the sum that forms tr(AB) exactly once and 
that one time it will be multiplied by the symmetrically placed element of B, b31. Now notice that the
element also enters tr(BA) exactly once and is again multiplied by the same element of B. Thus the 
sums that form tr(AB) and tr(BA) consist of exactly the same elements and must therefore be equal 
to one another. Working a small example will make this proof plain. 
Exercise




The last row of each panel of Table 2.3 provides a short-cut to the calculation of S, the sum of 
squared residuals. We have not yet explained this row. In the top panel, it contains the row vector 
(y'X, y'y), which is the transpose of the fourth column, so the first four rows and columns form a 
symmetric matrix. As we generate the successive panels, we carry through the pivot operations on 
the last row just as on the other rows.
Now let me point out a surprising "coincidence". In the fourth panel of Table 2.3 we find, in the 
position where y'y was originally, the number 4.95. This is exactly the value that we got for S by a 
totally different procedure in Table 2.2. Can it be that we can find the sum of squares by pivoting 
instead of by calculating all of the residuals, squaring them and summing?  Yes, that is true. And it is 
useful in many ways. Let us see why it is so.
By the time we reach the last panel in Table 2.3, we will have subtracted from the original last 
row some combination of the rows above it and gotten, in the first three positions, zeroes. What 
combination of the rows above it did we subtract?  Since we originally had in those positions y'X 
and, after subtracting we have 0, we must have subtracted a combination, given by the row vector c, 







since (X'X)' = X'X. Therefore what has been subtracted from the final position of this last row is 
b'X'y. What was originally in it was y'y, so what is left is y'y - b'(X'y). The direct approach to 
calculating S first calculates
r = y - Xb = y - X(X'X)-1X'y 
and then forms
S = r'r
= y'y - y'X(X'X)-1X'y - y'X(X'X)-1X'y +
y'X(X'X)-1X'X(X'X)-1X'y
=  y'y - y'X(X'X)-1X'y = y'y - b'X'y,
which is exactly what the pivoting gave. 
Now suppose for a moment that we had set out to regress x2 on x1. We would have formed 
exactly the same 2-by-2 matrix that we see in the upper left corner of panel 1 of Table 2.3 and the 
final result would have been the 2-by-2 in the upper left corner of panel 2. The value of S for this 
problem would have been 100 and the regression coefficient would have been 5. Similarly, if x3 had 
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been regressed on x1, the value of S would have been 46 and regression coefficient 5. (Because x1 is 
the constant 1, the regression coefficients are the means, and the values of S are the sum of squared 
deviations from the means.) In general, we see that in panel i+1, after i pivot operations, we can see
the regression coefficients and values of S for the regression on the first i variables of each of the 
remaining variables. Thus, the regression panels show a great deal about the relations among the 
variables. Can you give an interpretation for the element in the third row and fourth column of the 
















2.6 Extend your previous computation with the data of exercise 2.1 to include the "dependent 
variable" row in each computation. What is S when only x1 is used as an explanatory variable?  
When only x1 and x2 are used? When all three are used?  What are the regression coefficients for x3 









          5       25       25       75   
         25      225       85      380   
         25       85      171      415   
         75      380      415     1189   
        0.2        5        5       15 
       -5.0      100      -40        5 
       -5.0      -40       46       40 
      -15.0        5       40       64 
        0.45      -0.05     7.0     14.75
       -0.05       0.01    -0.4      0.05
       -7.0        0.4     30.0     42.0
      -14.75      -0.05    42.0     63.75
        2.083     -0.143   -0.233    4.95
       -0.143      0.015    0.013    0.61
       -0.233      0.013    0.033    1.40
       -4.950     -0.610   -1.400    4.95
Figure 2.4: Regression with Compact Inversion
Mexval is easily calculated in the process of regression with compact inversion. With n 
independent variables, this form of regression leads to a final panel like this:
a11   ...  a1n   a1m
...  ...  ...  ...
an1   ...  ann   anm







aii = 1/a'ii and a'ii = 1/aii
aim = a'im/a'ii and a'im = aim/aii
amm = a'mm - a'ima'im/a'ii and a'mm = amm + aimaim/aii
Thus, the drop in the sum of squares of the residuals as variable i was introduced -- and the 
increase in that sum of squares if it is now excluded from the equation -- is aim2/aii.
The standard error of estimate of the equation would therefore rise from
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SEE = sqrt (amm/T)
to





mexval1 = 100*(sqrt(1 + (4.952/(2.083*4.95))) -1) = 83.74
mexval2 = 100*(sqrt(1 + ( .612/(0.015*4.95))) -1) = 143.0
mexval3 = 100*(sqrt(1 + (1.402/(0.033*4.95))) -1) = 258.9 .
(The numbers at the right are calculated from a more precise inverse than that shown 
above.)
The insights of this section and the last can be combined to calculate the derivatives of 
regression coefficients with respect to one another. Suppose that we were to decide that we did not 
trust the value provided by regression for the coefficient of some variable and that we wanted to fix 
the value of that coefficient. What effect would that fixing have on the other coefficients?  More 
precisely, what would be the derivatives of the other coefficients with respect to that coefficient, if 
the others are determined to minimize the sum of squared errors, given the value of the fixed 
coefficient?  Suppose the original equation was written y = Xb + Zc + r, where Z is a T-by-1 vector 
and c is a scalar. We are asking, What is the derivative of the least-squares value of b with respect to 
c?  The least squares estimate of b, given c, is b = (X'X)-1(X'y - X'Zc), from which it is clear that the 
derivative of the vector b with respect to the scalar c is 
db/dc = - (X'X)-1(X'Z), 
which is just the negative of the regression coefficients of Z on all the other variables. Now think of  
Z as one more independent variable. This negative of the regression coefficients of Z on the columns
of X  is just the negative of what would have been in Z's column before it was pivoted on. To get it 
back, we just unpivot.  In the notation developed in this section, if we want to think of  Z as column 
i, we want a'ji. From the pivot operation, we have aji = 0 - a'ji/a'ii and aii = 1/a'ii. These may be solved 
for -a'ji =  aji/aii. In other words, to get the derivatives of all of the regression coefficients with respect
to coefficient i, we just divide the ith column of (X'X)-1 by its diagonal element. These derivatives 
are very useful for seeing the sensitivity of one coefficient with respect to another. I have often seen 
it happen that an equation has several coefficients with nonsensical values, but by fixing one of the 




2.7 Compute the mexvals for x1, x2, and x3 with the data of exercise 2.1. Compute the derivative
of b1 and b3 with respect to b2.
9. Leverage, a Measure of the Influence of Individual Observations
We mentioned in discussing the fitting of simple regressions by eye that one of the  advantages 
of that method was that it made clear which observations were outliers -- observations which, if 
included, would have a lot of influence on the regression coefficients. Spotting outliers can be 
important because the data at the outlier point may be erroneous. One simple indicator of outlier 
observations is the "leverage" variable, defined, for observation t, simply as the derivative of the 
predicted value at t, y t with respect to the observed value at t, yt. If this derivative is very high for a 
particular observation, that observation must have a strong influence on one or more of the 
regression coefficients. Such observations should be checked for the accuracy of the data; if the data 
is accurate, however, the observation should not be discarded, for it is precisely the observation 
which, by standing out from the others, reveals what the equation really is.
The leverage variable is easily calculated. The vector of predicted values is
y t = Xb = X  X ' X 
−1 X ' y
so the derivative of the predicted value at t, y t , with respect to the observed value at t, yt, is simply
the tth diagonal element of the matrix X(X'X)-1X'. Obviously, if we want only the diagonals of this 
matrix, we do not have to compute the whole matrix to find them. Rather, we could pre-multiply the 
first column of X' by (X'X)-1 and then pre-multiply this column by the first row of X to get the first 
element of the leverage vector.
Note that leverage uses only values of X, not of y, and that observations other than the first 
entered the calculation of the leverage on the first observation only through the (X'X)-1 matrix. 
The leverage variable is automatically computed and placed in the workspace bank with the 











Double click on the G7 icon to start the program. You will be immediately given a choice of 
folder (formerly called directory) in which to start G7. This step is necessary because G7 looks for a 
g.cfg file in the folder from which it starts, and this file determines the characteristics of the 
workspace which G creates and the initial assigned data bank. For this tutorial, you should select the 
c:\ami folder. To do so, you should click “Browse” on the screen that appears when you start the 
program until the c:\ami folder comes into view and then double click the ami folder or (b) single 
click the ami folder and tap the ‘Enter’ key, or (c) enter  c:\ami\g.cfg   in the edit box at the bottom of
the window. Whatever route you choose, you should see “c:\ami” in this box. Then click the OK 
button, or tap Alt-O. The folder selection form disappears. Click OK again to proceed.
You then see the G7 main form. It has a menu at the top, a few speed buttons, a white, one-line 
command box, and a large blue results area. Click on the Bank menu and select Look. You will see a 
list of the assigned banks. Select one of them and click OK. A window opens in the upper right of the
screen. It has a list of the data series in the assigned bank. Run the cursor down the list until you find
one that interests you. Tap ‘Enter’. Below you will see a graph and to the left, in the results area, the 
numerical values of the series. (The first number in each line is the date of the first observation in 
that line; then follow the data for four successive quarterly observations.)  The cursor will have gone 
back to the command box, but if you wish to see another series, click on the “look” window again 
and continue looking. If you tap a letter key, the cursor will move to the next entry beginning with 
that letter. To find a word or phrase, like “Personal income”,  click on Find in the menu and fill in the











ti Gross Private Domestic Fixed Investment
Next, you must form d, the first difference of real GDP by
f  d = gdpR - gdpR[1]
The remaining variable we need is requirements for replacement, which you may 
calculate by































In order to save your work, you should put the commands necessary to do regressions into files 
and then execute (or add) those files. To put them in a file, open the G7 editor. Click  Editor  on the 
main menu and a simple editor opens in the upper right screen. Type into it
lim 1975.1 2013.3
ti  Gross Private Domestic Fixed Investment
f   d = gdpR - gdpR[1]
f   replace = .05*@cum(stockf,vfR[4],.05)




















ti Gross Private Domestic Fixed Investment
f d = gdpR - gdpR[1]
f replace = .05*@cum(stockf,vfR[4],.05)
r vfR = replace, d[1], d[2],d[3],d[4],d[5],













vfR.sav The results to be used later by the computer in building a model. This file was 
made by the “save vfR.sav  ... save off” pair of commands.
vfR.cat The results to be brought into a word processor. This file was made by the “catch 
vfR.cat ... catch off” pair of commands.
vfR.wmf The graph in a form to be brought into a word processor. This file was made when


























































The “fdates” command sets the range of dates over which the “f” commands work. (The default 
fdates are the same as the default regression limits in specified in the g.cfg file.)  Adding or 
executing this one file will cause three other files to be executed. Try it. After the first graph has 
been drawn, you will find that the program stops and demands that you tell it what to do with the 












As you work, the results window may become so full that tiny movements of the scroll bar 
produce big changes in what text is shown. You can clear the results window at any time by clicking 
File | Clear results or by giving the “clear” command in the command box or in an “add” file. The 
















The dates over which series are graphed is controlled by the “gdates” command. This command 
may be followed by two or three dates, for example:
gdates 1980.1 2013.3
gdates 1980.1 2013.3 2017.4
Graphs drawn following the first of these commands will cover the period 1980.1 — 2013.3. 
Graphs drawn following the second cover the same period but have a vertical line following 2013.3. 
This vertical line is useful, for example, to divide history from forecast or the period over which a 
regression was fit from the period over which it was tested. Exception: graphs drawn with the “gr *” 
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Initial command; add graphs.set
and you will automatically have back your settings.
Normally, G7 automatically adjusts the vertical scale to include all points on any series being 
graphed, but only the top, bottom and middle of the vertical scale are labeled. You can, however, 
control the vertical range of the graph with the “vrange” or “vr” command. For example:
vr 0 500 1000 1500 2000
will cause graphs to be drawn with a range from 0 to 2000 and horizontal lines at 0, 500, 1000, 1500,
and 2000. These lines will be labeled. The default is to put the labels inside the box of the graph, but 




to put them inside the frame. The “vr” command continues in force until another vr command is 
given. To simply turn it off and go back to the default, use
vr off
One particularly useful form of the “vr” command is
vr  0
which sets the lower boundary of the following graphs to be 0, while the top is picked by the 
program to fit in the highest point in any series. Try graphing gdpR with careful vertical axis labeling
done with the “vr” and “vaxl” commands.
In addition to the “title” command, which we have used frequently, there is the “subtitle” 
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command, which can be abbreviated to “subti”, which provides a subtitle for the graph. The title and 
subtitle remain until replaced by another title or subtitle. To remove either of them altogether, just 
give the command immediately followed by a carriage return. The “legend” command controls 
whether or not the legend normally at the bottom of the graph is included or not. The format is 
“legend yes” or “legend no”. Try using the “subtitle” and “legend” commands.
In working with multisectoral models, it is common to have add files which draw graphs for 





Besides the ordinary “gr” command, there are three other variants of it. The “mgr” or “multi 
graph” command chooses a separate scale for each series graphed. For example, you may want to 
put the Treasury bill rate, rtb, and Residential construction, vfrR, on the same graph. But they have 
totally different scales. The answer is to make the graph with “mgr”, for example, “mgr rtb vfrR”. 
Try it. 
Semi-logarithmic graphs are popular because series growing at a constant percent per year 
appear as straight lines. It is, however, often desirable to label the vertical axis in the original units. 
This is done by the “lgr” command. For example, to graph the Standard and Poor’s composite index 
of 500 stocks from 1980.1 to 2011.3, we could do
f lsp500 = @log(sp500)











Four of the six steps in building a model appear under the Model menu item. The first step is to 
create a master file which specifies the regression result files — the .sav files — which will be used
in the model and other identities necessary for the model. Selecting Model | Master will show the 
current contents of the master file in the editor. Note that each regression equation is brought into the
model with a command of the form “add  xxx.sav” , where xxx is the usually the name of the 
dependent variable in the regression. This must be the same name that appeared on the “save” line in
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the .reg file by which the equation was estimated. When you are adding an equation to the model, the
first thing you should do is to modify the master file to include the new equation. Generally, it is not 
crucially important where the “add” command appears, but it is natural to place it after the 
determination of the explanatory (right-hand-side) variables which it uses.
At the bottom of the master file there should be one or more “check” commands. Model 
5, for example, has the command 
check cR  .2
The check commands control the iterative solution of simultaneous models as explained 
relative to Model 5 in Chapter 1. 
Note carefully that you conclude the editing of a Master file by clicking Save on the editor menu
— not by clicking Run. You want to use the Master file as input into the Build program, not the G 
program. Clicking Run will accomplish nothing useful and may consume a good bit of time as you 
respond to various “bad command” messages.
The second step is to estimate all the equations and save the results in .sav files. This step is 
not mentioned under the Model menu items, because it is involves all the other capabilities of G. We 
have already seen several examples and the following chapters have many more.
The third step is to build the model. This step is accomplished by selecting Model | Build. For 
it to work completely, the C compiler must have been installed. This step runs the Build program, 
which reads the master file and all the .sav files, writes a C++ program, heart.cpp, to execute the 
model, and compiles and links this program to produce an executable file, run.exe, which is the 
model in the form of a program ready to run. This step also creates: 
bws A data bank containing all the variables used in the model.
run.gr A command file for G to graph all the variables in the model.
run.err A record of all the diagnostic information provided by the Build program. Be sure to check it by 
looking at it with the editor. If you have included the command “addtype y” in your Master file, 
this file will also contain everything in the Master file and in the files which are “added.”  If you 
include at the top of the Master file the command “checkdup y”, Build will check every “f” or 
“fex” command to see if it is calculating a variable which has been calculated before and, if so, 
whether the values are identical. This check is a powerful way to spot a source of frequent errors 
in building models. Check your run.err file often.
exogall.reg A command file for G7 to create mechanical projections of all exogenous variables in the model 
by regressing them on time. Look at exogall.reg to see what it does. The projections will be put 
into files with the variable name as the name of the file and “xog” as the extension.
run.xog A file to use all the .xog files made by running exogall.reg.
skipall.fix A file to “skip” the calculation of all the variables calculated by regression equations. When all 
the regression equations are skipped, these variables become essentially exogenous and the 
model becomes tautological. Hence, its historical simulation should completely reproduce 
history. If it fails to do so, there is something wrong with the identities. Since it is very easy to 
make mistakes in the identities, it is always important to run a model with all regressions 
skipped. This file makes it easy to do so.
run.nam A file with the names of all variables in the model and their numbers necessary to read the 
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These files are internal to the system. You should not need to ever look at them.
The fourth step is to run the model.  It is accomplished by selecting Model | Run.  You will be 
asked to fill in a form with the starting and stopping dates, the name of the output bank, and the 
name of the “fix” file. For the quarterly demonstration model, use the most recent twenty years for 
which you have data. The first simulation can be a historical one with actual values for all of the 
exogenous variables.  Hence we may name the output bank “histsim”.  The “fix” files are where we 
specify various alternative scenarios or assumptions for forecasts.  For the moment, we want a fix 
file with only rho adjustment values.  This file is called rhoadj.fix, but we leave off the .fix in 
entering its name in the dialog box.  When you  click the OK button, you get a ] prompt.  Give a full 
title to your run, something like
ti Historical Simulation of Model 4
You get the ] prompt again, and you type “run”, and the model runs.
The fifth step is to look at the results graphically. To do so for a historical simulation, we need
to assign in one bank the actual data in the bws bank and in another the alternative for comparison  
— here histsim.  We do so with the commands
bank histsim b
bank bws  c
Then we have a number of “title”, “gname”, and “graph” commands to make the graphs. We 
can put all of these in an add file, such as hist.shw, when we execute the file by
add hist.shw
A simple hist.shw file is may look like this:
bank histsim b 
bank bws c
gdates 1980.1 2013.3
title GDPR -- REAL GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
gname gdpR
gr b.gdpR c.gdpR
title cR -- CONSUMPTION
gname gcR
gr b.cR c.cR
title vfR -- GROSS PRIVATE FIXED INVESTMENT
gname vfR
gr b.vfR c.vfR
and so on for as many series as we want to graph. In the “gr” lines, the “b.” and “c.” tell G7 to look 
for these series in and only in bank b or bank c, respectively. The effect of this command, therefore, 
is to graph the gdpR series from histsim as the first line, the red line, and then to graph the gdpR 
series from bws as the second, the blue line. The result is a graph with the actual historical course of 
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gdpR shown in blue (true is blue) and the model’s calculated gdpR shown in red. 
The sixth step is to make tables. Table-making is found on the Model | Tables menu item. 
Selecting this item brings up a form for preparing input data to the Compare program, which will 
actually make the tables. At the top of the form, you are asked for the name of the “stub” file. The 
stub file fundamentally gives the names of the series to be put into the table and the dates to be 
listed. It may contain, however, many commands to the Compare program which are described in the
G7 help files. An appropriate initial stub for the AMI model is in the file ami.stb, so put “ami” in the 








Then we must enter the types and names of the banks we want to compare. The types are easy:  
throughout  Parts 1 and 2 of this book, the type is always workspace. Since we are making a 
comparison of a the histsim bank against the bws bank, put “bws” in the name field for the first bank










\dates 1990 1995 2000 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
\under =
\7 1 65 2 2 45
;
&
gdpR         ;Real Gross domestic product
cR           ;  Personal consumption 
vR           ;  Gross private domestic investment
vfR          ;    Fixed investment
viR          ;    Inventory change
xR           ;  Exports
mR           ;  Imports
gR           ;  Government purchaes
;
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gdpD         ;GDP Deflator
gdp          ;Gross domestic product
pibg         ;  Personal Income before gov
nitpils      ;  - Taxes on production & imports
ptax         ;  - Personal taxes
npctr        ;  + Gov transfers to persons
pidis        ;  = Personal disposable income
piipcb       ;  - Interest paid by consumers
piptt        ;  - Transfers to foreigners
c            ;  - Personal consumption expenditure










fw field width of the numbers in the table
dp decimal places to be shown in the table
pl page length, in lines
tm top margin, in lines
bm bottom margin, in lines


































3.1. Create and run .reg files for all of the regressions used in Model 5 of Chapter 1. Modify the 
Master file as shown in Chapter 1 to make the model include these regression equations. 
Build and run the model in historical simulation. Make graphs and tables. In doing this 
exercise, you should read over the section on Model 5 in Chapter 1 and then try to do the 
whole exercise without looking again at Chapter 1. Only if you get hopelessly stuck should 
you look back before finishing. Then you might want to compare the way you did the 
exercise with the way I did it.
3.2. Develop an equation relating employment (emp) to real GDP, gdpR, include it in your model,
build and run the model in historical simulation. You should:
Modify the master file to use the new equation
Create a file with the editor to estimate the equation
Run that file so as to get the results in a .sav and a .cat file.
Choose Model | Build from the main menu
Choose Model | Run to run the new model
Edit your .shw file to put in a graph for employment
Execute this file and save the employment graph
Edit ami.stb to put in a line for employment
Choose Model | Tables to make the numerical listing of the results.
When all the computing work has been done, go into your word processor and bring in your 
new master file, your emp.reg file, the resulting .cat file, the graph of the fit of the equation, 
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the graph of employment in the historical simulation of the model, and the table comparing 
the historical simulation with actual values. You will find that to show the text files correctly 















































You might well suppose that a good performance in historical simulation would be a quite 
adequate test of a model. Indeed, it is a necessary condition for a model to be useful. But it is by no 
means sufficient. For it is easy to build a model that does quite well in a historical simulation, 
especially over the period for which it was fit. The trick is simply to make some key variables 
exogenous or derived by identity from exogenous variables.
For example, the equation for fixed investment in AMI, (in the vfR.reg file) contains the 
lines
f  d = gdpR – gdpR[1]
Now if we change from defining d in terms of gdpR to defining it in terms of gnp$, thus












































1995.1 1684 0 0 0  0 0 0 0
1997.1 1500 0 0 1500   0 0 0 0
1999.1 0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0
2005.1 0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0
2010.1 0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 2200
Here we have made use of the capacity of the program to replace a zero by a linearly 
interpolated value. In effect, the program draws a straight line from the 1684 in 1995.1 to the 1500 in
1997.1, and then another straight line from the 1500 at 1997.4 to the 2200 at 2013.3. Remember that 
the first number on each line is the date of the first observation on the line. There is no effective limit
on how many numbers can be on the line. As you can see, you have the capacity to run a wide 





cta Constant term adjustment (also called "adds"). Add a specified amount to the value calculated by the 
equation. The amount added can be different in different periods.
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mul Multiplicative fix. Multiply the value calculated from the equation by a specified factor, which may be 
different in different periods.
ovr Over-ride the equation. Discard the value calculated and use the one specified.
rho Add a rho-adjustment to the variable

































The values of rho in the various regressions can be conveniently captured for use in a .fix file 
by G7’s “rhosave” command. The format is 
rhosave <filename>
for example,







When making tables from a counter-historical run, the base of comparison is nearly always the 
historical simulation and never the actual historical values. Why? If we compare with the historical 
simulation, we know that the differences we are looking at are the result of the changes we made in 
the exogenous variables or in the equations by the fixes. Whereas if we compared the counter-
historical simulation with the actual historical values, the differences would be a combination of 
errors in model and the effects of the changes we made in the exogenous variables. The whole value 
of having the model is to isolate the effects of the changes you made, so be sure to use histsim as the 
base against which to compare your counter-historical simulation.
Exercise
4.1 Do the suggested counter historical simulation with gR increased by $50. Then try $100 and 
$200. (The table maker will let you have up to eight alternatives.)  Does there appear to be 
any limit on how big gdpR can be made by increasing government expenditure?  Is anything 
bad happening as a result of increasing gR?  Do you believe that what you have found to be 
properties of the AMI model are in fact properties of the U.S. economy?  If not, you have 














































  2011.4    1856.269   1852.852   1850.222   1848.333
  2012.4    1847.142   1846.607   1846.690   1847.354
  2013.4    1848.566   1850.293   1852.505   1855.173
  2014.4    1858.271   1861.774   1865.657   1869.899




2011.4    1856.269   1852.852   1850.222   1848.333
2012.4  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0




The first of these updates was prepared in a very mechanical way by regressing xR on time and 
using the predicted value of the forecast using the rho adjustment. The historical values followed by 
this forecast are in the variable called depvar created by G7 when the "mode f" has been given. (The 




limits 1980.1 2013.3 2017.4
ti xR
r b.xR = time
gr *




This command file first assigns the data bank “bws”. This bank is the one created when the 
model was built. It has all the variables in the model and no others. Most of the variables in the 
model are in the Quip data bank which is automatically assigned when G7 is started, but some, such 
as taxrate and the various behavioral ratios, are made up in the process of building the model. By 
assigning the bws bank as bank b by
bank bws b
these variables become available by putting a “b.” in front of their name. In this command file, the  
limits command caused the equation to be fit from 1980.1 to 2013.3 and then forecasted to 2017.4. 
The forecast worked because the only independent variable is time,  one of only two variables with 
future values in the Quip bank. After the forecast is completed, the depvar variable (depvar = 
dependent variable) contains the actual values of the dependent variable for the historical period and 
the forecasted values with rho adjustment for the future period. The command
f   xR = depvar








r xR = time
also 
r xR = xR[1]
or even 
r xR = time, xR[1], xR[2]
for lagged values of the dependent variable are available for forecasting. The resulting forecasts are, 





The sort of mechanical projection illustrated here for exports makes sense for a few variables 
like population and possibly exports. It does not make sense to use it for tax rates, defense 
expenditures, and other policy variables. Projections of such variables should be thought about 
carefully in the light not only of their recent trends but also of current political developments. 
Mechanical forecasts can also be made for these variables, but only as a starting point for thinking 
about them.
If you discover any surprise exogenous variables in run.xog, ask where they came from. Did 
you really mean for them to be exogenous or are they just sort of accidental exogenous variables?  If 
the latter, you have false exogeneity and should modify the model to eliminate it. If you find yourself
making exogenous projections for variables that are clearly not independent of the endogenous 
variables in the model, revise the model to eliminate them. Typical examples are to find that gdp 
(current dollar GDP) is exogenous while gdpR is endogenous. Or that the consumer price index (cpi)
is exogenous while the gdp deflator, gdpD, is endogenous. If you find yourself making exogenous 
projections of variables that are not largely external to the economy in the short run (such as 
population and labor force) or that do not represent policy (such as money supply, tax rates, or 
government spending), stop!  Your model has in it one of those tricks that both make the historical 
simulation look good and render the model useless. Get rid of the false exogeneity by either adding 
an equation for the variable or use a variable that is already endogenous in place of the offender.
After this exhortation to think about your projections of the exogenous variables, I must now 
confess that the Build program automatically made a file for making these mechanical projections of 
all of the exogenous variables. It is called exogall.reg. To use it, you must first edit the second and 
third lines to specify the dates over which you want the regression run and the projections printed. (If
your forecasts fail to go as far into the future as you intend, you probably need to add an “fdates” 
command to specify the range over which “f” commands work, for example:
fdates 1960.1 2020.4
That done, just execute the file, and you will get .xog files for all the exogenous variables. Look 
at one or two of them such as xR.xog or gR.xog. The fore.fix file can then be made to use all these 
exogenous projections inserting into it (File | Insert) the run.xog file.
I repeat, use these mechanical projections only as starting points for thinking about 
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economically justifiable projections. When you have thought about a particular exogenous projection
and edited the .xog file that contains it, I suggest that you save your edited version with the extension
.xg instead of .xog. Edit fore.fix to use the .xg file. The reason for this suggestion is to avoid 
accidental destruction of your carefully edited files by doing “add exogall.reg” again, perhaps 
because changes in the model have added some new exogenous variables.
Inclusion of the rho adjustment factors is particularly important for a good short-term forecast, 
for they avoid abrupt changes in variables as the model "jumps onto" the equation. Use the rhosave 




Experiments with the model can be very useful both in testing it and, once you are satisfied with it, 
in learning about the economy.
Exercise
4.2  Make a forecast with AMI over the next five years. You will have to make independent 
forecasts of all exogenous variables. Put them, as described above into a file that you may 
call "fore.fix". When your "fore.fix" file is ready, make the forecast with something like the 




Output bank  my4cast
You should, of course replace the dates by dates appropriate to the time at which you are 
working. The Start date must be a period for which full data are available. The name 
"my4cast" is just an example. Be sure that the fore.fix file has in it rho fixes for all the 
regression equations. 
Use G7 to graph the forecasts. You will probably want to create a "fore.shw" file which will 
make graphs with nice titles. Make tables showing your forecast. To do so, you will need to 
edit the \dates line at the top of the ami.stb file to show the periods you are interested in. To 
get growth rates, put the dates between which you want the growth rate with a hyphen 
between them in place of a date in this line. You may find it convenient to keep a copy of the 
stub file with these dates as fore.stb.
4.3. Make other forecasts with AMI with different values of the exogenous variables. Compare 
the results both graphically (with the gr command) and numerically (with Model | Tables).
















bank histsim  b





























2  In G7, do
bank bws c
bank histsim b













































y t=1−s  y t−1 xt
where s is a number between 0 and 1. In G7, we would create y from x by this equation with
the formula
f y = @cum(y,x,s) .
(The @cum function is slightly strange in that the series which is the result of the cumulation -- 
which I shall call the cumulate and is here indicated by y -- must be given to the function as an 
argument. That is because, when the model is running, the @cum function must know the previous 
value of y as well as the current value of x in order to calculate the current value of y.)  We can write 
the formula for yt as a function of the preceding values of x as














































f infl = 100.*(gdpD - gdpD[4])/gdpD[4]
An alternative definition is to take the natural logarithm of gdpD and the to take the 
difference of the logarithm, like this:
f   lgdpD = 100.*@log(gdpD)















f   lgdpD = 100.*@log(gdpD)
f   infl = lgdpD  - lgdpD[4]
f   ub10 = @cum(ub10, 1.0, .10)
# call expected inflation “inflex”





Before we can try an equation for inflation, we need to define unemployment in terms of the 
employment variable for which you already have an equation. Besides emp, the Quip data bank also 
contains a variable for the civilian labor force, lfc.  To compute the unemployment percentage we 
need
f   u = 100.*(lfc - emp)/ lfc
You can now put all the preceding ideas together and formulate a regression as follows:










f   u = 100.*(lfc  -  emp)/ lfc
by
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:                                      Inflation I
  SEE   =       0.90 RSQ   = 0.8128 RHO =   0.95 Obser  =  147 from 1977.100
  SEE+1 =       0.28 RBSQ  = 0.8062 DW  =   0.10 DoFree =  141 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =      29.45
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 infl                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      3.17 - - -
  1 intercept                1.59921     7.7   0.51    5.34      1.00
  2 inflex                   1.04040   126.8   1.14    1.28      3.48  0.963
  3 u                        0.15231     0.1   0.31    1.02      6.45  0.117
  4 u[1]                    -0.57609     0.3  -1.17    1.00      6.45 -0.441
  5 u[2]                     0.12615     0.0   0.26    1.00      6.45  0.097












Inflation 1 Equation in Historical Simulation
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Suppose that we want to suggest to G7 that a value for b2 of .9 would be appropriate. How can 
we do so?  We can simply manufacture some new, artificial observations. In these observations, the 
value of x2,  inflex in the present case, is 1.0, the value of infl, the dependent variable, is .9, and the 
values of other variables are 0 (including x1, the variable which is multiplied by the intercept). Thus, 
we have an observation that looks something like this
x1 x2 x3 ... xn  y
0 1 0  ...0 .9
The residual from this observation will be .9 - 1b2. Pretty clearly the value of b2 which 
minimizes the square of this one residual is .9. Of course, there are other residuals whose squares go 
into the sum of squared residuals which is being minimized, so including one such observation won't
result in a b2 which is exactly .9 . But as more and more such observations are added, the value of b2 
will certainly move towards .9. Thus, we can say that by the addition of such observations we are 
softly constraining the estimated regression coefficients.
The command in G7 for adding one such artificial observation for each natural 
observation  is just
con 1 .9 = a2
and to add 10 such observations per natural observation is 








con 3  .9 = a2
con 200  0 = a2 - 2a3 + a4






















con 20 .9 = a2
The resulting equation is:
                                        Inflation 2
  SEE   =       0.93 RSQ   = 0.8022 RHO =   0.95 Obser  =  147 from 1977.100
  SEE+1 =       0.29 RBSQ  = 0.7952 DW  =   0.10 DoFree =  141 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =      29.96
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 infl                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      3.17 - - -
  1 intercept                1.61892     7.4   0.51   23.68      1.00
  2 inflex                   0.91894   384.7   1.01    1.21      3.48  0.851
  3 u                        0.28450     0.2   0.58    1.02      6.45  0.218
  4 u[1]                    -0.66438     0.4  -1.35    1.00      6.45 -0.509
  5 u[2]                     0.06496     0.0   0.13    1.00      6.45  0.050
  6 u[3]                     0.05850     0.0   0.12    1.00      6.45  0.045
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The constraint did the job required of it and got b2 down just barely under 1.0 (.92). The fit is 
worse, as you can see from the increase in SEE or by comparing the graph on the left below with the 
earlier graph of the fit. But the simulation results, as you can see on the right, are improved. We have
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Inflation 2 Equation in Historical Simulation
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fex  relpri = 100.*@log((m/m$)/(x/x$))
and its rate of inflation, which we can call imflimp for “inflation imported” is
f inflimp = relpri - relpri[4]
We have used the official deflated values of imports and exports, because their deflators reflect 
the specific prices of the goods traded, whereas our xR and mR are both deflated by the same 
deflator. We will define relpri by a “fex” rather than by an “f” because we want to think of this 
variable as exogenous. A littler experimentation with the lags led to the equation
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                                      Inflation 3
  SEE   =       0.74 RSQ   = 0.8731 RHO =   0.90 Obser  =  147 from 1977.100
  SEE+1 =       0.33 RBSQ  = 0.8667 DW  =   0.20 DoFree =  139 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =      24.57
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 infl                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      3.17 - - -
  1 intercept                1.19644     6.2   0.38   37.11      1.00
  2 inflex                   0.90842   493.0   1.00    1.90      3.48  0.841
  3 u                        0.09651     0.0   0.20    1.60      6.45  0.074
  4 u[1]                    -0.55774     0.4  -1.14    1.57      6.45 -0.427
  5 u[2]                     0.22366     0.1   0.46    1.57      6.45  0.171
  6 u[3]                     0.03875     0.0   0.08    1.57      6.45  0.030
  7 inflimp[2]               0.06240     1.6   0.01    1.09      0.52  0.109




Look at the coefficients for the u variables in the last regression. The first is positive, the 
opposite one would expect; the second is negative;  the third is positive again; and the fourth is again
negative. That is certainly not what I had in mind when I put in several lagged values of 
unemployment. I just thought it might take some time for prices to respond to unemployment. I had 
no expectation that the direction of causality should reverse in the middle and must confess that I 
would be very uncomfortable forecasting or simulating the economy with such an equation. As with 
the coefficient on inflex, I expect that the plausibility of the results of our model would be much 
enhanced by smoothing out those three coefficients. By “smoothing out” I mean making them lie 















This use of the “con” command in this way to impose a smooth pattern on coefficients is quite 
common. But it frequently happens that we have a number of lagged values of some variable, 
perhaps five or ten, and we want to impose smoothness over all their estimated coefficients. For 
example, in Chapter 1, the first regression we looked at (with vfR as dependent variable) had 12 
lagged values of d, with coefficients a3 through a14. If you look closely at these coefficients, you 
will see some implausible jumps from one to another. If we wish to smooth them out, we could 
impose constraints like the following:
con 100  0  = a3 - 2a4 + a5
con 100  0  = a4 - 2a5 + a6
con 100  0  = a5 - 2a6 + a7
con 100  0  = a6 - 2a7 + a8
con 100  0  = a7 - 2a8 + a9
con 100  0  = a8 - 2a9 + a10
con 100  0  = a9 - 2a10 + a11
con 100  0  = a10 - 2a11 + a12
con 100  0  = a11 - 2a12 + a13
con 100  0  = a12 - 2a13 + a14
con 100  0  = a13 – 2a14
where it is assumed that a15 is zero.
Now it is a bit tiresome to type all of these lines, so G7 provides a shorthand, the “sma” 
command:
sma 100 a3 a14  1
This one command is the exact equivalent of the eleven “con” commands. The 100 serves the 
same purpose as the 100, the “count” parameter, in the “con” commands. The a3 and a14 are the first
and last coefficients in the sequence of “con” commands. The “con” commands are imposing the 
constraint that the coefficients lie on a straight line, which is a polynomial of degree 1; the one  1  at 
the end of the sma command indicates that it also should impose softly a straight line. If the 1 were 
replaced by a 2, 3, or 4, etc., the “sma” would impose softly a polynomial of degree 2, 3, or 4, 
respectively.
The “sma” command as given above includes the presumption that  a15 is zero, so that a13, a14,
and  a15 = 0 should lie on a straight line; or, as in the last of the “con” commands, 0 = a13 - 2a14, or 
a14 = .5a13. If this constraint is not desired, then the command should end with an “f” , thus
sma 100 a3 a14 1 f
The “f” is for “free” or “floating”, not tied down to zero at the end.
Why the name “sma”?  The “sma” is a “soft” version (suggested by Robert Shiller) of the lag 
estimation system introduced by Shirley M. Almon, my late wife, and generally known as the Almon
lag. By picking sufficiently large values of the “count” parameter, one can use the “sma” command 
to produce the original Almon lag, though I think it is seldom desirable to do so. Several regression 
packages have a function called “Almon” which implements this lag. Since I wished to be clear that 
this was Shirley’s work, not mine, I have used her initials as the name of the command. 
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Applied to the present equation for inflation, the sma command equivalent to the three con
commands given above is
sma 20 a3  a6 1 
The numerical results are quite satisfactory:
:                                      Inflation 4
  SEE   =       0.75 RSQ   = 0.8715 RHO =   0.90 Obser  =  147 from 1977.100
  SEE+1 =       0.33 RBSQ  = 0.8650 DW  =   0.20 DoFree =  139 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =      25.12
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 infl                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      3.17 - - -
  1 intercept                1.26823     7.5   0.40   36.63      1.00
  2 inflex                   0.90874   490.0   1.00    1.87      3.48  0.841
  3 u                       -0.08666     4.9  -0.18    1.84      6.45 -0.066
  4 u[1]                    -0.06330     7.6  -0.13    1.71      6.45 -0.048
  5 u[2]                    -0.04059     3.7  -0.08    1.61      6.45 -0.031
  6 u[3]                    -0.01946     1.2  -0.04    1.56      6.45 -0.015
  7 inflimp[2]               0.06540     1.7   0.01    1.08      0.52  0.114
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The model needs at various points the price level, gdpD, as well as the inflation rate. We
work back from the inflation rate to the price level by the equations
f lgdpD = lgdpD[4] + infl



















f cinflex = @cum(cinflex,0.25*inflex,0.)
f cu = @cum(cu, 0.25*u, 0)
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and the cumulate of the constant term is just a time trend. Thus, the regression command in
G7 is
r  lgdpD = cinflex, cu,cu[1],cu[2],cu[3],cu[4], cinflimp[2],
cinflimp[3], time 
and the commands to compute from lgdpD the deflator and inflation (which should immediately 
follow the below the r command) are
f gdpD  =  @exp(.01*lgdpD)




:                                       Inflation 5
  SEE   =       1.26 RSQ   = 0.9986 RHO =   0.95 Obser  =  155 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =       0.42 RBSQ  = 0.9985 DW  =   0.10 DoFree =  145 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =      86.65
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 lgdpD                 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    -38.53 - - -
  1 intercept             -147.72339   392.0   3.83  748.82      1.00
  2 cinflex                  0.80903   592.0  -1.86    3.93     88.68  0.925
  3 cu                      -0.02992     1.1   0.46    3.69    586.74 -0.246
  4 cu[1]                   -0.01498     0.7   0.23    3.69    580.21 -0.123
  5 cu[2]                   -0.00385     0.0   0.06    3.68    573.68 -0.032
  6 cu[3]                    0.00071     0.0  -0.01    3.60    567.17  0.006
  7 cu[4]                   -0.00068     0.0   0.01    3.46    560.67 -0.006
  8 cinflimp[2]              0.30611     2.4  -0.24    1.55     30.16  0.048
  9 cinflimp[3]              0.21771     1.2  -0.17    1.55     30.00  0.035
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5.1.  Include in your current version of the AMI model an equation for the price level. First test 
the equation by itself by defining unemployment with a “fex” command. Then replace the 
“fex” with just “f” so that unemployment becomes endogenous. Then rerun your experiments
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The remaining variable in the income-consumption-savings identity, personal transfers to 
foreigners (pipttf), is small and could be left as an exogenous ratio. 












































Since R2 is used to measure the closeness of fit, a beginner often assumes that R2 is also the 
measure of his success in developing an equation. "How high should my R2 be?" is frequently asked,
but there can be no general answer. For some items, say inventory change, .50 may be quite 
satisfactory; for others, say consumption of food, anything below .98 would be embarrassing. If R2 
alone, then, is inadequate as a guide, what else should be considered in judging the quality of an 
equation?  Here are some things a good equation should do.
1. Account for important influences. If the equation is for food consumption, it should 
certainly account for the influences of income and the price of food relative to other commodities. 
On the other hand, if it fails to include the percentage of women in the labor force, or the stock of 
home appliances, or the stock of housing, or the price of electricity and gas, it can hardly be 
seriously faulted. In fact, if one of these other factors turned out to be crucial, one should be 
suspicious.
2. Economize on variables. In forecasting, every independent variable must either be produced 
in the model or must be exogenously forecasted. Be sparing, therefore, in the use of special-purpose 
variables. Especially avoid variables whose forecasting is tantamount to forecasting the dependent 
variable. For example, the Federal Reserve discount rate would prove a very good variable for 
explaining the Treasury bill rate in the QUEST model. Since the model does not, however, otherwise 
explain the discount rate, an exogenous forecast of it would be required, and making an exogenous 
forecast of the discount is just about the same thing as forecasting the T-bill rate. Do not clutter up 
the equation with numerous variables of small marginal explanatory value (mexval), for each 
unnecessary variable reduces the efficiency with which the coefficients on the others are estimated. 
Remember Occam's razor, and prefer a simple equation to a complicated one. On the other hand, if 
there are strong reasons for believing that a variable should enter the equation and if in fact it does so
and with a plausible coefficient, do not throw it out just because its mexval is low or its t-statistic is 
less than 2.0 in absolute value.
3. Avoid false exogeneity. You can very easily eliminate the excessive cycles in AMI by making
investment depend on changes in real National income instead of changes in real Gross private 
product. Why?  Because real National income is not otherwise in the model, so it is technically an 
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exogenous variable in the model. Consequently, when the model is run in historical simulation it will
always have exactly the historical values of National income, and the predicted values for 
investment will be those found when the equation was fit. But National income is closely related to 
GDP and cannot rightfully be considered exogenous. If you run an experiment by increasing, say, 
exports, you will get no impact on investment because the exogenous National income is not 
affected although GDP is affected. In the logic of the national accounts, National income should also
be affected, but because you have left it exogenous, it is not. When it comes to forecasting, you will 
have to produce an exogenous forecast of National income. If this forecast turns out to be out of line 
with the GDP forecast, you will have a problem. All these problems arise because of what I call the 
false exogeneity of National income. Avoid all such false exogeneity. Limit the exogenous variables 
to policy variables, such as tax rates or government expenditures, or variables truly unaffected by 
short-run economic fluctuations, such as population.
4. Use appropriate dimensions. If the dependent variable is, say, food expenditure per capita, 
then it would be inappropriate to use total disposable income to explain it. Total income might grow 
because total population was growing but without any change in income per capita to increase food 
purchases per capita. Similarly, one would not use the total population aged 16-25 in this equation, 
though the fraction of the population in that age range might be quite appropriate. Or again, the 
index of food prices would be inappropriate -- because food is not the only thing whose price has 
gone up -- but the ratio of food prices to an overall price index could be used. Failure to get 
appropriate dimensions is a common problem with student regressions.
5. Mix trend and stationary variables only with utmost caution. Roughly speaking, a trend 
variable is one which, you know without plotting, would, if plotted, go from the lower left to the 
upper right of the screen. GDP, population, the consumer price index, and the quantity of money are 
familiar examples. A stationary series, again roughly speaking, is one where you cannot count on 
such a trend. The growth rate of GDP or quantity of money, an interest rate, the price of imports 
relative to domestic goods, the price of gasoline relative to the price of shoes, or rainfall or mean 
temperature for the year are typical examples. If a stationary variable, say the interest rate, is used to 
explain a trended variable, say the level of aggregate investment, then one has built into the very 
form of the equation a declining relative importance for the interest rate as the economy -- and with 
it, aggregate investment -- grows. Conversely, if one tries to explain a stationary variable, say an 
interest rate, with a trended variable, say the quantity of money, one is clearly looking for a relation 
which cannot exist. This simple fact is the valid point behind the recent vogue for studying 
"cointegration".
6. Avoid "umbrella" variables. Once I was criticizing the equation of a student who had used 
residential construction to explain interest rates. High levels of residential construction seemed to 
cause interest rates to fall. When the student finally understood my objections, he exclaimed, "Oh, I 
see. It is as if I had used the number of people carrying umbrellas to explain rainfall."  Exactly. The 
independent variables should "cause" the dependent variable, not vice-versa. While the question of 
what "cause" means in economics is not always clear, a little common sense applied to eliminating 
such "umbrella" variables will pay good dividends.
7. Allow for lags as necessary. Any relevant variable may act with a lag or a distributed lag. 
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Those lags should be looked for, and if found, the lag distribution should be encouraged, via buckets 
or soft constraints, to take on a sensible shape. On the other hand, lagged values of the dependent 
variable should not be used to express lags, since their use will generally distort the parameters on 
other variables and lead to excessively long lags.
8. Have plausible parameter values. Try your best to interpret every parameter in intuitive 
terms. Of every regression coefficient (except perhaps the intercept) one should ask "Does that value
for this coefficient make sense?"  If the answer is "no," there may be a case for using soft constraints.
For some equations, it is the elasticities which should make sense. To continue the food example, 
one would expect the income elasticity to be positive but definitely less than 1.0, while the price 
elasticity should be negative and probably less than 1.0 in absolute value. (In other equations -- and 
especially for variables with means close to zero -- the elasticities have no intuitive value.)
9. Fit adequately. Look at the plot of the regression. Has the equation explained the trend and 
the major variations from the trend?  An equation that misses by a wide margin on the same side for 
years at a time is missing something important. Try to think what might be the cause and to find a 
variable to express that cause. Note that this point comes near the end of the list, not at the top.
10. Show stability of the coefficients when the sample period is changed. One way to check 
for this stability is to try the equation with a test period of two or three years at the end of the fit 
period. Another is through the use of the "recur" command in G7. If the coefficients change 
significantly when the period of fit is changed, then they  probably do not reflect a true structure but 
just an accident of the period you are looking at. Both of these techniques are illustrated in the next 











title Consumption and Population
r c = pop
with these results:
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:                               Consumption and Population
  SEE   =     368.97 RSQ   = 0.9847 RHO =   0.99 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      64.27 RBSQ  = 0.9846 DW  =   0.02 DoFree =  133 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       6.96
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 c                     - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   5958.40 - - -
  1 intercept             -23073.93146   541.7  -3.87   65.27      1.00







title Real Consumption and Population
r c$ = pop
with these results:
:                            Real Consumption and Population
  SEE   =     219.91 RSQ   = 0.9897 RHO =   0.98 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      46.58 RBSQ  = 0.9897 DW  =   0.03 DoFree =  133 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       2.68
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 c$                    - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   7213.87 - - -
  1 intercept             -13984.42528   552.3  -1.94   97.45      1.00





title Real Consumption, Population and Income
r c$ = pop, pidis$
:                        Real Consumption, Population and Income
  SEE   =      87.76 RSQ   = 0.9984 RHO =   0.70 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      63.22 RBSQ  = 0.9983 DW  =   0.61 DoFree =  132 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       0.91
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 c$                    - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   7213.87 - - -
  1 intercept             -250.68900     0.1  -0.03  611.85      1.00
  2 pop                   -956.04426     0.0  -0.04    6.28      0.27 -0.012










title Consumption and Income per Capita
f ypc$ = pidis$/pop
r c$ = ypc$
:                           Consumption and Income per Capita
  SEE   =     151.92 RSQ   = 0.9951 RHO =   0.81 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      93.15 RBSQ  = 0.9951 DW  =   0.39 DoFree =  133 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       1.98
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 c$                    - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   7213.87 - - -
  1 intercept             -4325.19359   434.6  -0.60  204.20      1.00
  2 ypc$                      0.39887  1329.0   1.60    1.00  28929.12  0.998
No, it does not. It has violated the "appropriate dimensions" maxim again because it is relating total 
consumption to per capita income. Here is the equation we should have estimated.
title Consumption per Capita and Income per Capita
f cpc$ = c$/pop
r cpc$ = ypc$
:                      Consumption per Capita and Income per Capita
  SEE   =     306.22 RSQ   = 0.9967 RHO =   0.69 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =     223.43 RBSQ  = 0.9967 DW  =   0.63 DoFree =  133 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       0.91
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 cpc$                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  26081.09 - - -
  1 intercept             -2486.40441    80.1  -0.10  307.52      1.00




















f pauto = cdmv/cdmv$ # price of automobiles 
f cdmvpc$ = cdmv$/pop
f ypc$ = pidis$/pop
r cdmvpc$ = ypc$, pauto
:                         Consumption per Capita of Automobiles
  SEE   =     120.29 RSQ   = 0.7030 RHO =   0.90 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      53.52 RBSQ  = 0.6985 DW  =   0.21 DoFree =  132 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =      10.28
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 cdmvpc$               - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   1029.50 - - -
  1 intercept              -95.80447     0.6  -0.09    3.37      1.00
  2 ypc$                     0.02334    12.6   0.66    1.07  28929.12  0.574















There are a number of ways of fooling yourself into thinking that you have a good equation 
when, in fact, what you have is trash. Here is one way. We need an equation for construction of non-
residential structures, vfnrsR, and we suppose that it might be proportional to the difference between 
need for such structures, which we take to be proportional to real GDP, gdpR, and the stock of such 
structures. So we make up an equation like this:
ti vfnrsR - Non-residential Structures
lim 1980.1 2013.3
f ub01 = @cum(ub01,1.,.01)
# Make up stock of structures
f StockSt = @cum(cumSt,vfnrsR,.01)/ub01
r vfnrsR = gdpR,StockSt
It doesn’t work very well, so let’s try lagging the stock of structures one quarter with this
regression command:
r vfnrsR = gdpR,StockSt,StockSt[1]
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Now we get the following wonderful results:
:                          vfnrsR - Non-residential Structures
  SEE   =      14.70 RSQ   = 0.9578 RHO =   0.96 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       5.02 RBSQ  = 0.9568 DW  =   0.08 DoFree =  131 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       3.20
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 vfnrsR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    343.34 - - -
  1 intercept             -104.18180     8.4  -0.30   23.68      1.00
  2 gdpR                     0.00504     6.5   0.16   13.07  11006.94  0.212
  3 StockSt                 56.45992   261.1  46.78   13.05    284.49 24.621












f StockSt = @cum(cumSt,vfnrsR[1],.01)
then the regression can reconstruct this lagged value from StockSt and StockSt[1]. That
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ti vfnrsR - Non-residential Structures
f d = gdpR - gdpR[1]
f ub01 = @cum(ub01,1.,.01)
f StockSt = 100.*@cum(cumSt,0.25*vfnrsR[1],.01)/ub01
f m1R = m1/gdpD
f niprfR = niprf/gdpD
r vfnrsR = gdpR[1],d[1],d[2],d[3],d[4],d[5],d[6],d[7],
   d[8],d[9],d[10],StockSt[1],m1R, m1R[1],rtb,rtb[1], niprfR, niprfR[1]
:                          vfnrsR - Non-residential Structures
  SEE   =      26.91 RSQ   = 0.8586 RHO =   0.77 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      17.23 RBSQ  = 0.8367 DW  =   0.45 DoFree =  116 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       5.89
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 vfnrsR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    343.34 - - -
  1 intercept             -282.70519     5.2  -0.82    7.07      1.00
  2 gdpR[1]                  0.02274    11.0   0.72    3.83  10937.61  0.955
  3 d[1]                    -0.12546     4.0  -0.02    3.41     68.28 -0.134
  4 d[2]                    -0.05108     0.6  -0.01    3.38     67.98 -0.055
  5 d[3]                    -0.00140     0.0  -0.00    3.38     67.63 -0.002
  6 d[4]                     0.02310     0.1   0.00    3.35     67.58  0.025
  7 d[5]                     0.01326     0.0   0.00    3.30     67.51  0.014
  8 d[6]                     0.03124     0.3   0.01    3.28     67.58  0.033
  9 d[7]                     0.03773     0.4   0.01    3.25     68.26  0.041
 10 d[8]                     0.05076     0.7   0.01    3.21     66.99  0.055
 11 d[9]                     0.07218     1.4   0.01    3.19     66.81  0.078
 12 d[10]                    0.04295     0.5   0.01    3.15     66.66  0.046
 13 StockSt[1]               0.05900     8.2   1.21    3.09   7048.02  0.652
 14 m1R                      0.42069     3.2   1.69    2.21   1378.49  1.885
 15 m1R[1]                  -0.54130     5.2  -2.16    2.18   1367.42 -2.351
 16 rtb                      5.15165     0.9   0.07    1.20      4.86  0.252
 17 rtb[1]                  11.68761     4.3   0.17    1.05      4.95  0.575
 18 niprfR                  -0.09716     1.5  -0.29    1.05   1019.62 -0.614









the above equation. We change only the “limits” line to
lim 1980.1 1997.4 2013.3
The fit over the shorter period is actually slightly better:
:                          vfnrsR - Non-residential Structures
  SEE   =      11.60 RSQ   = 0.8680 RHO =   0.73 Obser  =   72 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       8.16 RBSQ  = 0.8232 DW  =   0.54 DoFree =   53 to   1997.400
  MAPE  =       3.35 Test period:   SEE    95.09 MAPE    17.92 end  2013.300
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 vfnrsR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    295.92 - - -
  1 intercept              120.87993     2.2   0.41    7.58      1.00
  2 gdpR[1]                 -0.00864     0.8  -0.25    5.73   8414.33 -0.374
  3 d[1]                    -0.05298     1.8  -0.01    5.73     64.37 -0.100
  4 d[2]                    -0.00328     0.0  -0.00    5.63     63.06 -0.006
  5 d[3]                     0.04009     1.3   0.01    5.35     61.22  0.074
  6 d[4]                     0.06749     3.7   0.01    4.99     60.03  0.125
  7 d[5]                     0.08636     5.2   0.02    4.65     59.58  0.159
  8 d[6]                     0.01830     0.3   0.00    4.53     59.28  0.034
  9 d[7]                     0.00447     0.0   0.00    4.51     59.95  0.008
 10 d[8]                     0.03291     1.0   0.01    4.48     59.11  0.063
 11 d[9]                     0.03533     1.2   0.01    4.45     58.49  0.067
 12 d[10]                    0.01090     0.1   0.00    4.44     58.54  0.021
 13 StockSt[1]               0.03075     5.5   0.67    3.74   6475.56  0.416
 14 m1R                      0.11393     0.4   0.46    1.50   1200.24  0.799
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 15 m1R[1]                  -0.21881     1.8  -0.88    1.41   1193.91 -1.546
 16 rtb                      1.71196     0.6   0.04    1.29      7.07  0.159
 17 rtb[1]                   6.50303     7.2   0.16    1.20      7.17  0.611
 18 niprfR                   0.04511     0.4   0.10    1.02    681.03  0.254










r vfnrsR = gdpR[1],d[1],d[2],d[3],d[4],d[5],d[6],d[7],
to
lim 1980.1 1997.4 2013.3
...
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do {f lb = b%1 -2*s%1;
   f ub = b%1 +2*s%1;
   ti Regression Coefficient %1;
   gname coef%1;
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ti m$ -- Imports
" Define Domestic Demand
f dd$ = c$ + v$ + g$ + x$ 
" define terms of trade as ratio of foreign to domestic prices.
f tot = (m/m$)/(gnp/gnp$)




















































(3) y t− yt−1=a 1−bx tt−t−1
which we rewrite in a form to be estimated as
































2  If the lagged value of the dependent variable is included among the independent variables, the Durbin-Watson 
statistic is invalid in the best of circumstances. Durbin devised another statistic for this situation known as the 
Durbin H. If the error terms are uncorrelated, the distribution of H approaches the normal with mean zero and unit 
standard deviation as the sample size grows. When G detects the presence of the lagged value of the dependent 
variable among the independent variables, it automatically replaces the Durbin Watson with the Durbin H. 
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:                                       Inflation
  SEE   =       0.29 RSQ   = 0.9754 RHO =   0.48 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       0.25 RBSQ  = 0.9750 DurH =  5.61 DoFree =  132 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =      11.03
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 infl                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      2.83 - - -
  1 intercept                0.31715     3.6   0.11   40.68      1.00
  2 u                       -0.04320     2.9  -0.10   39.16      6.46 -0.039





Another example is given by regressing Residential Construction on the real interest rate and 
two lagged values of the dependent variable. The R2 is even better than before, and the performance 
on the BasePred test is even more miserable. It doesn’t even do well right at the beginning. 
:                                Residential Construction
  SEE   =      13.71 RSQ   = 0.9939 RHO =  -0.13 Obser  =  135 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      13.58 RBSQ  = 0.9938 DurH = -2.05 DoFree =  131 to   2013.300
  MAPE  =       2.38
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 vfrR                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    478.46 - - -
  1 intercept               11.55952     2.7   0.02  164.60      1.00
  2 rtbR                    -1.12629     1.5  -0.00  138.15      2.03 -0.015
  3 vfrR[1]                  1.72175   178.1   1.72    2.25    477.37  1.725
  4 vfrR[2]                 -0.74026    50.0  -0.74    1.00    476.49 -0.743
135
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When distributed lags are estimated by direct regression by putting a variable into a “bucket” (as
we did in creating inflex in the inflation examples of Chapter 5), and the independent variables fail to
explain the dependent, we immediately recognize that fact by poor fit. When the lagged value of the 
dependent variable is slipped into the equation, we no longer have that warning. We can get excellent
fits without having found any causal relation between the independent and dependent variables. I, 
therefore, find the lagged value of the dependent variable deceptive and avoid it. Self-deception, 
however, is always popular, and the use of the lagged value of the dependent variable has reached 
epidemic proportions. This use, I believe, is responsible for much poor forecasting and bad policy 
analysis which has done nothing to engender respect for the economic forecasting profession on the 
part of the general public.
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f gppR = (gdp - gdpg)/deflate
f pgppR = @peak(pgppR,gppR,.0)
f d = pgppR - pgppR[1]
# Equipment replacement, used also in Labor Productivity
f ub05 = @cum(ub05,1.0,.05)
f repEq = @cum(stockEq,vfnreR[4],.05)/ub05
spr stockEq
fex sp500R = sp500/deflate
f dsp500R = sp500R - sp500R[1]
f ue = lfc -emp
con 10000 1 = a2
sma 5000 a5 a9 1
sma 100 a12 a17 1
r vfnreR = repEq, d[1], d[2],d[3],d[4],d[5], d[6],d[7], sp500R[1], 
dsp500R[1],dsp500R[2],dsp500R[3], dsp500R[4], dsp500R[5], dsp500R[6],dsp500R[7], 
ue[1]
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:                           Equipment Investment
  SEE   =      30.88 RSQ   = 0.9724 RHO =   0.91 Obser  =  136 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =      13.16 RBSQ  = 0.9684 DW  =   0.18 DoFree =  118 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       4.21
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 vfnreR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    597.95 - - -
  1 intercept              202.81619    27.6   0.34   43.71      1.00
  2 repEq                    0.92477   234.7   0.79    4.06    508.01  0.851
  3 d[1]                     0.14959     1.4   0.01    3.56     47.04  0.035
  4 d[2]                     0.17950     1.9   0.01    3.15     47.04  0.042
  5 d[3]                     0.12455     1.7   0.01    3.08     47.04  0.029
  6 d[4]                     0.11557     3.7   0.01    2.82     47.04  0.027
  7 d[5]                     0.10604     3.8   0.01    2.57     47.04  0.025
  8 d[6]                     0.08591     2.5   0.01    2.38     46.75  0.020
  9 d[7]                     0.05066     1.4   0.00    2.15     46.43  0.012
 10 sp500R[1]                0.02204     1.0   0.02    1.81    614.83  0.047
 11 dsp500R[1]               0.16286     1.7   0.00    1.73      5.70  0.036
 12 dsp500R[2]               0.17721     2.0   0.00    1.67      6.20  0.038
 13 dsp500R[3]               0.14910     1.8   0.00    1.59      6.05  0.032
 14 dsp500R[4]               0.09311     0.7   0.00    1.54      6.79  0.019
 15 dsp500R[5]               0.15977     2.1   0.00    1.46      6.75  0.033
 16 dsp500R[6]               0.18737     2.9   0.00    1.39      6.71  0.038
 17 dsp500R[7]               0.17799     2.5   0.00    1.32      6.08  0.036
 18 ue[1]                   -0.01739    15.1  -0.22    1.00   7666.19 -0.117
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ti vfnrsR - Non-residential Structures
fex gppR = (gdp - gdpg)/deflate
f pgppR = @peak(pgppR,gppR,.0)
f dpgppR = pgppR - pgppR[1]
f ub01 = @cum(ub01,1.,.01)
f StockSt = 100.* @cum(cumSt,0.25*vfnrsR[4],.01)/ub01
fex subnrs = 0.
update subnrs
2006.1  1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  9 9 9 8  7 6 5 4  3 2 1;
fex taxacts = 0
update taxacts
143
1982.1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1;
fex sp500R = sp500/deflate
fdup dsp500R = sp500R - sp500R[1]
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                     vfnrsR - Non-residential Structures
  SEE   =      19.61 RSQ   = 0.8902 RHO =   0.87 Obser  =  136 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =      10.08 RBSQ  = 0.8833 DW  =   0.26 DoFree =  127 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       6.16
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 vfnrsR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    260.28 - - -
  1 intercept              335.57545    57.6   1.29    9.11      1.00
  2 gppR[4]                  0.04989    41.5   1.26    4.29   6574.08  1.684
  3 StockSt[1]              -0.12955    27.5  -2.31    4.10   4647.57 -1.839
  4 taxacts                 46.45902    20.4   0.02    2.93      0.12  0.253
  5 dsp500R[4]               0.01540     0.0   0.00    2.84      6.79  0.010
  6 dsp500R[5]               0.02471     0.1   0.00    2.75      6.75  0.016
  7 dsp500R[6]               0.04371     0.3   0.00    2.64      6.71  0.028
  8 npiniR[1]                0.23807    24.9   0.71    2.16    779.49  0.837
  9 subnrs                  13.76815    47.1   0.03    1.00      0.52  0.434























fex ldeflate = 100.*@log(deflate)
fex infl = ldeflate - ldeflate[4]
fex ub10 = @cum(ub10,1.0,.10)
freq ub10  4
# inflex is expected inflation
fex inflex = @cum(cinfl,infl[1],.10)/ub10
# rtbex is the real interest rate
fex rtbex = rtb - inflex
f ub01 = @cum(ub01,1.,.01)
f StockHouse = 100.*@cum(cvfrR,0.25*vfrR[2],.01)/ub01
f pidisaR = pidisa/deflate
f dpidisaR = pidisaR - pidisaR[1]
fex sp500R = sp500/deflate
fex subprime = 0.
update subprime
2003.1  1  2  3  4   5  6  7  8   9 10 11 12  
2006.1 12 12 12 12  11 10  9  8   5  4 3  2  1;
sma 100 a7 a11 1
r vfrR = pidisaR[5], dpidisaR[5], dpidisaR[6], sp500R[3], StockHouse,
rtbex[4],rtbex[5],rtbex[6],rtbex[7], rtbex[8], subprime
145
:                                Residential Construction
  SEE   =      29.33 RSQ   = 0.9503 RHO =   0.93 Obser  =  116 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      10.87 RBSQ  = 0.9451 DW  =   0.13 DoFree =  104 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       6.85
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 vfrR                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    372.75 - - -
  1 intercept              567.68447    69.6   1.52   20.12      1.00
  2 pidisaR[5]               0.14612    43.9   2.28    4.90   5814.88  1.639
  3 dpidisaR[5]             -0.06726     0.5  -0.01    4.86     43.67 -0.024
  4 dpidisaR[6]             -0.01477     0.0  -0.00    4.82     43.62 -0.005
  5 sp500R[3]                0.13370    20.8   0.24    4.81    668.34  0.398
  6 StockHouse              -0.18007    45.9  -3.07    4.81   6354.04 -1.742
  7 rtbex[4]                -4.47634    10.9  -0.03    4.79      2.32 -0.062
  8 rtbex[5]                -3.51276    13.0  -0.02    4.62      2.33 -0.048
  9 rtbex[6]                -2.56761    11.3  -0.02    4.21      2.32 -0.036
 10 rtbex[7]                -1.66146     7.2  -0.01    3.81      2.30 -0.023
 11 rtbex[8]                -0.80808     3.9  -0.00    3.34      2.28 -0.011
 12 subprime                28.69757    82.8   0.12    1.00      1.53  0.750
id vfr = vfrR*deflate
Finally, investment in Change in business inventories is unchanged from the AMI 
model but is repeated here for completeness.
title viR Change in Inventory
# fs stands for "final sales"
f fsR = cR + vfR + xR + gR
f dfsR = fsR - fsR[1]
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r viR = ! dfsR[1], dfsR[2], dfsR[3],dfsR[4]
:                                 viR Change in Inventory
  SEE   =      29.63 RSQ   = 0.4300 RHO =   0.49 Obser  =  116 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      25.81 RBSQ  = 0.4147 DW  =   1.01 DoFree =  112 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =     213.43
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 viR                   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     27.97 - - -
  1 dfsR[1]                  0.26295    15.5   0.64    1.27     68.58
  2 dfsR[2]                  0.14638    10.7   0.37    1.01     71.18  0.223
  3 dfsR[3]                  0.02699     0.4   0.07    1.00     71.05  0.041
  4 dfsR[4]                 -0.00477     0.0  -0.01    1.00     70.60 -0.007












 viR Change in Inventory
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# Compute real interest rates
#fex ldeflate = 100.*@log(deflate)
#fex infl = ldeflate - ldeflate[4]
#f rtbReal = rtb - infl
fex sp500 = sp500/deflate
# pgdp = private demand for gdp
f pgdp = x + vf + c
f pgdpR = pgdp/deflate
f imprat = 100.*m/pgdp
f xrat = 100.*x/pgdp
f vfrat = 100.*vf/pgdp
f sprat = 100.*sp500R/pgdpR
fex imptime = time
#con 100 .10 = a5
r imprat = xrat, vfrat, imptime
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:                             Import Ratio to Private Demand
  SEE   =       0.67 RSQ   = 0.9069 RHO =   0.89 Obser  =  116 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       0.33 RBSQ  = 0.9044 DW  =   0.23 DoFree =  112 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       3.66
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 imprat                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     13.33 - - -
  1 intercept               -9.22347    15.2  -0.69   10.74      1.00
  2 xrat                     0.28376     8.4   0.23    6.93     10.62  0.165
  3 vfrat                    0.52122    28.1   0.67    6.80     17.01  0.330
  4 imptime                  0.26921   160.8   0.80    1.00     39.62  1.031
id m = imprat*pgdp/100.


























































subti Personal Consumption Expenditure Per Capita in 2000 $
# cdmvRpc is per capita consumption of motor vehicles in constant dollars
fex cdmvRpc  = cdmvR/pop 
#Disposable Income per Capita
fex pidisaR = pidisa/deflate
f yRpc = pidisaR/pop
f dyRpc = yRpc - yRpc[1]
# Interest rate X ypcR to represent credit conditions
f rtbXypc = .01*(rtb -4.)*yRpc
f u = 100.*(lfc - emp)/lfc
# (Real rate was tried, but was much less effective.)
# Create wearout of automobiles assuming 8% per quarter wearout rate
f spilla = .10*@exp(-.02*(time -15.))
f mvWearpc = spilla*@cum(mvSt,cdmvR[1],spilla)/pop
spr mvSt
sma 10000 a4 a15 1
con 10000 .98 = a2




:                                     Motor Vehicles
  SEE   =      64.72 RSQ   = 0.9193 RHO =   0.48 Obser  =  136 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =      57.50 RBSQ  = 0.9069 DW  =   1.04 DoFree =  117 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       4.73
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 cdmvRpc               - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   1073.94 - - -
  1 intercept              349.03289     6.1   0.33   14.56      1.00
  2 mvWearpc                 1.00624    90.1   0.86    3.53    921.43  0.731
  3 yRpc                    -0.00592     1.3  -0.12    3.41  21387.02 -0.111
  4 dyRpc                    0.15853    13.3   0.01    3.28     97.69  0.150
  5 dyRpc[1]                 0.18463    22.2   0.02    3.07    100.33  0.170
  6 dyRpc[2]                 0.17474    17.8   0.02    2.95    107.39  0.146
  7 dyRpc[3]                 0.16155    15.9   0.02    2.82    102.82  0.133
  8 dyRpc[4]                 0.15382    15.0   0.01    2.71    101.37  0.129
  9 dyRpc[5]                 0.16318    17.1   0.02    2.53    100.89  0.137
 10 dyRpc[6]                 0.14933    14.9   0.01    2.37     99.17  0.127
 11 dyRpc[7]                 0.13923    13.2   0.01    2.23     98.55  0.119
 12 dyRpc[8]                 0.11600     9.4   0.01    2.11     97.27  0.099
 13 dyRpc[9]                 0.07908     4.6   0.01    2.04     99.48  0.069
 14 dyRpc[10]                0.04909     1.8   0.00    2.01    100.54  0.043
 15 dyRpc[11]                0.02714     0.6   0.00    2.01     99.94  0.024
 16 dyRpc[12]                0.05467     1.3   0.01    1.99     98.35  0.048
 17 rtbXypc[1]              -0.10872    19.5  -0.03    1.60    305.87 -0.266
 18 u                      -29.76042     9.5  -0.17    1.33      6.22 -0.186
 19 subprime               -14.70883    15.5  -0.02    1.00      1.31 -0.208
id cdmvR = cdmvRpc*pop
id cdmv = cdmvR*deflate
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title piipcb - Interest Paid by Consumers to Business
#  shipcb is share of interest in disposable income less savings and transfers
fex shipcb =  100.*piipcb/pidisa
# autfi is a consumption of motor vehicles bucket with a spill of 0.09
f autfi  =  @cum(autfi ,.25*cdmv,.09)
spr autfi 
f autfin = 100.*autfi/pidisa
f autfir = @cum(autfir,.0025*rtb*cdmv,.09)
spr autfir
f autfis = 100.*autfir/pidisa
fex intshare = 100.*piipcb/pidisa
#  b1sr is a savings rate bucket with a spill rate of 0.12
f b1sr   = @cum(b1sr,rpisav,.12)
f dm1    = (m1 - m1[1])/m1[1]
r intshare = autfin,autfis,b1sr, dm1, dm1[1]
:                     piipcb - Interest Paid by Consumers to Business
  SEE   =       0.17 RSQ   = 0.6889 RHO =   0.95 Obser  =  136 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =       0.05 RBSQ  = 0.6770 DW  =   0.10 DoFree =  130 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       5.55
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 intshare              - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      2.45 - - -
  1 intercept                1.22020     7.5   0.50    3.21      1.00
  2 autfin                   0.06235     3.4   0.31    3.01     12.08  0.171
  3 autfis                   1.85108    71.7   0.54    2.55      0.71  1.457
  4 b1sr                    -0.01540    52.7  -0.34    1.01     53.57 -1.332
  5 dm1                     -0.59378     0.1  -0.00    1.00      0.01 -0.028
  6 dm1[1]                  -0.72812     0.1  -0.00    1.00      0.01 -0.031
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ti Personal Saving Rate
fex rpisav = pisav*100./pidisa
fex sp500R = sp500/deflate
f sp500Rpc = sp500R/pop
# Original idea, but variable may be trended
f sp500Rpclag = (sp500Rpc[3] + sp500Rpc[4] + sp500Rpc[5])/3.
f dsp500Rpc = sp500Rpc - sp500Rpc[1]  
# Non-trended variable with less good fit
f sp500ratio = sp500R/gdpR
f dsp500ratio = sp500ratio - sp500ratio[1]
f unempr = 100.*(lfc - emp)/lfc
f pidisR = pidis/deflate
f pidisRpc = pidisR/pop
f dpidisRpc = 100.*(pidisRpc - pidisRpc[4])/pidisRpc[4]
con 50 -.25 = a3
con 50 -.20 = a4
con 50 -.15 = a5
r rpisav = rtb,unempr,unempr[1],unempr[2],sp500ratio, dsp500ratio, dpidisRpc
:                                  Personal Saving Rate
  SEE   =       1.64 RSQ   = 0.7701 RHO =   0.87 Obser  =  136 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =       0.87 RBSQ  = 0.7576 DW  =   0.26 DoFree =  128 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =      70.34
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 rpisav                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      5.96 - - -
  1 intercept               13.81580    86.0   2.32    6.57      1.00
  2 rtb                      0.28935     8.3   0.28    4.35      5.79  0.255
  3 unempr                  -0.23093    41.0  -0.24    3.62      6.22 -0.096
  4 unempr[1]               -0.18321    27.3  -0.19    3.24      6.22 -0.076
  5 unempr[2]               -0.13710    16.1  -0.14    3.08      6.22 -0.057
  6 sp500ratio             -94.54581    70.3  -1.17    1.26      0.07 -0.837
  7 dsp500ratio             62.05516     1.5   0.00    1.21      0.00  0.087
  8 dpidisRpc                0.39754     9.9   0.14    1.00      2.08  0.233
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cc if(time > 54.0 && rpisav < 2.0) rpisav = 2.0;
id pisav = 0.01*rpisav*pidisa
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# Military compensation in real terms
fex gfdccemR = gfdccem/deflate
# Create Civilian GDP
f gdpcR = gdpR - gfdccemR
fex lLabProd = @log(gdpcR/emp)
f lgdpcR = @log(gdpcR)
f pcGdpcR = lgdpcR - lgdpcR[1]
fdup repEq = @cum(stockEq,vfnreR[4],.05)/ub05
f pgdpcR=@peak(pgdpcR,gdpcR,.0)
f capout = repEq/pgdpcR
f lcapouts = @log(.5*capout[1]+.3*capout[2]+.2*capout[3])
sma .001 a4 a11 1
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  Predicted          Actual           
:                                   Labor Productivity
  SEE   =       0.01 RSQ   = 0.9977 RHO =   0.81 Obser  =  116 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       0.00 RBSQ  = 0.9974 DW  =   0.38 DoFree =  104 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       0.17
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 lLabProd              - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     -2.75 - - -
  1 intercept               -5.68246   177.3   2.07  421.94      1.00
  2 time                     0.00673    21.7  -0.10    7.86     39.62  0.422
  3 lgdpcR[1]                0.30608    41.6  -1.00    3.79      8.96  0.587
  4 pcGdpcR                  0.62141    59.8  -0.00    3.66      0.01  0.039
  5 pcGdpcR[1]               0.52831    80.9  -0.00    3.08      0.01  0.031
  6 pcGdpcR[2]               0.44320    71.9  -0.00    2.31      0.01  0.025
  7 pcGdpcR[3]               0.36937    49.1  -0.00    1.80      0.01  0.021
  8 pcGdpcR[4]               0.30470    32.7  -0.00    1.52      0.01  0.018
  9 pcGdpcR[5]               0.24242    22.3  -0.00    1.34      0.01  0.014
 10 pcGdpcR[6]               0.17468    15.4  -0.00    1.22      0.01  0.010
 11 pcGdpcR[7]               0.09367    10.2  -0.00    1.03      0.01  0.005
 12 lcapouts                 0.03500     1.7   0.03    1.00     -2.71  0.013
f LabProd = @exp(lLabProd)
id emp = gdpcR/LabProd
cc if(emp > lfc) emp = lfc;
With labor productivity known, employment is just computed by dividing real GDP by it;   








ti Real Treasury Bill Rate
fdup ldeflate = 100.*@log(deflate)
fdup infl = ldeflate - ldeflate[4]
fex ub10 = @cum(ub10,1.0,.10)
freq ub10  4
# inflex is expected inflation
#fdup inflex = @cum(cinfl,infl[1],.10)/ub10
fex rtbex = rtb - inflex
f v1 = gdp/m1
f v2 = gdp/m2
f dv1 = v1 - v1[1]
f dv2 = v2 - v2[1]
f empr = emp/lfc
sma .1 a4 a14 2
r rtbex = v2,dv1,dv2,dv2[1],dv2[2],dv2[3],
dv2[4],dv2[5],dv2[6],dv2[7],dv2[8],dv2[9],dv2[10],empr[1],empr[2]
:                                 Real Treasury Bill Rate
  SEE   =       0.80 RSQ   = 0.7708 RHO =   0.85 Obser  =   72 from 1991.100
  SEE+1 =       0.48 RBSQ  = 0.7094 DW  =   0.31 DoFree =   56 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =     106.76
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 rtbex                 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      1.26 - - -
  1 intercept              -76.69637    13.3 -60.95    4.36      1.00
  2 v2                       6.92467    15.1  10.76    1.65      1.96  0.420
  3 dv1                      1.67016     2.3   0.04    1.47      0.03  0.155
  4 dv2                      6.53795     1.0  -0.00    1.47     -0.00  0.076
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  Predicted          Actual           
  5 dv2[1]                   7.30537     2.5   0.01    1.47      0.00  0.071
  6 dv2[2]                   7.80311     5.9   0.01    1.47      0.00  0.076
  7 dv2[3]                   8.03167    11.1   0.01    1.47      0.00  0.078
  8 dv2[4]                   7.99188    15.1   0.01    1.46      0.00  0.077
  9 dv2[5]                   7.68765    15.0   0.01    1.46      0.00  0.074
 10 dv2[6]                   7.12301    12.2   0.01    1.45      0.00  0.069
 11 dv2[7]                   6.29591     9.0   0.01    1.43      0.00  0.061
 12 dv2[8]                   5.19246     6.4   0.01    1.39      0.00  0.051
 13 dv2[9]                   3.78964     4.6   0.01    1.32      0.00  0.037
 14 dv2[10]                  2.06360     3.3   0.00    1.19      0.00  0.020
 15 empr[1]                -45.30459     0.4 -34.04    1.04      0.95 -0.261
 16 empr[2]                113.26786     1.9  85.12    1.00      0.95  0.651
id rtb = rtbex + inflex
cc if(rtb< 0.5) rtb = 0.5;
The Income Side of the Accounts
To understand the connections and relevance of the remaining equations, one needs to recall the 
basic identities of the income side of the NIPA.  In the following quick review, the items for which 
regression equations have been developed are shown in bold. All other items are either determined 
either by identities or by behavioral ratios or are left exogenous.
#gnp — gross national product
#   + gdp     Gross domestic product
#   + irrow   Income receipts from the rest of the world
#   - iprow   Income payments to the rest of the world
#   = gnp     Gross national product
id gnp = gdp + irrow - iprow 
# Net National Product
#    + gnp    Gross national product
#    - ncca   Capital consumption allowances with IVA and CCAdj
#    = nnp    Net national product
id nnp = gnp - ncca
# ni  -- National income  — from the product side
#    + nnp     Net national product
#    - nsd     Statistical discrepancy
#    = ni      National income
id ni = nnp - nsd
# The alternative, income-side definition of national income.
#    + niceprop Compensation of employees and Proprietor income
#    + niren    Rental income
#    + niprf    Corporate profits
#    + netint   Net interest
#    + nmiscpay Misc. payments (rents & royalties)
#    + nitpi    Taxes on production and imports
#    - nisub    Less: Subsidies
#    + nbctpn   Business current transfer payments
#    + nisurp   Current surplus of government enterprises
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#    = ni       National income
# pi — Personal Income
#    + ni       National income 
#    - niprf    Corporate profits with IVA and CCA 
#    + pidiv    Personal dividend income 
#    - netint   Net interest
#    + piint    Personal interest income 
#    - nconsi   Contributions for social insurance 
#    + ngtpp    Government transfer payments to persons 
#    - nbctpn   Business current transfer payments (net)
#    + nibctpnp Business current transfer payments to persons 
#    - nsurp    Surplus of government enterprises
#    - nwald    Wage accruals less disbursements 
#    - nitpils  Taxes on production and imports less subsidies
#    + pigsb    Government social benefits to persons
#    = pi       Personal income
# npini — Personal interest income
# npini = + netint   Net interest
#         + gfenip   Net interest paid by the Federal government
#         + gsenip   Net interest paid by state and local governments





























# Wearout of Equipment
f ub05 = @cum(ub05,1.,.05)            
spr ub05
f repEq1R = @cum(c1vfnreR,vfnreR,.05)/ub05
f repEq2R = @cum(c2vfnreR,repEq1R,.05)/ub05
spr c1vfnreR
spr c2vfnreR
# Equipment wearout in current prices
f repEq2 = repEq2R*deflate
f repEq1 = repEq1R*deflate
# Wearout of Structures
f ub01 = @cum(ub01,1.,.01)
spr ub01
f vfsR = vfrR + vfnrsR
f repSt1R = @cum(c1vfsR,vfsR,.01)/ub01      
f repSt2R = @cum(c2vfsR,repSt1R,.01)/ub01
spr c1vfsR
spr c2vfsR
# Structure wearout in current prices
f repSt1 = repSt1R*deflate
f repSt2 = repSt2R*deflate
fex disaster = 0
# disaster 92.3 = Hurricane Andrew;  94.1 = L.A. earthquake
# 01.3 World Trade Center attack
# 05.3 Hurricane Katrina
update disaster 




2004.1 0 0 1 0  0 0 5 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 1 0;
spr disaster
con 500 1 = a2 + a3
con 500 1 = a4 + a5
r ncca = repEq1, repEq2, repSt1, repSt2,disaster
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:                          ncca -- capital consumption allowance
  SEE   =      14.79 RSQ   = 0.9990 RHO =   0.82 Obser  =  136 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =       8.54 RBSQ  = 0.9990 DW  =   0.36 DoFree =  130 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       1.72
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 ncca                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    826.38 - - -
  1 intercept              -34.62085    20.5  -0.04  987.53      1.00
  2 repEq1                   0.66548    27.8   0.38   15.18    467.77  0.383
  3 repEq2                   0.32288     3.9   0.16   10.93    404.80  0.166
  4 repSt1                   1.67793    36.9   0.76    6.40    373.60  0.633
  5 repSt2                  -0.76106     6.8  -0.26    6.31    280.48 -0.198
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fex wageR = (nice+niprop)/(emp*deflate)
fex lwageR = @log(wageR)
r lwageR = lLabProd,lLabProd[1],u[3],u[4]
:                            Real Earnings per Employed Person
  SEE   =       0.01 RSQ   = 0.9936 RHO =   0.91 Obser  =  136 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =       0.00 RBSQ  = 0.9934 DW  =   0.17 DoFree =  131 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       0.30
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 lwageR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     -3.21 - - -
  1 intercept               -0.55273   143.6   0.17  155.21      1.00
  2 lLabProd                 0.71899     8.3   0.62    1.29     -2.79  0.735
  3 lLabProd[1]              0.22312     0.8   0.19    1.23     -2.79  0.230
  4 u[3]                    -0.00169     0.1   0.00    1.01      6.22 -0.016
  5 u[4]                    -0.00360     0.5   0.01    1.00      6.22 -0.034
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  Predicted          Actual           
f wageR = @exp(lwageR)
f nicepro = wageR*emp*deflate
Rental income is the smallest component of national income.  It is the income of persons (not 
corporations) from renting out a house, a room or two in a house, or a commercial property.  In 
particular, it includes the net rental income imputed to owner-occupants of houses, that is, the 
imputed space rental value less mortgage interest, taxes, and upkeep expenses.  In view of this 
content, it is not surprising that the stock of houses should be one of the explanatory variables.  It is 
not, however, able to explain why rental income, after decades of virtual constancy, began to rise 
rapidly in 1994.  The only variable at our disposal to explain this takeoff is the stock market value 
variable.  Perhaps the rise in the stock market was accompanied by a parallel rise in the value of 
commercial real estate, which shows up in the rental income. Destruction of property by natural 
disasters counts as negative rental income, so hurricane Katrina required a special dummy variable.   
save niren.sav
ti Rental Income, Real
fex sp500R = sp500/deflate
f nirenR = niren/deflate
# StockHouse defined in vfrR.reg
#fex StockHouse = 100.*@cum(cvfrR,0.25*vfrR[2],.01)/ub01
# Outliers/Disasters
#05.1 Hurricane Katrina
fex Katrina = 0;
update Katrina
2005.3 1;
r nirenR = StockHouse[8],disaster,sp500R
 Rental Income, Real
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:                                   Rental Income, Real
  SEE   =      31.55 RSQ   = 0.4855 RHO =   0.94 Obser  =  124 from 1978.100
  SEE+1 =      10.97 RBSQ  = 0.4726 DW  =   0.12 DoFree =  120 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =      37.41
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 nirenR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     86.89 - - -
  1 intercept               77.04555    10.1   0.89    1.94      1.00
  2 StockHouse[8]           -0.01266     5.2  -0.84    1.85   5735.05 -0.338
  3 Katrina               -146.57228     8.1  -0.01    1.66      0.01 -0.298
  4 sp500R                   0.11819    28.8   0.96    1.00    707.55  0.835













title niprfR -- Corporate Profits with IVA and CCAdj
#f gppR = (gdp - gdpg)/deflate
#f pgppR = @peak(pgppR,gppR,.0)
#f d = pgppR - pgppR[1]
f niprfR = niprf/deflate
sma 1000 a3 a6 1
r niprfR =  gppR, d, d[1], d[2], d[3], subprime
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:                     niprfR -- Corporate Profits with IVA and CCAdj
  SEE   =      64.16 RSQ   = 0.9553 RHO =   0.83 Obser  =  136 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =      35.75 RBSQ  = 0.9532 DW  =   0.34 DoFree =  129 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       8.71
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 niprfR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    694.46 - - -
  1 intercept              -81.23702     4.4  -0.12   22.37      1.00
  2 gppR                     0.10497   169.6   1.02    2.82   6762.26  0.695
  3 d                        0.14134     0.5   0.01    2.79     47.04  0.020
  4 d[1]                     0.14347     1.3   0.01    2.74     47.04  0.020
  5 d[2]                     0.11719     0.7   0.01    2.71     47.04  0.017
  6 d[3]                     0.06413     0.2   0.00    2.69     47.04  0.009
  7 subprime                33.56382    63.9   0.06    1.00      1.31  0.356
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netint = D0*(a +srtb) + bdebt*(a+srtb).
= aD0 +D0*srtb  + a*bdebt + bdebt*srtb 
The fit obtained with this regression is acceptable, but the regression coefficients were not entirely 
consistent with expectations. The coefficient on srtb*bdebt, which should have been 1.0, came out 
when unconstrained a bit above 1.0 and was constrained down to 1.0.  The coefficient on business 
debt, which should surely be less than .1 by the theory, came out at 0.30.  But the  main discrepancy 
is that the coefficient on srtb, which should be the initial debt —  and therefore positive —   is 
decidedly negative.  Perhaps high interest rates induce firms to switch away from debt financing and 
towards equities. 
title netint -- Net Interest
f ub100 = @cum(ub10,1.,.1)
spr ub100
f srtb = 0.01*@cum(crtb,rtb[1],.1)/ub100
spr crtb
f bdef = v - (ncca + niprf - nictax - nicdiv) 
# business deficit
#Note: sodre fdates 1980.1 2008.1
#fdates 1960.1 2008.1
f bdebt = @cum(bdebt,.25*bdef,0.0)
spr bdebt
f rXbdebt = srtb*bdebt
# netint = bdebt(0)*(a +srtb) + bdebt*(a+srtb) ; and divide both sides by deflate
con 10000 1 = a4
#con 100000 .1 = a3
r netint = srtb, bdebt,rXbdebt
169
:                                 netint -- Net Interest
  SEE   =      36.26 RSQ   = 0.9076 RHO =   0.93 Obser  =  116 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      14.48 RBSQ  = 0.9051 DW  =   0.14 DoFree =  112 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       7.04
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 netint                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    421.58 - - -
  1 intercept               88.25265     3.1   0.21   18.42      1.00
  2 srtb                   -97.52282     0.0  -0.01   11.96      0.06 -0.020
  3 bdebt                    0.13316    69.4   0.58    8.88   1834.51  0.871







# nicatax -- Profits after tax
f nicatax = niprf - nictax 
f ub10 = @cum(ub10,1.,.10)
#spr ub10 strangely causes trouble for Build
f sprf = @cum(cprf,nicatax,.10)/ub10
r nicdiv =  nicatax, nicatax[1], nicatax[2], sprf[3]
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:                                        Dividends
  SEE   =      19.04 RSQ   = 0.9923 RHO =   0.66 Obser  =  136 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =      14.48 RBSQ  = 0.9921 DW  =   0.69 DoFree =  131 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =      10.09
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 nicdiv                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    258.28 - - -
  1 intercept              -36.29296    49.2  -0.14  130.11      1.00
  2 nicatax                 -0.00460     0.0  -0.01    4.13    445.63 -0.007
  3 nicatax[1]               0.06295     0.2   0.11    2.75    438.70  0.094
  4 nicatax[2]               0.25228     5.6   0.42    1.95    430.87  0.374





+ gfr  Current receipts 
     + gfrt Current tax receipts
  gfrtp   Personal tax receipts
  gfrti   Taxes on production and imports (Excises, duties, licenses)  
  gfrtc   Corporate income taxes 
  gfrtr   Taxes from rest of the world
     + grfcsi Contributions for social insurance 
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  gfraint   Interest receipts
  gfraroy   Rents and royalties
     + gfrct Current transfer receipts
  gfrctb   From business
  gfrctp From persons
     + gfrsurp Current surplus of government enterprises
- gfe  Current expenditures 
     + gfece    Consumption expenditures
     + gfet    Transfer payments 
  gfetsbp   Government social benefits to persons
  gfetsbr   Government social benefits to rest of the world
  gfetogia   Grants-in-aid to State and local governments 
  gfetorow   Other current transfer payments to the rest of the world
     + gfeint Interest payments
  gfeintp   To persons and business
  gfeintr   To the rest of the world
     + gfesub Subsidies
     - gfewald Less: Wage accruals less disbursements 
= gfsav Net Federal Government Saving
+ gfct Capital transfer receipts (Estate and gift taxes)
- gfctp Captial transfer payments
- gfv Gross government investment
- gfnpnpa Net purchases of non-produced assets
+ gfconfc Consumption of fixed capital 






























gfece =  gfd + gfn - gfv


































title gfenip -- Net Interest Paid by the Federal Government
f ub100 = @cum(ub100,1.,.1)
f frtb = @cum(cfrtb,.01*rtb,.1)/ub100
# Calculate federal government deficit
f fcumdef = @cum(fcumdef,-.25*gfnet,0.0)
f frXfcumdef = frtb*fcumdef[1]
f rXfcumdef = rtb*fcumdef[1]
f gfenip = gfeint - gfraint
con 300 1 = a3
r gfenip =  ! frtb, rtb, frXfcumdef, rXfcumdef
:                  gfenip -- Net Interest Paid by the Federal Government
  SEE   =      22.56 RSQ   = 0.8847 RHO =   0.88 Obser  =  116 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =      10.75 RBSQ  = 0.8816 DW  =   0.24 DoFree =  112 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       9.31
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 gfenip                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    206.04 - - -
  1 frtb                  -167.04688     0.3  -0.05   31.35      0.06
  2 rtb                      0.55181     0.0   0.02   30.11      5.64  0.026
  3 frXfcumdef               1.48277   112.5   0.93    1.04    128.87  0.943
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 gfenip -- Net Interest Paid by the Federal Government
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  4 rXfcumdef                0.00155     2.1   0.09    1.00  11675.93  0.134
ti Interest Paid by State and Local Governments
r gseint =   gs
:                      Interest Paid by State and Local Governments
  SEE   =       2.48 RSQ   = 0.9731 RHO =   0.95 Obser  =   84 from 1988.100
  SEE+1 =       0.96 RBSQ  = 0.9728 DW  =   0.10 DoFree =   82 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       2.83
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 gseint                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     74.79 - - -
  1 intercept               30.33833   302.0   0.41   37.22      1.00
  2 gs                       0.04142   510.1   0.59    1.00   1073.18  0.986
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f gsXrtb = gs*rtb
r gsraint =   gs, gsXrtb, rtb
:                    Interest Received by State and Local Governments
  SEE   =       4.97 RSQ   = 0.7445 RHO =   0.96 Obser  =   84 from 1988.100
  SEE+1 =       1.52 RBSQ  = 0.7349 DW  =   0.09 DoFree =   80 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       5.90
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 gsraint               - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     69.54 - - -
  1 intercept               36.11397    29.2   0.52    3.91      1.00
  2 gs                       0.02137    18.5   0.33    1.70   1073.18  0.785
  3 gsXrtb                   0.00193     3.5   0.12    1.01   4165.20  0.342
  4 rtb                      0.57518     0.3   0.04    1.00      4.29  0.115
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ti Federal Investment and Consumption of Fixed Capital
gr gfv gfconfc
ti FederalConsumption of Fixed Capital
fex gfvR = gfv/deflate
f gfv = gfvR*deflate
f ub02 = @cum(ub02,1.,.02)
f gfvrep = deflate*@cum(gfvstk,gfvR,.02)/ub02
gr gfvrep gfconfc
r gfconfc = gfvrep
:                           FederalConsumption of Fixed Capital
  SEE   =       1.48 RSQ   = 0.9977 RHO =   0.96 Obser  =  156 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       0.40 RBSQ  = 0.9977 DW  =   0.08 DoFree =  154 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       2.48
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 gfconfc               - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     59.88 - - -
  1 intercept               -3.46300    42.8  -0.06  430.31      1.00
  2 gfvrep                   1.05234  1974.4   1.06    1.00     60.19  0.999
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ti State and Local Consumption of Fixed Capital
fex gsvR = gsv/deflate
f gsv = gsvR*deflate
f ub02 = @cum(ub02,1.,.02)
f gsvrep = deflate*@cum(gsvstk,gsvR,.02)/ub02
r gsconfc = gsvrep
:                      State and Local Consumption of Fixed Capital
  SEE   =       2.40 RSQ   = 0.9976 RHO =   0.68 Obser  =  156 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       1.77 RBSQ  = 0.9976 DW  =   0.64 DoFree =  154 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       3.53
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 gsconfc               - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     70.32 - - -
  1 intercept              -10.03940   139.1  -0.14  414.47      1.00
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ti Real S&P 500 Index
fex Lehman = 0
update Lehman
2008.2 1 2 5  5  4  3  2   1;
fex sp500R = sp500/deflate
f lsp500R = @log(sp500R)
f dellsp500R = lsp500R - (lsp500R[3]+lsp500R[4] + lsp500R[5])/3.
f lgdpR = @log(gdpR)
r lsp500R = lgdpR,dotcom, dellsp500R[1], Lehman
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:                                   Real S&P 500 Index
  SEE   =       0.08 RSQ   = 0.9853 RHO =   0.73 Obser  =  116 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       0.05 RBSQ  = 0.9847 DW  =   0.54 DoFree =  111 to   2008.400
  MAPE  =       0.96
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 lsp500R               - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      6.35 - - -
  1 intercept              -13.74202   377.2  -2.16   67.81      1.00
  2 lgdpR                    2.22881   585.0   3.15    5.99      8.98  0.893
  3 dotcom                   0.04990   112.8   0.01    1.36      1.48  0.255
  4 dellsp500R[1]            0.12655     2.1   0.00    1.26      0.06  0.027
  5 Lehman                  -0.08090    12.2  -0.00    1.00      0.07 -0.065
f sp500R = @exp(lsp500R)
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  b.gdpR             c.gdpR            
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1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005
  b.gdpR             c.gdpR            
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  b.gdp              c.gdp            




1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005
  b.vfnrsR           c.vfnrsR         




1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005
  b.vfnreR           c.vfnreR           




1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005
  b.vfrR             c.vfrR            




1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005
  b.mR               c.mR               c.xR             
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  b.cR               c.cR              
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  b.rpisav           c.rpisav          
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  b.rtb              c.rtb             
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  b.u                c.u              
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  b.sp500ratio       c.sp500ratio      
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Bull       +  plus The add factor reaches a minimum in 2001.3, climbs back to its 
highest historical value by 2002.4, and continues to grow at the same 
rate at which it grew from 1996 to the peak in 2000. (Red, if you are 
reading on a screen.)
Sheep   ▢ square The add factor stays where it was in 2001.3. (Blue)
Bear   ∆ triangle The add factor is generated automatically by the rho-adjustment 
process. (Purple)
Wolf   ♦ diamond The add factor, which was 400 in 2001.1 hits 100 by 2001.4 and drops 
on down to -100 by 2001.4, where it stays for a year before moving up
to -10 by the end of 2005. (Black)
All of the alternatives reflect the Bush tax cut of 2001 and otherwise use middle­of­the­
road projections of exogenous variables.  Here are the comparison graphs.
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All the alternatives agree that we were in for a considerable recession beginning in the last quarter of
2001.  For comparison, it is useful to remember that the recession beginning in 1990 lasted three 
quarters and saw a drop of 1.7 percent in real GDP.  The one predicted here should also last three 
quarters (or four for the Wolf scenario) but the drop in real GDP may be on the order of 2 or 3 
percent.  Looking over the graphs above show much greater drops in consumption and investment.  
Exports and imports, however, act as very strong stabilizers, and -- in this model -- respond very 
quickly to changes in the stock market.  The response is so fast that Bull, which activates the export-
import stabilizers least of the four, turns out to have the sharpest and deepest recession, at 3 percent 
in three quarters. Wolf, which activates them most, has a 2.9 percent drop over four quarters, while 














The conclusions I draw from the results are:
The stock market is quite important to the economy, moreso than I would have thought.
Given the stock market behavior, the model can predict the rest of the economy, especially its
real variables, fairly well.
The boom in the stock market which began in 1995 is responsible for the strong economy of 
the period 1996 - 2000.






























fex gdpRX = gdpR






















































:                        Personal Consumption per capita
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 cRpc                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  17419.94 - - -
  1 intercept              785.42866     1.1   0.05  792.49      1.00
  2 yRpc                     0.77579    31.8   0.86    9.50  19284.28  0.711
  3 dyRpc                   -0.39068     8.5  -0.00    9.25    104.29 -0.018
 ....
 13 piipcbRpc               -0.24243     0.1  -0.01    1.29    507.34 -0.008
 14 intsavRpc               -0.48752    10.1  -0.03    1.09   1151.80 -0.044
 15 rtbexXdi                -0.00161     1.5  -0.01    1.03  55178.74 -0.015









f ue = lfc -emp
:                             Equipment Investment
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 vfnreR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    510.68 - - -
  1 intercept               36.82448     1.7   0.07  120.92      1.00
  2 repEq                    0.97140   465.9   0.77   10.00    404.92  0.629
  .....
 24 dsp500R[7]               0.02980     0.1   0.00    1.05      8.60  0.005











#  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
   .1 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 .1
cRpc
#  1     2 3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13    14 15 16 
























































Resulting coeficients after maximization (183 runs).
Variable Old: New:
vfnreR
  intercept 36.8245  36.2423
  ue  -4.6046  -0.6041
cRpc
  intercept 785.4286 804.7291
  yRpc   0.7758   0.7669
  intsavRpc  -0.4875  -0.4898
  ur      -1416.2942 -1464.8260
One might suppose that these changes are so small that the optimization must have made little 
difference in the objective function.  That impression, however, is quite misleading as shown in the 
graphs below. In them, the heavy (blue) line with no marking of points is the actual, historical line. 
(In the first two graphs, it lies along the horizontal axis, for of course the historical data fits itself 
perfectly.)   The (red) line marked with +  is generated by the model before optimization; the (green) 
line marked with x is from the optimized model.  Remember that we are trying to minimize errors, 















fex gdpRX = gdpR
fex gdpDX = gdpD
fex vfnreRX = vfnreR
fex cRX = cR
f miss = @sq((gdpR-gdpRX)/gdpRX)+@sq((gdpD-gdpDX)/gdpDX) +
0.1*@sq((vfnreR-vfnreRX)/vfnreRX) + 0.1*@sq((cR-cRX)/cRX)
With this revised objective function, the optimized coefficients in comparison to the original values 
were as follows
Resulting coeficients after optimization (108 runs).
Variable Old: New:
vfnreR
  intercept  36.8245 -86.2489
  ue  -4.6046   9.5125
cRpc
  intercept 785.4286 797.5327
  yRpc   0.7758   0.7600
  intsavRpc  -0.4875  -0.3995
  ur -1416.29  -767.88
With this objective function, the change in the equipment investment equation is more 
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 o b j e c t i v e  - -  O b j e c t i v e  F u n c t i o n
 0 . 2 5
 0 . 1 3
 0 . 0 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . o b j e c t i v e         c . o b j e c t i v e         d . o b j e c t i v e       
 o b j  - -  I n c r e m e n t  t o  O b j e c t i v e  F u n c t i o n
 0 . 0 1
 0 . 0 1
 0 . 0 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . o b j               c . o b j               d . o b j             
 v f n r e R  - -  E q u i p m e n t  I n v e s t m e n t
 1 0 7 1
  6 9 5
  3 2 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0





























 v f n r e R  - -  E q u i p m e n t  I n v e s t m e n t
  9 7 1
  6 4 5
  3 2 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . v f n r e R            c . v f n r e R            d . v f n r e R          
 o b j  - -  I n c r e m e n t  t o  O b j e c t i v e  F u n c t i o n
 0 . 0 1
 0 . 0 1
 0 . 0 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0












Let us turn now to finding optimal policies in a model.  We will, of course, need a different objective
function, one based not on closeness of fit to history but on achieving desirable social goals.  We 
must also find a way to represent the policy variable as the dependent variable in a regression.  Since






















r pitfBR = tax1, tax2, tax3,
tax4, tax5, tax6
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 I n t e r p o l a t i o n  F u n c t i o n s
  0 . 0
  5 . 0
 1 0 . 0
 1 5 . 0
 2 0 . 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0














#  pitfBR -- Federal Personal Tax Rate
fex pTaxBase = pi - ngtpp + 0.5*nconsi + nibtax
fex pitfBR = 100.*gfrptx/pTaxBase
save pitfBR.sav
intvar tax 1980.1 1981.3 1985.3 1989.3 1993.3 1997.3
ti pitfBR -- Federal Personal Tax Rate
subti Actual and Piecewise Linear Interpolation





(The two fex commands above the  save command are so placed because they are provided in the 
Master file.)  The results of the regression are
:                      pitfBR -- Federal Personal Tax Rate
  SEE   =       0.27 RSQ   = 0.9250 RHO =   0.37 Obser  =   85 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       0.25 RBSQ  = 0.9192 DW  =   1.26 DoFree =   78 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       1.95
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 pitfBR                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     10.02 - - -
  1 intercept               10.35670   407.2   1.03   13.33      1.00
  2 tax1                     0.11258     3.4   0.07   13.07      5.82  0.091
  3 tax2                    -0.12431    67.4  -0.17   12.47     13.46 -0.655
  4 tax3                     0.04077    11.9   0.04   10.75     10.45  0.297
  5 tax4                    -0.05790    23.3  -0.04    9.32      7.44 -0.445
  6 tax5                     0.11661    73.5   0.05    2.24      4.42  0.790










#  pitax -- personal taxes and non-tax payments
f pTaxBase = pi - ngtpp + 0.5*nconsi + nibtax
fex pitfBR = 100.*gfrptx/pTaxBase
# add regression for tax rate to allow optimization
add pitfBR.sav























#   1    2    3    4    5    6    7
    1  .01  .01  .01  .01  .01  .01
The first line of the file gives the name of variable whose last value is to be minimized. The second 
line specifies the maximum number of parameters which will be varied in the course of the 
optimization.  It does not hurt if it is larger than the number actually used.  Here we have set the 
maximum at 20 but will only use 7. The next line says that some parameters (in the present case, all 
parameters) will come from the equation for pitfBR.  The next line begins with a # which marks it as
simply a comment ignored by the program. For us, however, it is very useful since it numbers the 
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regression coefficients which occur in the equation for pitfBR.  The line below it gives the step sizes 














# For optimal tax
fex obj1 = 0
fex obj2 = 0
fex obj3 = 0
f obj1 = @sq(u - 2.)
f obj2 = @sq(infl)
f obj3 = @sq(100.*gfenip/gdp)
f obj = obj1+obj2+obj3
fex misery = 0


































 F e d e r a l  P e r s o n a l  T a x  R a t e
  0 . 0
  5 . 0
 1 0 . 0
 1 5 . 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . p i t f B R            c . p i t f B R          
 O b j e c t i v e
 8 0 3 5
 6 0 7 6
 4 1 1 7
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . o b j e c t i v e         c . o b j e c t i v e       
 O b j 1  U n e m p l o y m e n t
    0
   2 0
   4 0
   6 0
   8 0
  1 0 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . o b j 1              c . o b j 1            
 O b j 2  I n f l a t i o n
    0
   2 0
   4 0
   6 0
   8 0
  1 0 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . o b j 2              c . o b j 2            
 O b j 3  I n t e r e s t
    0
   2 0
   4 0
   6 0
   8 0
  1 0 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
















 i n f l  - -  I n f l a t i o n  R a t e  o f  G D P  D e f l a t o r
 9 . 7 1
 4 . 9 8
 0 . 2 5
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . i n f l              c . i n f l            
 u  - -  U n e m p l o y m e n t
1 2 . 0 0
 7 . 4 2
 2 . 8 4
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . u                 c . u               
 F e d e r a l  I n t e r e s t  a s  P e r c e n t  o f  G D P
 0 . 0 0
 1 . 0 0
 2 . 0 0
 3 . 0 0
 4 . 0 0
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b i n t                c i n t              
 g d p R  - -  R e a l  G r o s s  D o m e s t i c  P r o d u c t
 9 1 5 8
 6 8 8 7
 4 6 1 6
1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0


























































































































SSRm − SSRn /n − m 



























































3 This test is suggested in Jan Kamenta, Elements of Econometrics, 2nd Edition, New York, 




















prob( | m(T) - a | > δ )  < ε,







y(t) = x(t)β + e(t)
where x(t) is a row vector of the independent stochastic variables. Let us now make estimates of β 
using T observations, thus
b(T) = (X(T)'X(T))-1X(T)'y(T)
where we have shown the familiar X and y matrices explicitly as X(T) and y(T) to emphasize that 
they have T rows. If now plim b(T) = β, we say that b(T) is a consistent estimate of β. This 
"consistency" concept corresponds in the case of stochastic x(t) to the "unbiased" concept for the 
non-stochastic X matrix. 
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Is the least-squares estimator consistent? If we multiply both sides of the first equation of this section
by x(t)' and average over T observations, we get




















































































































































































































































r y = x
f srrs = @sqrt(@sq(resid))
r srrs = time
f scale = predic
f yScaled = y/scale
f xScaled = x/scale

























































:                             Multiplier Estimates
  SEE   =      68.19 RSQ   = 0.9980 RHO =   0.78 Obser  =  105 from 1975.100
  SEE+1 =      42.31 RBSQ  = 0.9979 DW  =   0.43 DoFree =  100 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       0.97
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 gdpR                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   6237.65 - - -
  1 intercept             -457.82310    11.5  -0.07  501.59      1.00
  2 vR                       1.40468    50.9   0.23   67.95   1026.15  0.250
  3 gR                       3.34416   300.2   0.65    7.79   1220.11  0.510
  4 feR                      2.35637    88.3   0.23    1.02    595.92  0.339
  5 -fiR                     0.33296     0.9  -0.04    1.00   -691.98  0.059
The hl command in the example gave the output summary table:
       HL rho    SEE 1 ahead    Est. rho    SEE long
      0.000000   68.185463    0.784687   68.185455 
      0.100000   62.975750    0.740949   68.189636 
      0.200000   58.092529    0.682434   68.208275 
      0.300000   53.619797    0.605829   68.257622 
      0.400000   49.660053    0.508860   68.372414 
      0.500000   46.329838    0.392330   68.634872 
      0.600000   43.744110    0.262790   69.280540 
      0.700000   41.972450    0.134028   71.159630 
      0.800000   40.928905    0.024735   78.298286 










hl .8 .9 .01 gdpR = gR, vR, feR, -fiR
with the following results:
       HL rho    SEE 1 ahead    Est. rho    SEE long
      0.800000   40.928894    0.024736   78.298286 
      0.810000   40.849819    0.015745   79.840630 
      0.820000   40.771847    0.007264   81.688118 
      0.830000   40.693424   -0.000630   83.922455 
      0.840000   40.612625   -0.007836   86.654854 
      0.850000   40.526974   -0.014209   90.039986 
      0.860000   40.433220   -0.019560   94.297501 
      0.870000   40.326958   -0.023624   99.743355 
      0.880000   40.202152   -0.026041  106.840851 































HL-rho    0                 .6                .83
  1 intercept         -457.82310  -159.45291  -64.98312 
  2 vR                       1.40468       1.26041      1.17343  
  3 gR                       3.34416       3.37155      3.54343   
  4 feR                      2.35637       2.24681       2.09337  
  5 -fiR                     0.33296       0.15618       0.20951  
The largest coefficient was made steadily larger; the three smallest all were even smaller with the 
Hildreth-Lu estimate.  Thus, the coefficients do not become more reasonable with the use of the 
Hildreth-Lu procedure.
Finally, two plots should be made and studied before deciding to accept a Hildreth-Lu estimate in 
place of the OLS estimate.  One plot shows the errors of the one-period-ahead forecast from both 
equations with the rho-adjustment technique of Part 1 Chapter 2 applied to the least-squares 
equation.  The second plot shows the errors of the OLS prediction and the prediction with the 
Hildreth-Lu values of the parameters but without the lagged value of the dependent variable.  This 
comparison shows how the two equations will do in historical simulation or long-term forecasting 
when the last actual lagged value of the dependent variable has faded into the remote past.  The line 
marked by the + signs shows the OLS errors in both graphs. Here they are for our example, with the 
Hildreth-Lu lines computed with ρ = .83. 
The least-squares fit is always better in the second graph; the question is by how wide a margin.  If 
the margin is wide, and it sometimes is, I lose interest in the Hildreth-Lu estimates.  In the present 
case, I find little difference.
The example is pretty typical of my own experience with the Hildreth-Lu technique. When one goes 
beyond the usual textbook advice, I have seldom found that I want to use it.  My impression is that 
about ninety percent of the time,  it makes little difference; you use it if you believe the Datamake 
fable and skip it if you don't.   It is capable, however, of sometime seriously degrading the long-term 
forecasting ability of the equation and producing nonsensical regression coefficients. My advice is to
never use the technique without examining the results carefully in the way shown in this section. 
Indiscriminate use is dangerous. 





r gdpR = vR,gR,feR,-fiR
hl 0 1. .1 gdpR = vR,gR,feR,-fiR
hl .8 .9 .01 gdpR = vR,gR,feR,-fiR
hl .83 .83 .01 gdpR = vR,gR,feR,-fiR
gname hlshort
subti Short Comparison
f OLSshort = predp1 - depvar




f OLSlong = predic - depvar













 M u l t i p l i e r  E s t i m a t e s
 L o n g  C o m p a r i s o n
  1 7 9
  - 1 4
 - 2 0 6
1 9 7 5 1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  O L S l o n g             H L l o n g            
 M u l t i p l i e r  E s t i m a t e s
 S h o r t  C o m p a r i s o n
  1 1 8
   1 3
  - 9 1
1 9 7 5 1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0










f lim 1970.1 2001.1
f ypc$ = pidis$/pop
f food = cfood$/pop
f gasoline= cgaso$/pop
f dc = c/c$
f pfood = (cfood/cfood$)/dc
f pgasoline = (cgaso/cgaso$)/dc
f ub = @cum(ub,1.,.08)
f cars1 = @cum(cars1,cdmv$,.08)/ub
f cars2 = @cum(cars2,cars1,.08)/ub
f carspc = (cars1+cars2)/pop
title Demand for Food
r food = ypc$, pfood, pgasoline
title Demand for Gasoline and Oil
r gasoline= carspc, pfood, pgasoline
The results are:
:                                Demand for Food
  SEE   =      37.03 RSQ   = 0.9718 RHO =   0.88 Obser  =  125 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =      18.41 RBSQ  = 0.9711 DW  =   0.25 DoFree =  121 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       1.09
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 food                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   2719.34 - - -
  1 intercept             1964.62501    59.4   0.72   35.52      1.00
  2 ypc$                     0.06547   318.0   0.43    1.19  18058.19  0.923
  3 pfood                 -374.85603     3.4  -0.14    1.02      1.04 -0.070
  4 pgasoline              -27.93018     1.2  -0.01    1.00      1.29 -0.033
:                          Demand for Gasoline and Oil
  SEE   =      12.13 RSQ   = 0.7194 RHO =   0.84 Obser  =  125 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       6.78 RBSQ  = 0.7124 DW  =   0.33 DoFree =  121 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       2.15
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 gasoline              - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    447.25 - - -
  1 intercept              140.15273     4.0   0.31    3.56      1.00
  2 carspc                   0.06003    58.2   0.20    1.60   1483.05  0.861
  3 pfood                  262.63407    15.4   0.61    1.56      1.04  0.475
  4 pgasoline              -43.56514    24.7  -0.13    1.00      1.29 -0.502
Stacked Regression
Clearly, the coefficient on the price of gasoline in the food equation, -27.93, is by no means equal to 
the coefficient of the price of food in the gasoline equation, 282.63.  If we want to impose that 
equality, we "stack" the regressions as follows:
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stack
  r food = ypc$, pfood, pgasoline
  r gasoline= carspc, pfood, pgasoline
  con 1  0 = a4 - b3
do
In the constraint command, an  a  refers to a coefficient in the first equation, a  b  refers to a 
coefficient in the second equation, and so on up to the number of equations in the stack.  In the 
example, we are softly constraining the fourth coefficient in the first equation to be equal to the third 
coefficient in the second equation.  Note that the constraint command must follow all of the "r" 
commands under the "stack" command.  In effect, the "stack" command combines the regressions 
under it into one big regression and applies the constraint in this combined regression.  The 
combined regression may be thought of as looking something like this:














  1371.33198      0.00000
       0.00000  147.16666
The Sigma Inverse Matrix
    0.0007  0.0000
    0.0000  0.0068
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                          Demand for Gasoline and Oil
Regression number 1, food 
  SEE   =      37.89 RSQ   = 0.9705 RHO =   0.89 Obser  =  250 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =      18.12 RBSQ  = 0.9698 DW  =   0.22 DoFree =  242 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       1.13 SEESUR =  1.08
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 food                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   2719.34 - - -
  1 intercept             2088.13832    32.4   0.77    1.03      1.00
  2 ypc$                     0.06526   182.2   0.43    1.00  18058.19  0.920
  3 pfood                 -537.15829     3.1  -0.21    1.00      1.04 -0.101
  4 pgasoline               10.66789     0.1   0.01    1.00      1.29  0.013
:                          Demand for Gasoline and Oil
Regression number 2, gasoline 
  SEE   =      13.86 RSQ   = 0.6337 RHO =   0.88 Obser  =  250 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       6.92 RBSQ  = 0.6247 DW  =   0.24 DoFree =  242 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       2.53 SEESUR =  1.08
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  5 gasoline              - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    447.25 - - -
  1 intercept              404.65497    64.1   0.90    1.95      1.00
  2 carspc                   0.04439    22.2   0.15    1.12   1483.05  0.637
  3 pfood                   10.66910     0.1   0.02    1.12      1.04  0.019







If we now think of the errors in the stacked regression, we realize that -- although the equations are 
"seemingly unrelated"  -- there is one obvious possibility for correlation among the error terms.  
Namely the error in period t in one equation may be correlated with the error in period t in the other 
equation.  Perhaps, whenever we spend more on gasoline than we "should" according to the 
equation, simultaneously spend less on food.  If that is so, then the least squares estimates of the 
stacked system is not the "best", that is, it does not have minimum variance.  It is, therefore, a 












  r food = ypc$, pfood, pgasoline





 0 1371.33198   65.65089
 1   65.65089  147.16666
The Sigma Inverse Matrix
 0  0.0007 -0.0003
 1 -0.0003  0.0069
   Seemingly Unrelated Regression of Demand for Food and Gasoline
Regression number 1, food               
   SEE   =      37.04 RSQ   = 0.9718 RHO =   0.88 Obser  =  250 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =      18.34 RBSQ  = 0.9711 DW  =   0.24 DoFree =  242 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       1.09 SEESUR =       1.00
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 food                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   2719.34 - - -
  1 intercept             1988.32281    33.8   0.73    1.02      1.00
  2 ypc$                     0.06514   202.8   0.43    1.00  18058.19  0.918
  3 pfood                 -392.19094     1.9  -0.15    1.00      1.04 -0.074
  4 pgasoline              -27.71240     0.6  -0.01    1.00      1.29 -0.033
Regression number 2, gasoline            
  SEE   =      12.13 RSQ   = 0.7194 RHO =   0.84 Obser  =  250 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       6.78 RBSQ  = 0.7124 DW  =   0.33 DoFree =  242 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       2.15 SEESUR =       1.00
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  5 gasoline              - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    447.25 - - -
  1 intercept              141.83479     2.1   0.32    2.28      1.00
  2 carspc                   0.05979    32.2   0.20    1.30   1483.05  0.858
  3 pfood                  261.34901     7.9   0.61    1.28      1.04  0.472







title SUR for Food and Gasoline-- with cross-equation constraint
sur
  r food = ypc$, pfood, pgasoline
  r gasoline= carspc, pfood, pgasoline




:        Seemingly Unrelated Regression of Demand for Food and Gasoline
Regression number 1, food 
  SEE   =      38.25 RSQ   = 0.9700 RHO =   0.89 Obser  =  250 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =      17.88 RBSQ  = 0.9692 DW  =   0.22 DoFree =  242 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       1.14 SEESUR =       1.08
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 food                  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   2719.34 - - -
  1 intercept             2220.35697    38.0   0.82    1.02      1.00
  2 ypc$                     0.06425   180.7   0.43    1.00  18058.19  0.906
  3 pfood                 -653.05646     4.9  -0.25    1.00      1.04 -0.122
  4 pgasoline               16.05632     0.2   0.01    1.00      1.29  0.019
:        Seemingly Unrelated Regression of Demand for Food and Gasoline
Regression number 2, gasoline           
  SEE   =      13.79 RSQ   = 0.6372 RHO =   0.88 Obser  =  250 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       6.92 RBSQ  = 0.6282 DW  =   0.24 DoFree =  242 to   2001.100
  MAPE  =       2.53 SEESUR =       1.08
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  5 gasoline              - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    447.25 - - -
  1 intercept              397.14551    60.7   0.89    1.95      1.00
  2 carspc                   0.04495    22.5   0.15    1.12   1483.05  0.645
  3 pfood                   16.05747     0.2   0.04    1.12      1.04  0.029
  4 pgasoline              -25.83077     5.7  -0.07    1.00      1.29 -0.298
The results for some of the coefficients are noticeably different from the stacked without SUR.  The 
price interaction, in particular, is stronger.  Which is more plausible is hard to say. 
G will accommodate up to ten regressions under a "stack" or "sur" command.
 We notice that the essential idea for practical application of GLS was some notion of the structure of
Ω.  The assumption that the errors have the sort of autocorrelation for which we applied the 
Hildreth-Lu method leads to a structure for Ω; and in this case GLS can be shown to be almost 
exactly the same as Hildreth-Lu. 
SUR should be used only if you are a firm believer in the fable about a true equation.  Otherwise, it 
may give you parameters which will suit your purposes far less well than do the parameters given by
ordinary least squares.  Let me try to explain why that is so.  Any generalized least squares method 
amounts to minimizing not r'r but r'Ω-1 r, where r is the vector of residuals.  Let us consider a system 
of two stacked equations.  Let us suppose that
 = 1/3 2 11 2    and   - 1 =  2 −1−1 2 
Then, for three observations on each equation, the Ω-1 matrix is shown in the first six columns of the 
panel below.
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               Ω-1                                   A     B     C   
      |    2   0   0  -1   0   0  |   2     2     1.2  |
      |    0   2   0   0  -1   0  |  -1    -1   -0.6  |
      |    0   0   2   0   0  -1  |  -1    -1   -0.6  |
      |   -1   0   0   2   0   0  |   2    -2    -1.2  |
      |    0  -1   0   0   2   0  |  -1     1     0.6  |

































































4 G. E. P. Box and G. M. Jenkins in Time Series Analysis (San Francisco, Holden-Day, 1970)
5 Robert S. Pindyck and Daniel L. Rubinfeld , Econometric Models and Economic Forecasts, New 
York, McGraw-Hill, 1976, 1981,1991.
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(2) y(t) = b1x1(t) + b2x2(t) + ... + bpxp(t) + u(t) + h1u(t-1) + ... + hqu(t-q)
where the:
x(t) are observable variables  which may or may not be lagged values of the dependent 
variable
b  are matching constants to be estimated.
u(t) is an unobservable random variable with an unchanging distribution, often assumed to be
normal, with each observation independent of all previous ones. 
h1, ..., hq are constants to be estimated. 
If q = 0, the b can be estimated by ordinary least squares.   The special problem arises if q > 0, for 





































































(3) y(t) = b1x1(t) + ... + bpxp(t) +  (1 + h1L + h2L2 + ... + hqLq) u(t) 
Since u(t) = y(t) - p(t), where p(t) is the predicted value,  the partial derivatives of the predicted 
values are the negatives of the partial derivatives of u(t) with respect to  b and h. We can write  u(t) 
as
(4) u(t) = (1 + h1L + h2L2 + ... + hqLq)-1(y(t)  - (b1x1(t) + ... + bpxp(t))).
The negative of the partial derivative of u(t) with respect to bj is then
(5) zj(t) = (1 + h1L + h2L2 + ... + hqLq)-1xj(t)
and the negative of the partial of u(t) with respect to hj
(6) zq+j (t) =  (1 + h1L + h2L2 + ... + hqLq)-2 L j (y(t)  - (b1x1(t) + ... + bpxp(t)).
To solve (5) for zj(t), we rewrite it as 
(7)  (1 + h1L + h2L2 + ... + hqLq)zj(t) = xj(t)
or
(8) zj(t) = -  h1 zj(t-1) - h2 zj(t-2) - ... - hq zj(t-q) + xj(t)
We start off with the approximation that zj(t) = 0 for t < 0.  Then we can recursively compute the 
values for all the more recent values of t.  Similarly, for the partials with respect to the h’s,
(9) (1 + h1L + h2L2 + ... + hqLq)2 zq+j (t) =  L j (y(t)  - (b1x1(t) + ... + bpxp(t)).
Let us define the elements of a vector g by
(10) (1 + h1L + h2L2 + ... + hqLq)2 = 1 + g1L + g2L2 + ... + g2qL2q
Then (9) can be written as 
(11)  zq+j (t) = - g1 zq+j(t-1) - g2 zq+j(t-2) - ... - g2q zj(t-2q) + e(t-j),
where  e(t) is the residual using only the x variables with the current values of the b parameters.  If 
we begin with the approximation that the values of all variables in equation (11) are zero before t = 
0, we can then solve the equation recursively for the values of  zq+j (t).
Such is the theory of the estimation.  The practice is much easier.  The command is just
bj <q>  <y> = <x1>, [x2,] ..., [xn]
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where q is the order of the moving average error.  For example,
  bj 3 d = d[1],d[2],d[3]
The ! to suppress the intercept also works, thus






ti BJ Demo: Real GDP Growth
lim 1970.1 2001.3 2005.4
mode f
f lgdpR = @log(gdpR)
f d = 400.*(lgdpR - lgdpR[1])
bj 3 d = d[1],d[2],d[3]
vr -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
gname bj1
gr *
And here are the results.
 B J  D e m o :  R e a l  G D P  G r o w t h
- 1 2 . 0
 - 8 . 0
 - 4 . 0
  0 . 0
  4 . 0
  8 . 0
 1 2 . 0
 1 6 . 0
1 9 7 0 1 9 7 5 1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 5
  P r e d i c t e d           A c t u a l              B a s e P r e d          
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 BJ Demo: Real GDP Growth
  SEE   =       3.83 RSQ   = 0.1266 RHO =  -0.00 Obser  =  127 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       3.83 RBSQ  = 0.1053 DurH = 999.00 DoFree =  123 to   2001.300
  MAPE  =    1930.84
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 d                     - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      2.92 - - -
  1 intercept                1.62239     4.5   0.56    1.14      1.00
  2 d[1]                     0.25565     3.2   0.25    1.03      2.91  0.256
  3 d[2]                     0.16613     1.3   0.17    1.00      2.92  0.167
  4 d[3]                     0.02402     0.0   0.02    1.00      2.91  0.024
Iterations 3. Cornered. 
:                           BJ Demo: Real GDP Growth
  SEE   =       3.80 RSQ   = 0.1896 RHO =  -0.00 Obser  =  127 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       0.00 RBSQ  = 0.1491 DurH = 999.00 DoFree =  120 to   2001.300
  MAPE  =     153.64
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 d                     - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      3.93 - - -
  1 intercept                1.38956     0.5   0.47    1.24      1.34
  2 d[1]                     0.66263     0.6   0.66    1.10      3.89  0.809
  3 d[2]                     0.10811     0.0   0.11    1.09      3.90  0.132
  4 d[3]                    -0.23370     0.2  -0.23    1.08      3.90 -0.285
  5 d_mu[1]                 -0.41293     0.3   0.00    1.02     -0.03 -0.548
  6 d_mu[2]                 -0.03871     0.0  -0.00    1.01      0.00 -0.051



















f  e = resid
ti Error from Gross Equipment Investment
lim 1980.1 2001.3 2005.4
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mode f
bj 2 e = ! e[1],e[2],e[3]
f  fancy = depvar
# For comparison
r e = ! e[1]
f  plain = predic
ti Error Forecasts for Equipment Investment
vr -10 -5 0




:                     Error from Gross Equipment Investment
  SEE   =       9.70 RSQ   = 0.6496 RHO =   0.01 Obser  =   87 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       9.71 RBSQ  = 0.6413 DurH = 999.0 DoFree =   84 to   2001.300
  MAPE  =     181.74
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 e                     - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     -1.31 - - -
  1 e[1]                     0.64455    18.8   0.49    1.05     -0.99
  2 e[2]                     0.25956     2.5   0.13    1.01     -0.68  0.264
  3 e[3]                    -0.08432     0.4  -0.04    1.00     -0.63 -0.086
Iterations = 3. Cornered.
:                     Error from Gross Equipment Investment
  SEE   =       9.70 RSQ   = 0.7247 RHO =   0.01 Obser  =   87 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       0.00 RBSQ  = 0.7113 DurH = 999.0 DoFree =   82 to   2001.300
  MAPE  =     326.63
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 e                     - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     -1.49 - - -
  1 e[1]                     0.78320     0.0   0.66    1.05     -1.26
  2 e[2]                     0.22574     0.0   0.14    1.01     -0.90  0.245
  3 e[3]                    -0.15725     0.0  -0.09    1.01     -0.84 -0.171
  4 e_mu[1]                 -0.13894     0.0  -0.06    1.01     -0.65 -0.076
  5 e_mu[2]                 -0.06913     0.0  -0.03    1.00     -0.55 -0.038
:                  Gross Equipment Investment and Replacement
  SEE   =       9.96 RSQ   = 0.6311 RHO =  -0.15 Obser  =   87 from 1980.100
  SEE+1 =       9.83 RBSQ  = 0.6311 DurH = -1.74 DoFree =   86 to   2001.300
  MAPE  =     194.89
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 e                     - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     -1.31 - - -








f one = 1
f ep = @normal()
f ep2 = ep + 2.*ep[1] + ep[2]
f dep = rtb + ep2
bj 2 dep = ! rtb
gr *
The @normal() function returns a random normal deviate with mean 0 and variance 1.  Given the 
way the dependent variable is made, one would hope for h1 = 2 and h2 = 1. Of course, every time you
run this command file, you get a different answer because of the random nature of the ep variable. 
:                   Fabricated MA Residual and Original Error
  SEE   =       2.50 RSQ   = 0.5971 RHO =   0.61 Obser  =  127 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       2.00 RBSQ  = 0.5971 DW  =   0.78 DoFree =  126 to   2001.300
  MAPE  =      83.99
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 dep                   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -      6.54 - - -
  1 rtb                      1.02251   205.4   1.03    1.00      6.56
Interations = 51. Converged.
 F a b r i c a t e d  M A
 1 8 . 4
  9 . 2
 - 0 . 0
1 9 7 0 1 9 7 5 1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  P r e d i c t e d           A c t u a l            
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:                   Fabricated MA Residual and Original Error
  SEE   =       1.18 RSQ   = 1.0000 RHO =   0.61 Obser  =  127 from 1970.100
  SEE+1 =       0.00 RBSQ  = 1.0000 DW  =   2.14 DoFree =  124 to   2001.300
  MAPE  =      27.66
    Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
  0 dep                   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     -1.90 - - -
  1 rtb                      1.06490   398.1  -0.96 9999.99      1.71
  2 dep_mu[1]                1.91765 20063.6   2.97 9999.99     -2.94  1.922
















 F a b r i c a t e d  M A  R e s i d u a l  a n d  O r i g i n a l  E r r o r
 3 . 6 3
 0 . 3 9
- 2 . 8 5
1 9 7 0 1 9 7 5 1 9 8 0 1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0














  1.0000  0.5250  0.3137  0.2170 -0.0048 -0.0909 -0.0375 -0.0911 -0.1610 -0.0329  0.0138  0.0055
Partial Autocorrelation 
  0.525
  0.497  0.053
  0.495  0.030  0.046
  0.504  0.036  0.146 -0.202
  0.494  0.043  0.148 -0.176 -0.052
  0.498  0.058  0.136 -0.180 -0.093  0.084
  0.503  0.052  0.125 -0.171 -0.090  0.115 -0.062
  0.495  0.067  0.113 -0.193 -0.074  0.121  0.002 -0.127
  0.510  0.067  0.099 -0.184 -0.051  0.108 -0.006 -0.185  0.118
  0.504  0.077  0.099 -0.190 -0.048  0.118 -0.011 -0.189  0.089  0.056
  0.505  0.078  0.097 -0.191 -0.047  0.118 -0.013 -0.188  0.090  0.062 -0.012
  0.503  0.084  0.106 -0.210 -0.048  0.130 -0.018 -0.208  0.100  0.070  0.041 -0.104
The “triangle” shows the regression coefficients as calculated from the autocorrelation function via 
the Yule-Walker equations.  The first line shows (approximately) the regression coefficients on one 
lagged value; the second, on two; and so on.  (Actually doing the regressions will give slightly 
different results because, in any finite series, the correlation between, say, x(t-3) and x(t-4) -- 
calculated by the regression program -- will be slightly different from that between x(t) and x(t-1) -- 








































6 See G. S. Maddala, Econometrics (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1977) pp. 471 - 477.  It is indicative 
of the decline in the importance of the topic that this clearly written appendix was dropped from the 



























































































 dos ren  *.sav   *.sv1
dos ren   histsim.*   histsim1.*























7 See G.S. Maddala Econometrics (1977, McGraw-Hill) page 487, the formula between C-50 and C-























(1) x t = A0 x t  A1 x t -1  . . .  Ap x t - p  f t   t
where x is a vector of stationary variables, the A’s are constant matrices, f(t) is a vector of exogenous
variables, and εt  is a vector of random, exogenous variables. The classical school of econometrics 
investigated the conditions under which the A matrices, especially A0, could be identified.  These 
conditions involved some sort of prior knowledge, usually that some of the elements of A0 were zero.
The VAR school [See Sims 1980] rejected the notion of prior knowledge and also of the division of 
the variables between endogenous and exogenous.  They therefore dropped the f(t) term of (1), used 
only stationary variables, and moved the first term to the left, so that (1) became
(2)  I − A0 x t = A1 x t−1  . . .  Ap x t− p  t .
On pre-multiplying both sides of (2) by  I − A0
- 1 we get an equation of the form
second edition of the book.
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(3) x t = B1 x t−1  . . .  B p x t− p   t
where
(4) Bi =  I − A0
−1 Ai

































(1) y t = b0  b1 y t -1  b2 yt-2 ...  b p yt-p  t  h1 t - 1 ...  hqt - q
where εt  is white noise.  We will find it useful to write (1) with the lag operator L, thus:
(2) 1 − b0 − b1 L − b2 L
2 ... − b p L
p


































stationary ARV’s.  If  y t  is stationary, we can write
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and if x t  is a variable whose first difference is equal to y t , that is, 1 − L x t = y t  ,  then





(6) 1 − L BL x t = H L t .
Thus, it is clear that the characteristic polynomial of   x t has the same roots as does 
that of  y t    plus one more real root equal to exactly 1, that is to say, a unit root.   Because 




We can now at last say what is meant by cointegration 8.  If  x t  and  y t  are two I(1) 
ARV’s and if there exits a number β such that   y t −  xt is I(0), that is, stationary, then
x t and   y t are said to be cointegrated.  
Intuitively, if  x t and y t are cointegrated, it makes sense to regress one on the other; 
the residual will not grow ever larger and larger.  There is thus a sort of equilibrium relation








demand curve: p t  1 qt = ud t ud t = ud t-1  d t
supply curve:   p t − 1 qt = us t us t = us t -1  s t | |  1
we will get a consistent estimate of the supply curve!  Why?  Note that  ud  is I(1), so p and
q , which are both linear combinations of  ud  and us , is also I(1).  Moreover, the supply is 
a cointegrating relation between them.  Ordinary least squares will pick it out because it will
8 The classic reference from which the concept of cointegration caught on in the economics 
profession is R.F. Engle and C.W.J. Granger, “Cointegration and Error Correction: Representation, 





f ed = @normal()
f es = @normal()
f ud = @cum(ud,ed,0)
f us = @cum(us,es,.8)
f p = .5*ud + .5*us
f q = +.5*ud - .5*us
lim 1965.1 2010.4




Clearly, if you are trying to explain by regression an I(1) ARV,  y t  , you want to have 






















9A. Banerjee, J. Dolado, D.F. Hendry, and G. Smith, “Exploring Equilibrium Relationships in 
Econometrics through Static Models: Some Monte Carlo Evidence,” Oxford Bulleting of Economics 
























10 They are reprinted in James D. Hamilton, Time Series Analysis, Princeton, 1994, Appendix D. 
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 S t o c h a s t i c  S i m u l a t i o n
  - 6 6
    0
   6 6
1 9 7 0 1 9 8 0 1 9 9 0 2 0 0 0


















































Default regression limits; 0 20 20
Default base year of workspace file; 0
First month covered; 1




ti Lorenz curve for Average Income within Families
fdates 0 30
matdat 0
     x         y
 0.000000  0.000000
 0.050512  0.004259
 0.100082  0.013013
 0.150477  0.025874
 0.200518  0.042053
 0.250206  0.062013
 0.300012  0.085112
 0.350053  0.111390
 0.400212  0.140735
 0.450018  0.173396
 0.500059  0.209550
 0.550453  0.249876
 0.600377  0.294181
 0.650183  0.342411
 0.700224  0.395880
 0.750265  0.455556
 0.800071  0.523243
 0.850230  0.600566
 0.900035  0.690201
 0.950194  0.804458




The matdat command reads in matrix data, that is, data in which values for different variables in a 
given period or unit of observation appear across a line.  The number following the matdat command
is the date, or in our case, the observation number of the first observation which follows. (If it is not 
given, then the date or observation number should appear at the beginning of each line.)  Note the  ;  
at the end of the data.  The gdates and gr commands are for visual checking of the data by the graph 
shown to the right. The lim commands sets the limits -- or range of observations -- for the nonlinear 
regression command that lies ahead. 
The general form for doing nonlinear regression in G is the following:
nl [-] <y> = <non-linear function involving n parameters, a0, a1, ...an-1>
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 L o r e n z  C u r v e  f o r  E a r n e d  I n c o m e
 1 . 0 0
 0 . 5 0
 0 . 0 0
2 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 5 2 0 2 0
  x                   y                 
<n, the number of parameters>
<starting values of the parameters> 
<initial variations> 
The optional - following the nl will cause printing of intermediate results.  Normally it is not 
necessary.  The commands to do the nonlinear regression are then, 






 L o r e n z  C u r v e  f o r  E a r n e d  I n c o m e
 1 . 0 0
 0 . 5 0
 0 . 0 0
2 0 0 5 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 5 2 0 2 0
  P r e d i c t e d           A c t u a l            
Lorenz curve for Earned Income
SEE = 0.223659
Param         Coef     T-value      StdDev
    a0        0.698208    1.81     0.386664
    a1        1.863359    1.53     1.215625
The Variance-Covariance Matrix
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  1.4951e-01   4.4554e-01 
  4.4554e-01   1.4777e+00 
A word must be said about t-values and standard deviations in non-linear regression.  They are 
computed by G in a standard way by linearizing the function around the optimal point.  
Consequently, they are only good for movements within the range of approximate validity of these 
linearizations.  In the present case, it might appear from the standard deviations that a1 could easily 
be less than 1 and a0 could easily be more than 1.  But for such values of a0 and a1, the function is 
not a Lorenz curve! Thus, utmost caution should be used in interpreting or relying on these statistics.
Now it may appear from the above graph that this form of the Lorenz curve fits this data extremely 
well.  But one of the uses of a Lorenz curve is to calculate the amount of income within various 
brackets.  We can look at the percentage error in the income for each of the  20 “ventile” brackets of 





f difp = predic - predic[1]
f difa = y - y[1]
f difrel = 100.*(difp - difa)/difa
 A l t e r n a t e  F i t  R e l a t i v e  E r r o r  i n  I n c o m e
- 2 0 . 0
- 1 0 . 0
  0 . 0
 1 0 . 0
 2 0 . 0
 3 0 . 0
 4 0 . 0
2 0 0 5 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 5 2 0 2 0
  d i f r e l a             d i f r e l            
The result is shown by the line marked with squares in the graph above. The errors of over 30 
percent in the two lowest brackets are quite likely unacceptably high.  Thus, far from fitting virtually
perfectly, as one might gather from the first graph, the fit leaves a lot to be desired.
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The first step towards a better fit is to fit so as to minimize the sum squares of these percentage 
errors.  That can be done by the following commands. 
gdates 1 20
fdates 0 20
f ze = 0
f difrela = 0
f z = 0
fdates 1 19
ti Alternate Fit Relative Error in Income
nl f z = @exp(a1*@log(1.-@exp(a0*@log(1.-x))));
   f difp = z - z[1];
   f difrela = (difp - difa)/difa;









f difrela = 100.*(z - z[1] - difa)/difa
vr -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40
gr difrela difrel
vr off
Here we have employed  the capacity of G to use a number of statements in the course of defining 
the predicted value.  The first of these, on the same line with the nl command, calculates a variable 
called  z from the formula for the Lorenz curve.  The second line computes difp, the fraction of 
income in each bracket (except the last).   The third line then calculates difrela, the percentage errors 
in these income fractions.  Notice that each of these intermediate lines ends with a ; .  The final line, 
which does not end in a ; , has the desired value on the left ( in this case, zero) and the predicted 
value on the right. The remaining lines calculate the values of the difference for the whole range of 
the function, including the uppermost bracket and produce the graph shown above.  The new fit is 
shown by the curve marked with + signs.  
The fit is generally improved but is poor enough to invite us to try a different form of Lorenz curve.  
As already observed, the product of any two Lorenz curves is also a Lorenz curve, so we could take 
a product of the Rasche curve we have estimated so far with a simple exponential.  The commands 
for estimating this function are
nl f z = @exp(a2*@log(x))*@exp(a1*@log(1.-@exp(a0*@log(1.-x))));
   f difp = z - z[1];
   difrelpa = (difp - difa)/difa;
   ze = difrelpa 
3
0.15 .17  2.
0.01  0.01 .01
The numerical results are
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2005 2010 2015 2020
  difrelc            difrelpa         
Param         Coef     T-value      StdDev
    a0        0.405709    5.52     0.073498
    a1        0.523675    3.93     0.133357
    a2        1.536559   10.38     0.147986
The relative errors are shown in the graph below by the line marked by squares.  Comparison with 
the relative errors of the simple Rasche suggested that a linear combination of the two types of 
curves might be tried.  In the full function, there would have been six parameters to estimate.  G’s 
algorithm kept pushing the Rasche parameters that have to be between 0 and 1 out of that range, so 
they were fixed at values found previously.  The first line of the estimation was
nl - f z = a0*@exp(a1*@log(x))*@exp(a3*@log(1.-@exp(.15366*@log(1.-x)))) + 
(1-a0)*@exp(a2*@log(1.-@exp(.6982*@log(1.-x))));
And starting values were:
4
0.5 2.0451  1.8633 .17024
0.01 .01    .01     .01
The resulting relative errors are shown by the line marked with + signs in the graph below. The fit is 
considerably improved for the first four brackets and is about the same for the rest of the curve.
In this function note the  -   after the nl command; it turns on debugging dumping of the value of the 














 Reflect old worst point, W, through mid-point of other points to R(eflected). 
 If R is better than the old best, B {
      expand to E by taking another step in the same direction.
      if E is better than R, replace W by E in the simplex.
      else replace W by R.
      }
 Else{
     contract W half way to mid-point of other points, to C(ontracted)
     if C is better than W, replace W by C.
     Else Shrink all points except B half way towards B.





































    nl x1 = @cum(s,v,a0);






































y t = a0 
a1









f tm21 = time - 21
# the rising curve
f y1 = .05+ .2/(1 + .5*@exp(-.2*tm21))
# the falling curve
f y2 = .05+ .2/(1 + .5*@exp(.2*tm21))
As an application of this family of curves, we may take the ratio of imports to GDP in the US in the 
period 1960.1 to 2001.4.  The historical course of this ratio is shown by the irregular line in the 
graph below.  The logistic fit to it is shown by the smooth line.
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 L o g i s t i c  C u r v e  f o r  I m p o r t s
 0 . 0 0
 0 . 0 5
 0 . 1 0
 0 . 1 5
1 9 6 0 1 9 7 0 1 9 8 0 1 9 9 0 2 0 0 0
  P r e d i c t e d           A c t u a l            
  The G command for fitting this line are
ti Logistic Curve for Imports
f tm25 = time - 25.
lim 1960.1 2001.4
nlp firat = a0 +a1/(1. + a2*@exp(a3*tm25))
  4
  .04  .20   .02  -.01
  .001 .001  .001  .001
The numerical results were:
 Logistic Curve for Imports
SEE = 0.007542
Param         Coef     T-value      StdDev
    a0       -0.009051   -0.34     0.026917
    a1        0.160953    4.25     0.037894
    a2        0.468872    7.85     0.059702














































Of the residuals in each equation we know from the regression results the standard error, σ, and the 
autocorrelation coefficient, ρ.   We need to make up random additive errors to the equation which 
have that same σ and ρ.  From Numerical Recipes in C (pages 204-217), we borrow a (quite clever)  
pseudo random number generator that produces “random” independent normal deviates with mean 0 
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and variance 1. Let us multiply it by a constant, a, to get a variable ε, with mean zero and variance 
a2.  From it, we can make up the variable ζ by the equation
(1)  t =   t−1   t
Now since the mean of ε, is 0, so is the mean of ζ, while the variance of ζ will be given by 
(2) σζ
2






since εt is independent of ζt-1 by construction. So 
(3) 
2 = 












in the white command
box.  The first turns on the
saving of the necessary
information for stochastic
simulation; the second -- if
you have kept your
runall.reg up to date -- just
re-computes the equations
with the extra information
being saved.   Then build
the model as usual with
Model | Build.  When you
do Model | Run, however,
click the “stochastic” radio
button on the right as
shown to the right.  When
you do so, the extra stochastic options box appears in the lower right, and you can specify the 
number of simulations you want to make and whether you want just the additive error terms, as 
shown here, or also random error in the regression coefficients.  As shown here, the program will run













gdates 1981.1  2001.4
#Use special graphics settings
add stoch.set
ti gdpD -- GDP Deflator
gname gdpD
f  upper = b.gdpD +1.*c.gdpD 
f  lower = b.gdpD -1.*c.gdpD 
gr  b.gdpD  upper lower d.gdpD e.gdpD
ti gdpR -- Real Gross Domestic Product
gname gdpR
f  upper = b.gdpR+2.*c.gdpR
f  lower = b.gdpR-2.*c.gdpR



























(2) P'P = I
(3)  D = P'VP 
where D is a diagonal matrix with positive elements (the characteristic values of V)  on the 
diagonal.
Equation (2) implies that P' = P  –1 , but a left inverse is also a right inverse, so PP' = I
.  Multiplying (3) on the left by P and on the right by P'  therefore gives




 g d p D  - -  G D P  D e f l a t o r
 1 . 2 2
 0 . 9 3
 0 . 6 4
1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . g d p D              u p p e r               l o w e r               d . g d p D              e . g d p D            
 g d p R  - -  R e a l  G r o s s  D o m e s t i c  P r o d u c t
1 0 0 6 4
 7 3 3 5
 4 6 0 5
1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0























 g d p D  - -  G D P  D e f l a t o r
 1 . 1 6
 0 . 9 0
 0 . 6 4
1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0
  b . g d p D              u p p e r               l o w e r               d . g d p D              e . g d p D             
 g d p R  - -  R e a l  G r o s s  D o m e s t i c  P r o d u c t
 9 7 0 3
 7 2 1 8
 4 7 3 3
1 9 8 5 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 5 2 0 0 0












































































































































































  e Non-financial Enterprises
  b  Banks and other financial institutions
  g  Governments
  h  Households
  d  Total domestic
  r  Rest of World
  t  Total
The final letter is
  u  for Use or
















































fex gceguR = gcegu/gdpD










Identities of the Production Subaccount
# Compensation of labor received by households = payments by other institutions minus # 
payments to persons resident abroad.
f colhs = coleu+colbu+colgu+colhu+colru - colrs
# Taxes on production received by governments = taxes paid by other institutions
f tpngs = tpneu+tpnbu+tpngu+tpnhu
# Interest received  by RoW from China = interest paid in or to China less interest
#       received in China
f intrs =  inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu+intru - (intes+intbs+intgs+inths)
# Dividends  received by RoW from China = dividends paid in or to China less dividends
#       received in China
f   divrs = diveu+divru - (dives+divbs+divgs+divhs)
# Other property income.  Banks are the only payers; firms and households, the only
# recipients
f   opihs = opibu - opies
# Sum up property income sources and uses by each institution
f inpeu = inteu+diveu
f inpes = intes+dives+opies
f inpbu = intbu+opibu
f inpbs = intbs+divbs
f inpgu = intgu
f inpgs = intgs
f inphu = inthu
f inphs = inths+divhs+opihs
f inpru = intru+divru
f inprs = intrs+divrs
# Primary income balance line identities
f pries = vades+inpes-coleu-tpneu-inpeu
f pribs = vadbs+inpbs-colbu-tpnbu-inpbu
f prigs = vadgs+tpngs+inpgs-colgu-tpngu-inpgu








fex vadgsBR = vadgs/gcegu
f  vadgs = vadgsBR*gcegu
Family businesses often sell to consumers, so it is natural to take their value added as a ratio to 
household consumption:
fex vadhsBR = vadhs/hcehu
f vadhs = vadhsBR*hcehu
We then split the rest of GDP  rest between firms and banks, with firms as the residual:
fex vadbsBR = vadbs/(GDP-vadgs - vadhs)
f vadbs = vadbsBR*(GDP-vadgs - vadhs)




ti Labor Compensation by Institution
# Enterprises
fex coleuBR = coleu/vades
f   coleu = coleuBR*vades
# Banks
fex colbuBR = colbu/vadbs
f   colbu = colbuBR*vadbs
# Governments
fex colguBR = colgu/vadgs
f   colgu =  colguBR*vadgs
# Households
fex colhuBR = colhu/vadhs
f   colhu =  colhuBR*vadhs
# Leave Rest of World items exogenous and  give the balance to households
f colhs = coleu+colbu+colgu+colhu+colru - colrs
We continue in this way down through Line 12 of the Institutional accounts.  The details are shown 
in the Master file in the Appendix.  When we have reached the computation of household 
consumption expenditure as a function of household disposable income, it is time to check whether 
the computed GDP is close to the value that was used in computing Value added by the various 
institutions at the beginning.  If the difference is more than 1 yy, the model starts the cycle of 
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computations over with the personal consumption implied in the first round assumed at the 
beginning of the second round.  This cycle is repeated until convergence is obtained.  This behavior 
is induced by the command
check GDP 1.0








 T a x  o n  P r o d u c t i o n  B e h a v i o r a l  R a t i o s
 0 . 0 0
 0 . 1 0
 0 . 2 0
 0 . 3 0
 0 . 4 0
 0 . 5 0
 0 . 6 0
1 9 9 2 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 8 2 0 0 0
  b . t p n e u B R           b . t p n b u B R           b . t p n h u B R          
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 T a x  o n  I n c o m e  B e h a v i o r a l  R a t i o s
 0 . 0 0
 0 . 1 0
 0 . 2 0
 0 . 3 0
 0 . 4 0
 0 . 5 0
 0 . 6 0
1 9 9 2 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 8 2 0 0 0





























 R e a l  G D P  M u l t i p l i e r  o f  G o v e r n m e n t  C o n s u m p t i o n
 1 . 9 0
 2 . 0 0
 2 . 1 0
 2 . 2 0
 2 . 3 0
 2 . 4 0
1 9 9 4 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 8 2 0 0 0
  m u l t                 
 C o m p a r i s o n  o f  G o v e r n m e n t  a n d  C o n s u m p t i o n  S t i m u l u s
 R e a l  G D P
4 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 9 9 4 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 8 2 0 0 0


















Appendix: All equations of the Chinese Tautological Model, CTM
# Include exogenous exports and imports for use later #when we use CTM as a driver for the
#  input-output table.
# These exports and imports are from Customs and
# are not equivalent to the (not released) 
#  exports and imports in the  national accounts.
fex exportsR = exports/gdpD
fex importsR = imports/gdpD
f exports = exportsR*gdpD
f imports = importsR*gdpD
# Include the GDP deflator as an exogenous variable
fex gdpD = gdp/gdpR
# First we find the statistical discrepancy between the # sum of value added and GDP by the
# expenditure approach.  (Net exports appears here
# with a minus sign because in the 
#  Chinese Institutional accounts Net imports are
# strangely called Net Exports.)
fex StatDisc = vades+vadbs+vadgs+vadhs - (hcehu+ gcegu+cffdu+cfidu-nexrs)
f GDP = hcehu+gcegu+cffdu+cfidu - nexrs + StatDisc
# Allocate GDP to sectors
#  Take government value added as a function of
# government final demand
fex vadgsBR = vadgs/gcegu
f vadgs = vadgsBR*gcegu
# Take household value added as a function of
# household consumption
fex vadhsBR = vadhs/hcehu
f vadhs = vadhsBR*hcehu
# Split the rest between firms and banks
fex vadbsBR = vadbs/(GDP-vadgs - vadhs)
f vadbs = vadbsBR*(GDP-vadgs - vadhs)
f vades = GDP - vadbs - vadgs - vadhs
ti Labor Compensation by Institution
# Use proportions to value added
fex coleuBR = coleu/vades
f   coleu = coleuBR*vades
fex colbuBR = colbu/vadbs
f   colbu = colbuBR*vadbs
fex colguBR = colgu/vadgs
f   colgu =  colguBR*vadgs
fex colhuBR = colhu/vadhs
f   colhu =  colhuBR*vadhs
# Leave Rest of World items exogenous and
# give the balance to households
f colhs = coleu+colbu+colgu+colhu+colru - colrs
ti Taxes on production
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fex tpneuBR = tpneu/vades
f   tpneu = tpneuBR*vades
fex tpnbuBR = tpnbu/vadbs
f   tpnbu = tpnbuBR*vadbs
fex tpnguBR = tpngu/vadgs
f   tpngu =  tpnguBR*vadgs
fex tpnhuBR = tpnhu/vadhs
f   tpnhu =  tpnhuBR*vadhs
#i Balance to Government as Source
f tpngs = tpneu+tpnbu+tpngu+tpnhu
# Interest
# First get all interest paid by Non-financial
# institutions
fex inteuBR = inteu/vades
f   inteu   = inteuBR*vades
fex intguBR = intgu/vadgs
f   intgu   = intguBR*vadgs
fex inthuBR = inthu/vadhs
f   inthu   = inthuBR*vadhs
# Relate interest received by financial institutions to
# this total
fex intbsBR = intbs/(inteu+intgu+inthu)
f   intbs   = intbsBR*(inteu+intgu+inthu)
# Relate interest paid by financial institutions to the
# interest they receive
fex intbuBR = intbu/intbs
f   intbu   = intbuBR*intbs
# Relate interest paid to Non-finanacial Institutions to
# total domestic payments
fex intrsBR = intrs/(inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu)
f   intrs   = intrsBR*(inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu)
fex intesBR = intes/(inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu)
f   intes   = intesBR*(inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu)
fex intgsBR = intgs/(inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu)
f   intgs   = intgsBR*(inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu)
fex inthsBR = inths/(inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu)
f   inths   = inthsBR*(inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu)
# Determine interest from RoW as a balancing entry
f intrs =  inteu+intbu+intgu+inthu+intru - (intes+intbs+intgs+inths)
# Dividends
# Calculate dividends paid by firms
fex diveuBR = diveu/(vades-coleu-inteu)
f   diveu = diveuBR*(vades-coleu-inteu)
# Add these to dividends received from RoW and
# distribute
fex divesBR = dives/(diveu+divru)
f   dives = divesBR*(diveu+divru)
fex divbsBR = divbs/(diveu+divru)
f   divbs = divbsBR*(diveu+divru)
fex divgsBR = divgs/(diveu+divru)
f   divgs = divgsBR*(diveu+divru)
fex divhsBR = divhs/(diveu+divru)
f   divhs = divhsBR*(diveu+divru)
# Put the balance in RoW
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f   divrs = diveu+divru - (dives+divbs+divgs+divhs)
#  Other property income
# Financial institutions are the only payers
fex opibuBR = opibu/vadbs
f   opibu   = opibuBR*vadbs
fex opiesBR = opies/opibu
f   opies = opiesBR*opibu
f   opihs = opibu - opies
# Sum up property income
f inpeu = inteu+diveu
f inpes = intes+dives+opies
f inpbu = intbu+opibu
f inpbs = intbs+divbs
f inpgu = intgu
f inpgs = intgs
f inphu = inthu
f inphs = inths+divhs+opihs
f inpru = intru+divru
f inprs = intrs+divrs
#Primary income balance line identies
f pries = vades+inpes-coleu-tpneu-inpeu
f pribs = vadbs+inpbs-colbu-tpnbu-inpbu
f prigs = vadgs+tpngs+inpgs-colgu-tpngu-inpgu
f prihs = vadhs+colhs+inphs-colhu-tpnhu-inphu
#  Taxes on income
fex txieuBR = txieu/pries
f   txieu   = txieuBR*pries
fex txibuBR = txibu/pribs
f   txibu   = txibuBR*pribs
fex txihuBR = txihu/prihs
f   txihu   = txihuBR*prihs
f txigs = txieu+txibu+txihu
#  Payment to social security
fex txshuBR = txshu/colhs
f txshu = txshuBR*colhs
f txsgs = txshu
# Payments by the government to Social Security
# recipients
# (txshs= txsgu) are left exogenous in real terms. 
fex txsguR = txsgu/gdpD
f   txsgu = txsguR*gdpD
f txshs = txsgu
#  Current transfer allowances
fex ctaeuBR = ctaeu/vades
f   ctaeu   = ctaeuBR*vades
fex ctabuBR = ctabu/vadbs
f   ctabu = ctabuBR*vadbs
fex ctaguBR = ctagu/vadgs
f   ctagu   = ctaguBR*vadgs
f ctahs = ctaeu+ctabu+ctagu
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#  Other current transfers
# Financial institutions are a special case, for their
# Use and Source entries are always identical.
fex ctobuBR = ctobu/pribs
f   ctobu   = ctobuBR*pribs
f   ctobs = ctobu
fex ctoeuBR = ctoeu/pries
f   ctoeu = ctoeuBR*pries
fex ctoguBR = ctogu/prigs
f   ctogu = ctoguBR*prigs
fex ctohuBR = ctohu/prihs
f   ctohu = ctohuBR*prihs
# Add up total uses and allocate as sources,  with
# households as the balancing item.
fex ctoesBR = ctoes/(ctoeu+ctogu+ctohu+ctoru)
f   ctoes = ctoesBR*(ctoeu+ctogu+ctohu+ctoru)
fex ctogsBR = ctogs/(ctoeu+ctogu+ctohu+ctoru)
f   ctogs = ctogsBR*(ctoeu+ctogu+ctohu+ctoru)
fex ctorsBR = ctors/(ctoeu+ctogu+ctohu+ctoru)
f   ctors = ctorsBR*(ctoeu+ctogu+ctohu+ctoru)
f ctohs = ctoeu+ctogu+ctohu+ctoru-ctoes-ctogs-ctors
# Line 8:  Disposable income balance line
f dines = pries+ctoes-txieu-ctaeu-ctoeu
f dinbs = pribs+ctobs-txibu-ctabu-ctobu
f dings = prigs+txigs+txsgs+ctogs-txsgu-ctagu-ctogu
f dinhs = prihs+txshs+ctahs+ctohs-txihu-txshu-ctohu
# hcehu ; Household consumption expenditure 
fex hcehuBR = hcehu/dinhs
f hcehu = hcehuBR*dinhs
f hcehuR = hcehu/gdpD
# gcedu ; Government consumption expenditure, exogenous in real terms
fex gceguR = gcegu/gdpD
f   gcegu = gceguR*gdpD
ti Gross fixed investment, exogenous in real terms
# Business = firms + banks
fex cffbusR = (cffeu+cffbu)/gdpR
fex cffguR = cffgu/gdpD
fex cffhuR = cffhu/gdpD
f cffbus = cffbusR*gdpD
f cffgu  = cffguR*gdpD
f cffhu  = cffhuR*gdpD
f cffdu = cffbus + cffgu +cffhu 
f cffduR = cffdu/gdpD
# Inventory investment
fex cfiduR = (cfieu +cfibu + cfigu + cfihu)/gdpD
f cfidu = cfiduR*gdpD























(1) y t1 = Ayt  f t
where yt is a vector of endogenous variables, ft is a vector of exogenous variables, and A is a matrix. 
If some variable, say u, appears on the right with values lagged further back than t, we can easily 
introduce v defined by
(2) v t1 = u t
so that 
(3) v t = ut−1
and use v t  in place of u t−1  while including (2) among the equations. Among the exogenous 
values, a lagged variable, say x[4],  can be simply regarded as the value in period t of x four periods 
earlier. Thus, the presence of variables with more than one lag does not prevent us from thinking of 
the model as though it were described by the equation (1).
Nonlinearities, however, such as gdp = gdpR*gdpD, cannot be described exactly in system (1). 
They can, however, be represented approximately by the first terms of the Taylor series 
approximation. Thus, equation (1) comes close enough to describing many models to be worth 
studying.
Equation (1) is called a system of linear, first order difference equations. The term first order 
refers to the fact that at most only one lagged value of any variable appears. In the form (1), the 
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differences are not evident, but if we subtract y t  from both sides, it becomes
(4) y t1 − yt = A − I  y t  f t
and the differences on the left side are apparent. (Systems described in continuous time would 
have the form 
dy t 
dt
= Ay t   f  t  , which is a system of linear differential equations. The 
mathematical theories of differential and difference equations are closely parallel, except that for 
difference equations there is no problem of the existence of a solution, since the equations tell us 
precisely how to calculate it.)
We will now show that any one of the variables in a system of n first-order equations, such as 
equation (1), follows an nth - order difference equation not involving the other variables in the 
system. That is, the value for period t+n can be expressed as a linear function of the values of the 
same variable in n previous periods and the exogenous variables. This fact will allow us to apply 
some well-known results about the roots of polynomials to characterize the solutions of the 
difference equations.
We will at first concentrate on the homogeneous part of the system, that is to say, the part of the 
system obtained by dropping the exogenous variables. Let us begin by writing this homogeneous 








a11 a12 a13  a1n
a21 a22 a23  a2n
a31 a32 a33  a3n
    









From this system, we want to derive a single equation for  y t  of the form














































  y1 ty1, t1y3 t⋯yn t 
The matrix on the right of (7) we shall call B2. It may be obtained from the matrix A on the right 
of (5) by post-multiplication of A by 
(8)    M 2=










0 0 1  0
    




Notice that while we have now eliminated y2 on the right of (7), it still appears on the left. To 
continue the process of eliminating y2, we use the first equation of (5) advanced by one period (so 
that it is an equation for y1,t+2) to write y1,t+2 as a linear combination of the equations (7). The 
resulting equation for y1,t+2 does not contain any reference to y2 . If we put this equation in place of 








0 1 0  0
d21 d22 d 23  d2n
d31 d32 d 33  d3n
    








where the matrix D 2 on the right is derived by premultiplying B 2 by N2 given by
(10)  N 2=
1 0 0  0
a11 a12 a13  a11
0 0 1  0




(11) D2=N 2 A M 2 .
Note that 
(12) N 2 M 2= I ;
in other words, N 2 and M 2 are inverses of one another.
In (9) we have succeeded in eliminating y2 from the system. We can now repeat this process to 
eliminate, one by one, all the variables other than y1 from the system. When finished, we will have a 








0 1 0  0
0 0 1  0
    
0 0 0  1








A matrix of the form shown on the right of (13) is called a Frobenius matrix, and the method we
have just explained for deriving a Frobenius matrix from a given matrix A is called the Danilevsky 
process. The Frobenius matrix is also called the companion matrix.
From the last equation of (13), we read, after bringing all the right­hand side to the left 
side of the equation,
(14) y1, tncn−1 y1, tn−1cn−2 y1, tn−2c0 y1 t=0
If we now try a solution of (14) of the form
(15) y1t = 
t
where λ is just a (possibly complex) number and the superscript t denotes raising to a power, then we
see (after dividing both sides of the resulting equation by λ t ) that there will be such a solution if and 
only if λ is a solution (or root) of the characteristic polynomial





One may reasonably ask at this point: Would we have gotten a different polynomial in (16) if we
had chosen to convert (5) into a single equation involving only values of y2  instead of y1 ?  The 
answer is No, but to demonstrate that fact, an alternative interpretation of the transformation process 
is useful. Let us return to the homogeneous part of equation (5),





be a solution, where v is a constant vector?  Direct substitution in (17) and cancellation of λ t from 
both sides shows that the condition is that
(19)  v=Av .
Values of   for which (19) holds are called characteristic values of the matrix A and the 
corresponding vectors are called characteristic vectors. (The half-German words eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors are also in common use in English. One occasionally sees the older proper or secular 
values and vectors.)  Well, how does one go about finding the characteristic polynomial?  You may 
encounter books that tell you that for (19) to have a non-zero solution, A− I  must be singular, so 
its determinant must be zero, and its determinant is a polynomial in λ. That is true but useless 
information, since computing the determinant as a function of λ is an enormous and complicated job 
by the usual definitions of determinants when n is more than 2 or 3. Is there a simpler way?
There is, and you already know it; but to bring that knowledge into consciousness we need a 
simple definition and theorem. A matrix A is said to be similar to a matrix B if there exists a 
nonsingular matrix M such that A=MBM −1 . You can easily show that if A is similar to B, then B is 
similar to A, so we can say simply that they are similar without bothering over which is similar to 
which. Moreover, if A and B are similar and B and C are similar, then A and C are similar. The 
theorem we need is simply: Similar matrices have the same characteristic roots. Proof: suppose that
Bv= v and A=MBM−1 . Then AMv = MBM−1 Mv  = MBv = M  v  = Mv , so that
λ is also a characteristic value of A with Mv as the associated characteristic vector.
Now recall that in the Danilevsky method, N 2 and M 2 are inverses of one another, so that D 2 in 
(11) is similar to A. At each further step in the Danilevsky method, similarity is maintained, so that 
the Frobenius matrix in (13) is similar to A. Furthermore, λ is a characteristic root of the Frobenius 










0 1 0  0
0 0 1  0
    
0 0 0  1










No two different Frobenius matrices are similar to one another, for if they were similar, they 
would have the same roots and therefore have the same bottom row, and therefore be identical. If we 
had wanted an equation in y2 instead of y1 , we would have begun the Danilevsky process by 
interchanging the first and second rows and then the first and second columns. You can easily verify 
that the matrices which accomplish these operations by pre- and post-multiplication are inverses of 
one another, so that the resulting matrix is similar to the original A. Thus, the final Frobenius matrix 





(a) An nth degree polynomial P(λ) – such as (16) – has n roots 1,2, ,n , and can be factored 
and written P =−1−2 −n . If the roots are not all distinct, tiny changes in the 
coefficients of the polynomial will make them distinct.
(b) Some or all of the roots may be complex, that is, they may be of the form a + bi, where a 
and b are real numbers and i 2 = -1. Any complex roots occur in conjugate pairs: if  a + bi is a root, 
so is a - bi.
We will consider only the case in which all the roots are distinct, since, for equations with 
empirically determined coefficients, that is almost certainly the case. If the roots of A are distinct, the
corresponding characteristic vectors, V 1 , V 2 , ..., V n , are linearly independent, for suppose that, to 




b j V j .




 j b j V j




b j j−r1V j
But since all the  j−r1≠0 , equation (23) contradicts the assumption that V 1 , ..., V r are linearly 
independent.
We have now found n different solutions, V 11
t ,V 22
t , ,V nn
t , , to the homogenous system of 
difference equations (5) or (17). You can also easily see that multiplying any one of these solutions 




b j V j j
t
is also a solution. We may, in fact, call it the general solution of the homogeneous equation, for the 
bj can be determined to satisfy any initial condition, that is, to give any required value of y0 , since 




b j V j
which is just a non-singular system of linear equations to determine the b’s. 
Finally, let x t be any solution of the non-homogeneous equation (1), which we repeat here with x
as the argument:
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(26) xt1=Axt  f t
Note that this x t may very well not satisfy the initial conditions we will need. The general solution of




b j V j j
t
 x t
That is to say, the values of the b’s can be determined to match any initial condition. In the case of 
complex roots, the roots occur in conjugate pairs and the corresponding characteristic vectors are 
also complex conjugates. The b’s corresponding to conjugate vectors will also be conjugate. Thus, 
all complex numbers occurring in the summation on the right of (27) occur in conjugate pairs, so that
the complex parts cancel out. Thus, though the right side of (27) may be strewn with complex 





(1) y t1 = Ayt  f t
or, in terms of the single, nth order equation for one of the variables, 
(2) y1, t n  cn−1 y1, tn−1  cn−2 y1, tn− 2    c0 y1 t = f t 
We will now employ mainly the single equation form (2) and drop the 1 subscript, since
the same equation right­hand side applies to any of the variables.
In the study of dynamic systems, the function f(t) is often called the input function, while y is 
the output, terms which correspond closely to our exogenous and endogenous variables.
There is not a lot that can be said in general about the particular solutions, but for specific f(t) 
functions, there are easily found particular solutions. For example, if f(t) is a constant, then there is a 
particular solution which is constant and its value is easily calculated from (2). If f(t) is a polynomial
in t, then there is a particular solution having the form of a polynomial of the same degree in t.
If
(3) f t =  t
where   is some possibly complex constant, then, as you can see by substitution, there is a 
particular solution y t=b









   c0
.
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This function is called the frequency response function for reasons we now need to explain.
As already noted, some of the λ may be complex; if so, they occur in conjugate pairs. In this context,
a complex root is most revealingly thought of in its polar representation,
(5)  = r cos  i sin 
as illustrated in Figure 7.1 to the right. The particularly
attractive aspect of the polar representation is that
multiplication of two complex numbers amounts to the
multiplication of their absolute values, r, and addition of
their angles, α. Thus, if
1 = r cos  i sin 
2 = r cos  i sin 
then
12 = rs cos cos −sin sin i sin cos cossin 
= rs cosi sin
by the formulas for the sine and cosine of the sum of two angles. With λ given by (4), 












conjugate roots given by  1 = r cos  i sin   and  2 = r cos − i sin  . For this 
system, the polynomial (7.1.6) is given by
(7)  − r cos  i sin  − r cos − i sin = 2 −  2 r cos  r2=0 . 












y t − 1.40008 y t−1  .9801 y t−2 = 0
y t − 1.41422 y t−1  1.0000 y t−2 = 0
y t − 1.42836 y t−1  1.0201 y t−2 = 0
These three equations were simulated from 1960.1 to 2007.4 with the initial condition 






(The simulations were made by running a model made from the following Master file:
fex y = 0
fex z = 0
fex x = 0 
r x = 1.400078*x[1] - .9801*x[2] + e1
d
r y = 1.41422*y[1] - 1.00*y[2] + e1
d









1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
  a.x                a.y                a.z              
These results are, of course, exactly in line with expectations from the theory. But now 
let us try something different.
Let us simulate the equations with random error terms, t , generated by the  @normal() 
function of G7 to be a series of independent random variables each normal (0,1). One might imagine
that these shocks would cancel out or that the result would be utterly chaotic. In fact, the result is 
quite different, as shown by the graph below labeled “Stochastic Simulation”. At the beginning, the 
result is quite irregular and quite similar for all three equations. Then gradually a pattern emerges, 
namely exactly the 8-period cycle of the deterministic simulations. The equation with the root just 
outside the unit circle is clearly exploding, but the equation with the root just inside the unit circle is 
not converging to zero but to a sort of limit cycle. The equation with the root on the unit circle seems
labile, equally prone to expanding or contracting. 
This tendency of the system to oscillate at a specific frequency when subject to
utterly random shocks is surely both beautiful and somewhat mysterious. I will
refer to it as the emergent cycle phenomenon. You will recognize it as reminiscent
of the cycles which appeared in running the AMI model of Chapter 1. Our analysis,
however, can now throw some light on why it happens.
Think about what equation (3) would mean if γ were a complex number lying
on the unit circle in the complex plane. If we think of time as continuous, its real
part would follow a cosine function while its imaginary part followed a sine curve.
If time is discrete, then we observe only equally spaced points on those curves. The
particular solution, y t=b
t , looks much the same – also sine and cosine functions
with the same frequency as the input function – but with a different amplitude given
by the absolute value of b. The box to the right shows the absolute value of b
calculated by equation (4) for various values of γ lying on the unit circle at values
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enormous, 71-fold amplification of the input signal. This frequency corresponds, of course, to the 
root which lies just inside the unit circle at that frequency. Other frequencies are much less 
magnified, and the high frequencies are damped. This function is called the frequency response 
function of the system. It is closely related to the transfer function commonly used in engineering 




(8)  f  t  = f 1 t   f 2 t     f T  t
where f j t  = 0  for j ≠ t, and is equal to the value of the shock in period t for j = t. Because of the
linearity of the system, the solution with the input f(t) is the sum of the solutions for each of the  
separately. The solution for f j t   is zero for t < j; thereafter, it follows a damped sinusoidal curve 
that can be thought of as y j t = b j r
t

t , where rγ is the root, with γ lying on the unit circle. (In 
systems of order higher than 2, there may be other terms in the solution for y j t ; we assume that all 
but the largest complex root damp away quick and leave us concerned only with its contribution to 
the solution.)  The complex number bj is determined by the initial condition. By (8), therefore, the 
output, y(t), is




t− j t = At
t  ,
where the second equation defines the complex number At. The  t  on the right represents a steady 
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sinusoidal function with a fixed frequency. Multiplication by the complex number At in front of it 
changes its amplitude and shifts its phase – that is, it adds the angle of At to that of  t  – but it does 
not change its frequency. At first, as the system starts up, each period brings significant changes to 
At, and the output does not look much like a sine curve. As At builds up, however, as it will do if r is 
close to 1, the new addition to At, which is probably typical of the terms already in it, will bring little 
change to the number, so that the change in f(t) over a few periods will be determined chiefly by  t  











(11)  x j t  = cos j t and  y jt  = sin j t  for j = 1, 2, ..., M
Notice that as t goes from 0 to T, the cosine function  x1 t   makes one complete cycle 




(12)  f  t  = a0  ∑
j=1
M







 j = cos ji sin j
and denote its complex conjugate by   j = cos j−i sin j . Then 
(13)   j
t
= cos t  i sin t and   j
t
















 = a j cos j t  b j sin j t
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or, by defining  d j = a j−i b j/2 ,
(15)    d j j
t  d j  j
t = a j cos j t  b jsin j t .
Equation (12) can now be written as














This second way of trying to understand the emergent cycle phenomenon is connected with the 
subjects of Fourier and spectral analysis of time series. The word spectrum indicates the origins of 
the subject in the physics of light, while the expression white noise for a series of independent, 
identically distributed random variables is a hybrid between the physics of light and the physics of 
sound. In many technical studies, ranging from vibration in airplanes to patterns in the human heart 
beat, it is often just as natural to think in terms of the fraction of the total variance of the series 
accounted for by sinusoidal curves of different frequencies as to think in terms of the original time 
series. For a given T, the share of the sinusoidal curves with angular frequency ω j in the total 
variance is a j
2b j
2/2 . If, however, we double T, there will be twice as many frequencies, and the 
fraction of the variance explained by any one will go down. To get a measure associated with  j  
which is potentially independent of the length of period over which it was estimated, one 
conventionally concentrates on the function








which is called the spectrum of the series. The real usefulness of this way of looking at a time series 
is that the spectrum of the output of a linear system is the spectrum of the input multiplied by the 
frequency response function of the system, as we have essentially already seen.
We have seen, I believe, that the concepts of spectral analysis can be useful in understanding 
why models of the economy -- and even the economy itself -- can have a  tendency to cycle. Is it 
useful to look at the spectra of economic time series?  I was once hopeful that it might be. And for 
analysis of seasonal patterns, perhaps it is. But for the study of business fluctuations in the economy, 
I have been unimpressed. All the interesting historical particularities of each cycle get mushed 
together. For heart beats or airplane vibrations, the only thing that matters is the repetitious pattern. 
But we live inside business cycles; we watch them develop, we follow each with its own fascinating 
quirks. We have stories to tell about what caused this or that turn of a series. All that gets lost in the 











This gRalt will have a sine curve of amplitude 100 with a five year period added to the historical
values of gR. Save it into a file, edit the file to introduce the variable with “update gR”, and add this 
file at the ] prompt before running the model. Compare the results of the model run with this value of
government purchases with the historical simulation. Repeat the experiment with different values of 
the fraction before the time variable. Does your model, or more specifically, gdpR in your model, 
respond differently to different frequencies of variation in gR?
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Part III. Multisectoral Models
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Input-Output Flow Table
Seller \ Buyer                Agriculture Mining Exports Imports
Agriculture 20 1 0 100 5 0 2 0 15 1 0 40 -20 36 164
Mining 4 3 20 15 2 1 2 0 2 1 0 10 -10 3 50
Gas&Electric 6 4 10 40 20 10 25 0 80 10 0 0 0 90 205
Mfg 20 10 4 60 25 18 20 0 400 80 200 120 -170 630 787
Commerce 2 1 1 10 2 3 6 0 350 10 6 10 0 376 401
Transport 2 1 5 17 3 2 5 0 130 20 8 5 0 163 198
Services 6 3 8 45 20 5 20 0 500 40 10 30 -20 560 667
GovInd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 150 150
Intermediate 60 23 48 287 77 39 80 0 614
Deprec. 8 4 40 40 25 30 20 0  167
Labor 68 21 31 350 150 107 490 150 1367
Capital 20 2 56 60 40 12 59 0 259
Indirect tax 8 0 20 50 109 10 18 0 215
Value added 104 27 147 500 324 159 587 150 2008

























Multisectoral models begin from an accounting of the flows of goods and services among 
various industries of the economy. Table 15.1 shows a simple interindustry accounting, or input-
output flow table, for an imaginary but not unrealistic eight-sector economy which we will call Tiny. 
The  simplicity is to make it easy for us to concentrate on essential concepts without being 
overwhelmed by big tables of data. In Table 15.1, the selling industries are listed down the left side 
of the table. The last industry, abbreviated as "GovInd," is "Government Industry", a fictitious 
industry which simply supplies the government with the services of its own employees. Below these 
come the classes of factor payments: Depreciation, Labor compensation, Capital income (such as 
interest, profits, rents, or proprietor income), and Indirect taxes (such as property taxes, sales taxes, 
and excise taxes as on alcohol, tobacco, and gasoline). Note the similarity of these categories of 
factor payments to the categories of national income. Their sum is the row named Value added. 
Across the top of the table the same eight industries are listed as buyers of products. Here they are 



















































Table 15.1. Input-Output Flow Table
Seller \ Buyer    Agri Min Mfg Com Con Gov Inv Exp Imp FD Row Sum
Agriculture 20 1 0 100 5 0 2 0 15 1 0 40 -20 36 164
Mining 4 3 20 15 2 1 2 0 2 1 0 10 -10 3 50
Gas&Electric 6 4 10 40 20 10 25 0 80 10 0 0 0 90 205
Mfg 20 10 4 60 25 18 20 0 400 80 200 120 -170 630 787
Commerce 2 1 1 10 2 3 6 0 350 10 6 10 0 376 401
Transport 2 1 5 17 3 2 5 0 130 20 8 5 0 163 198
Services 6 3 8 45 20 5 20 0 500 40 10 30 -20 560 667
GovInd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 150 150
Intermediate 60 23 48 287 77 39 80 0 614
Deprec. 8 4 40 40 25 30 20 0  167
Labor 68 21 31 350 150 107 490 150 1367
Capital 20 2 56 60 40 12 59 0 259
Indirect tax 8 0 20 50 109 10 18 0 215








































Table 15.2 The Income and Product Account
Gross domestic produc 2008 Gross domestic produ
  Personal consumptio 1477 - Depreciation
  Investment 224 = Net domestic produ
  Exports 215 - Indirect taxes
  Imports -220 = National income














































































13 A mythical “city of gold”, searched for by Sir Walter Raleigh and many Spanish explorers.
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If we are willing to suppose that these coefficients remain constant as the final demand vector 
changes, then for any vector of final demands, f, we can calculate the vector of industry outputs, q 
from the equation
q=Aq+ f   (15.2.1)
where A is the square matrix of input-output coefficients in Table 15.3. If we happen to choose as f 
the column vector of final demands in Table 15.1, (the first eight elements of the FD column: 
(36,3,90, ..., 150)'), then q should be the column vector of industry outputs of Table 15.1 (the vector 
of row sums of the eight industry rows: (164,50,205,...,150)'). For other values of f, of course, we 
will find other values of q. 




The matrix of (I−A)−1  on the right of this equation is known as the Leontief inverse of the A 
matrix. For our example, it is shown in Table 14.4. Its elements have a simple meaning. Element (i,j)
shows how much of product i must be produced in order to produce one unit of final demand for 
product j. This interpretation is readily justified by taking f to be a vector of zeroes except for a 1 in 
row i. Then q will be the ith column of (I - A)-1, and its jth element will show exactly how much of 
product j will have to be produced in order to supply exactly one unit of i to final demand. In our 
example, in order to supply one unit of Agricultural product to final demand, 0.1691 units of 
Manufacturing must be produced. Note that, in the example, all elements of the Leontief inverse are 
non-negative. In view of the economic interpretation, that result is hardly surprising. Later in this 
chapter, we will show mathematically that the Leontief inverse from an observed A matrix is always 
non-negative.
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Agric Mining Gas&Elec Mfg Com Trans Serv GovInd
Agriculture 0.1220 0.0200 0.0000 0.1271 0.0125 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000
Mining 0.0244 0.0600 0.0976 0.0191 0.0050 0.0051 0.0030 0.0000
Electricity 0.0366 0.0800 0.0488 0.0508 0.0499 0.0505 0.0375 0.0000
Manufacturing 0.1220 0.2000 0.0195 0.0762 0.0623 0.0909 0.0300 0.0000
Commerce 0.0122 0.0200 0.0049 0.0127 0.0050 0.0152 0.0090 0.0000
Transportation 0.0122 0.0200 0.0244 0.0216 0.0075 0.0101 0.0075 0.0000
Services 0.0366 0.0600 0.0390 0.0572 0.0499 0.0253 0.0300 0.0000





























two sets of equations. Namely, given any A, f, and v, the q and p which satisfy  q=Aq+ f  
and  p= pA+ v  also satisfy
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Agri. Mining Gas&El. Mfg. Comm. Transport Services Govt Ind.
Agriculture 1.1647 0.0620 0.0107 0.1634 0.0263 0.0165 0.0096 0.0000
Mining 0.0405 1.0830 0.1126 0.0352 0.0144 0.0150 0.0092 0.0000
Gas & Electric 0.0617 0.1137 1.0683 0.0748 0.0623 0.0641 0.0452 0.0000
Manufacturing 0.1691 0.2530 0.0538 1.1201 0.0791 0.1091 0.0396 0.0000
Commerce 0.0184 0.0276 0.0093 0.0185 1.0077 0.0180 0.0106 0.0000
Transport 0.0210 0.0319 0.0304 0.0297 0.0120 1.0151 0.0102 0.0000
Services 0.0604 0.0911 0.0548 0.0791 0.0612 0.0379 1.0368 0.0000
Govt Industry 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000












Multiply (14.2.1) on the left by p to get
( A ) pq =  pAq + pf
Multiply (14.2.2) on the right by q to get
( B ) pq = pAq + vq
Subtract (B) from (A) to get
































































































Transaction Sources Uses Sources Uses Sources Uses Sources Uses




Totals 1737 226 426 220 441 150 220 215




Totals 1511 1477 206 224 291 312 5
Balance: Saving 34 -18 -21 5
Table 14.7.  Institutional Accounts  for TINY: SNA-Style  Presentation
        Persons      Business      Governments     Rest of World
 Interest and dividends
 Government transfers
 Personal tax
  Personal consumption expenditures
  Government expenditures





















Table 14.8. A Social Accounting Matrix for TINY
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Ag Min G&E Mfg Com Trans Gov Ind Labor Capital Ind Tax Bus PCE Gov Invest Exp Imp Tot
1 Ag 20 1 0 100 5 0 2 0 15 1 0 40 -20 164
2 Mining 4 3 20 15 2 1 2 0 2 1 0 10 -10 50
3 G&E 6 4 10 40 20 10 25 0 80 10 0 0 0 205
4 Mfg 20 10 4 60 25 18 20 0 400 80 200 120 -170 787
5 Commerce 2 1 1 10 2 3 6 0 350 10 6 10 0 401
6 Transport 2 1 5 17 3 2 5 0 130 20 8 5 0 198
7 Services 6 3 8 45 20 5 20 0 500 40 10 30 -20 667
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 150
9 8 4 40 40 25 30 20 0 167
10 Labor 68 21 31 350 150 107 490 150 1367
11 Capital 20 2 66 60 40 12 59 0 259
12 8 0 20 50 109 10 18 0 215
13 Persons 1367 220 150 1737
14 Firms 167 259 426
15 215 226 441
16 0
17 PCE 1477 1477
18 312 312
19 Invest 224 224
20 Export 215 215
21 Import -220 -220
22 Saving 34 -18 -21 5 0
23 Col Sum 164 50 205 787 401 198 667 150 167 1367 259 215 1737 426 441 0 1477 312 224 215 -220 0
Serv Dep
Per-








All of us tend to presume that the world was made the way we found it; if there were input-
output tables in it when we arrived, then they must have always been there. Of course, that is not the 
case. In fact, they are so much connected with the work of one man, Wassily W. Leontief, that 
without his remarkable contribution they would probably not have been developed until decades 
later. Born in St. Petersburg in 1906, he was already a university student when the Bolsheviks began 
taking over the educational program. He joined a group protesting this process, was caught pasting 
up a poster, spent a while in jail and was periodically jailed and interrogated thereafter. Though 
deeply interested in the economy of his country and in the efforts at economic planning, he clearly 
had little to hope for opportunities from the Bolshevik government. Even as an undergraduate, 
however, his paper on "The Balance of the Economy of the USSR" describing efforts in Russia to 
investigate interindustry relations came to the attention of professors in Germany. When he 
graduated from the University of Leningrad in 1926, he was offered the possibility of graduate study 
in Germany, but it was already difficult to get out of the Soviet Union. By an extraordinary turn of 
fate, he developed a bone tumor on his jaw. It was removed, but the surgeon warned him that he 
would surely soon die. Armed with the surgeon's written statement, he argued to the officials that he 
should be allowed to leave the country since he would certainly be useless and possibly expensive to
the government. The argument worked, and in 1925 he arrived in Germany with the tumor in a 
bottle. It was there re-examined and found ... benign!  His work in Germany led, via Nanjing, to an 
appointment at the National Bureau of Economic Research in New York. His theoretical writings 
came to the attention of the Harvard faculty which offered him an instructorship. He accepted the 
Harvard offer on the condition that he be given a research assistant to help him build what we would 
now call an input-output table. The reply informed him that the entire faculty had discussed his 
request and had unanimously agreed that what he proposed to do was impossible and, furthermore, 
that even if it were done, it would be useless. Nonetheless, they were so eager to have him come that
they would grant the request and hope that he would use the resources for better purposes. He didn’t.
In 1936, his first results were published; in 1939 a book Structure of the American Economy 
appeared. It had input-output tables for the United States for 1919 and 1929. The theoretical parts of 
the book had the major ideas of input-output analysis: coefficients, simultaneous solution, and price 
equations. During World War II, Leontief constructed, with support of the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (BLS), a 96-sector table for 1939 and, by 1944 was able to study changes in employment 
patterns which could be expected after the end of the war. In 1947, a second edition of the book 
appeared with the addition of a 1939 matrix and a comparison of input-output and single-equation 
projections.14 In 1973, he was awarded the Nobel prize in economics for this work. Leontief 
remained active until shortly before his death in 1999 at the age of 93. 
In 1949, a group at the BLS began work on a 400­sector table for 1947. A 190­sector 
table was published in 1952, but financing – which had come through the Defense budget – 
14     The spelling of Leontief's name in Latin letters was for German speakers; English 
speakers almost invariably mispronounce it, though he never corrected anyone. In Wassily, 
the W is pronounced V, the a is long as in "father," and the accent is on the si which is 
pronounced "see". In Leontief the accent is on on and the ie is pronounced like the ye in 






















In 1988, the International Input-Output Association was organized as a group of individuals 









In this section, we will see how to turn the Tiny input-output table and data bank into a simple 
input-output model using only commands available in G7. In this model, we will move each final 
demand column forward and backward over the period 1995 to 2003 by the index of the 
corresponding GDP component in the Tiny data bank. Then we move all the final demand vectors 
except investment up by 3.0 percent per year from 2003 to 2010. Investment is moved forward by a 
wavy series composed of a base series growing at 3.0 percent per year plus a sinusoidal function. 
Input-output coefficients and the composition of the five final demand components are kept constant.
Outputs by each industrial sector are then calculated for every year from 1995 to 2010. With the 
additional assumption that the shares of each type of income in value added by each industry remain 
constant, we calculate income of each type in each industry. Piecewise linear trends in the input-
output coefficients, value-added coefficients, and composition of the final demand vectors could 
easily be introduced, but that has been left as an exercise. This model is incomplete and somewhat 
inconsistent with itself for many reasons, including the following:
1. It does not assure consistency of Personal consumption expenditure with the Personal income
it implies;
2. It does not relate the imports of a product to the domestic use of the product;
3. Investment is not detailed by industry and related to the growth of the industry as found by 
the model.
Introducing such features to exploit the full potential of input-out modeling will require the 
Interdyme software described in the following chapter. Despite these limitations, such simple models
as the one described here, though with greater industry detail and more finely divided final demands,
have been widely used by groups which have a macroeconomic model and want the industry outputs
consistent with the its final demand forecasts.
Working with input-output in G7 requires the use a VAM (Vectors And Matrices) file. As the 
name suggests, this type of data bank holds time series of vectors and matrices. G7 has commands 
which can add, subtract, multiply, and invert matrices and add and subtract vectors and multiply 
them by matrices. Thus, the operations discussed so far, and several others, can easily be performed 
in G7. A VAM file differs in two important respects from the G data banks we have worked with so 
far:
1. In the standard G bank, all elements are the same size. Specifically, a time series of a single 
variable begins at the base year of the data bank and extends over the number of 
observations in the bank, as specified by the G.CFG file. In VAM files, elements are time 
series of vectors or matrices of various  dimensions. As in the standard G bank, all time 
series are the same length.
2. In standard G banks, we can create new series as we work, for example, with f, fex, or data 
commands. In VAM files, we buy the flexibility of having elements of various sizes by 
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specifying at the outset (in a file usually called VAM.CFG) the contents of the file, that is, 
the names and dimensions of each vector or matrix in the bank along with the names of the 
files giving the titles of the row or columns of the vector or matrix. One might suppose that 
it is a bit of nuisance to have to specify this structure of the VAM file at the outset. In 
practice, however, this need to pre-specify structure proves a useful discipline in building 
complex models. If, as a model evolves, it becomes necessary to revise the specification of 
the VAM file, it is easy to copy the contents of the old file into the new, enlarged file, or 











1. The name of the vector or matrix.
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VAM.CFG for the Tiny Model
1995 2010
# Vam file for Simplest Model
FM         8   8  0  sectors.ttl sectors.ttl #Input-output flow matrix
AM         8   8  0  sectors.ttl sectors.ttl #Input-output coefficient matrix
LINV       8   8  0  sectors.ttl sectors.ttl # Leontief inverse
out        8   1  3  sectors.ttl # Output
pce        8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Personal consumption expenditure
gov        8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Government spending
inv        8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Investment
ex         8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Exports
im         8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Imports
fd         8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Total final demand
dep        8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Depreciation
lab        8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Labor income
cap        8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Capital income
ind        8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Indirect taxes
depc       8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Depreciation coefficients
labc       8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Labor income coefficients
capc       8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Capital income coefficients
indc       8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Indirect taxes coefficients
pcec       8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Personal consumption shares
invc       8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Investment shares
govc       8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Gov shares
exc        8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Export shares
imc        8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Import shares
x          8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Working space
y          8   1  0  sectors.ttl # Working space 
2. Its number of rows.
3. Its number of columns.
4. The maximum number of lags with which a vector occurs in the model or a 'p' if the matrix is
a “packed matrix” – a device useful in large-scale models.
5. The name of a file containing the rows titles of a vector or matrix.
6. If applicable, the name of a file containing the columns titles of a matrix.





























































The Flows.dat File for Introducing the Input-Output Flow Matrix into the VAM File
matin FM 2000 1 8 1 8  15 
#            Agricul Mining Elect  Mfg Commerce Transp Services Govt
Agriculture       20     1      0  100        5      0        2    0
Mining             4     3     20   15        2      1        2    0
Electricity        6     4     10   40       20     10       25    0
Manufacturing     20    10      4   60       25     18       20    0
Commerce           2     1      1   10        2      3        6    0
Transportation     2     1      5   17        3      2        5    0
Services           6     3      8   45       20      5       20    0
Government         0     0      0    0        0      0        0    0 




Here, finally, are the G7 commands to create the VAM file and load the data into it:




# Bring in the intermediate flow matrix
add flows.dat
# Bring in the final demand vectors
add fd.dat







The VA.DAT File for Introducing the Value-added Vectors
vmatdata r 4 1  1 8 15
2000  dep lab cap ind
#                1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8
Depreciation     9      4     40     40     25     30     20      0
Labor           68     21     31    350    150    107    490    150
Capital         20      2     56     60     40     12     59      0
Indirect tax     8      0     20     50    109     10     18      0
vmatdata c 5 1 1 8 15
2000            pce  gov   inv     ex      im
#       PersCon   Gov Invest Exports 
Imports
Agriculture      15     1     0    40     -20
Mining            2     1     0    10     -10
Electricity      80    10     0     0       0
Manufacturing   400    80   200   120    -170
Commerce        350    10     6    10       0
Transportation  130    20     8     5       0
Services        500    40    10    30     -20






vam hist b; dvam b
# Bring in the intermediate flow matrix
add flows.dat
show b.FM y 2000
# Bring in the final demand vectors
add fd.dat
# Bring in the value added vectors
add va.dat
fdates 2000 2000
# Add up the intermediate rows 
getsum FM r out
# Add on the final demand vectors to get total output
vc out = out+pce+gov+inv+ex+im
show b.out
# Copy intermediate flows to AM and convert to coefficients
mcopy b.AM b.FM
coef AM out
vc depc = dep/out; vc labc = lab/out
vc capc = cap/out; vc indc = ind/out
# Copy the 2000 coefficient matrices to all the other years
fdates 1995 2010
# Copy the 2000 AM matrix into 1995 - 2010
dfreq 1
f one = 1.
index 2000 one AM
# Demonstrate that AM has been copied by showing its first 
column.
show b.AM c 1
index 2000 one depc; index 2000 one labc
index 2000 one capc; index 2000 one indc
# Move the four final demand columns by their totals
# in the historical years, 1995 - 2003
fdates 1995 2003
index 2000 pcetot pce; index 2000 invtot inv ; index 2000 govtot
gov
index 2000 extot  ex; index 2000 imtot  im
# Extend the final demands from 2003 to 2010 using a 
# 3 percent growth rate for all but inv and a wavy
# pattern for it.
fdates 1995 2010
# Create a time trend
f time = @cum(time,one,0)
f g03 = @exp(.03*(time-9))
ty g03
f waves = g03 + .3*@sin(time-9)
ty waves
fdates 2003 2010
index 2003 g03   pce; index 2003 waves inv; index 2003 g03   
gov
index 2003 g03   ex; index 2003 g03   im




show b.LINV y 2000
# Add up the final demands
vc fd = pce+gov+inv+ex+im
show b.fd
# Compute total outputs
vc out = LINV*fd
show b.out
# Compute Value added
# The following are element-by-element multiplication
vc dep = depc*out; vc lab = labc*out
vc cap = capc*out; vc ind = indc*out











show FM r 2
Similarly, to show column 5 for all years, the command is:






show ind     # Display the indirect tax vector








# Add up the intermediate rows 
getsum FM r out
# Add on the final demand vectors to get total output














# Copy intermediate flows to AM and convert to coefficients
fdates 2000 2000
mcopy b.AM = b.FM
coef AM out
show AM y 2000
# Create value-added coefficient vectors.
vc depc = dep/out
vc labc = lab/out
vc capc = cap/out
vc indc = ind/out









index <base year>   <guide series>   <matrix or vector>
It operates over the range specified by the current fdates. Since we just want to copy the 
coefficients to all the years, our guide series will be simply a series of 1's, which we shall call one. 
Here are the commands 
# Copy the 2000 AM matrix into 1995 - 2010
dfreq 1
f one = 1.
index 2000 one AM
index 2000 one depc
index 2000 one labc
index 2000 one capc
index 2000 one indc
show AM c 1
The last command displays the first column of the AM matrix for all the years in a grid; all 
columns of this display should, of course, be identical. For purposes of  illustration, we will let AM 






# Move the four final demand columns from the 2000 value by their totals
# in the historical years, 1995 - 2003
fdates 1995 2003
index 2000 pcetot pce
index 2000 invtot inv
index 2000 govtot gov
index 2000 extot  ex






# Create a time trend
f time = @cum(time,one,0)
f g03 = @exp(.03*(time-9))
f waves = g03 + .3*@sin(time-9)
fdates 2003 2010
index 2003 g03   pce 
index 2003 waves inv
index 2003 g03   gov
index 2003 g03   ex




# Add up the final demands












# Take the Leontief inverse of the A matrix
mcopy LINV = AM
linv LINV
show LINV y 2000
# Compute total outputs






# Compute Value added
# The following are element-by-element multiplication
vc dep = depc*out
vc lab = labc*out
vc cap = capc*out







gr  b.out2   b.pce2
If the VAM file is the default, we can omit the bank letter and period. Thus, in the 
instance just given, we could just use the following command:

















subti Output and Final demand
gname out%3
gr b.out%3 b.fd%3
subti Depreciation,Labor income, Capital income, Indirect taxes
gname va%3





Agricul     ;1   e   "Agriculture"
Mining      ;2   e   "Mining and quarrying"
Elect       ;3   e   "Electricity and gas"
Mfg         ;4   e   "Manufacturing"
Commerce    ;5   e   "Commerce"
Transport   ;6   e   "Transportation"
Services    ;7   e   "Services"





































Output and Final demand
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Figure 15.6
The TINY.STB File
\dates 1995 2000 2005 2010 1995-2000 2000-2005 2005-2010
\pages off
\noformat
\title TINY G-ONLY MODEL, ILLUSTRATIVE FORECAST 
; out  Output of Industries
&
out1 ;1 Agriculture
out2 ;2 Mining and quarrying







\add tiny.tab pce "Personal Consumption Expenditure"
;
\add tiny.tab gov "Government Expenditures"
;
\add tiny.tab inv "Investment by Supplying Industry"
;












































%12 ;2 Mining and quarrying








                    TINY G-ONLY MODEL, ILLUSTRATIVE FORECAST
 out  Output of Industries
                                   1995   2000   2005   2010  95-00  00-05  05-10
1 Agriculture                     140.7  164.0  189.6  216.7    3.1    2.9    2.7
2 Mining and quarrying             43.5   50.0   57.5   66.1    2.8    2.8    2.8
3 Electricity and gas             171.1  205.0  228.6  263.8    3.6    2.2    2.9
4 Manufacturing                   663.0  787.0  908.3 1030.9    3.4    2.9    2.5
5 Commerce                        331.0  401.0  439.9  510.0    3.8    1.9    3.0
6 Transportation                  164.3  198.0  220.3  254.4    3.7    2.1    2.9
7 Services                        555.8  667.0  738.2  854.7    3.6    2.0    2.9
8 Government                      133.2  150.0  177.7  206.5    2.4    3.4    3.0
 pce Personal Consumption Expenditure
                                   1995   2000   2005   2010  95-00  00-05  05-10
1 Agriculture                      12.4   15.0   16.3   19.0    3.9    1.7    3.0
2 Mining and quarrying              1.6    2.0    2.2    2.5    3.9    1.7    3.0
3 Electricity and gas              65.9   80.0   87.1  101.2    3.9    1.7    3.0
4 Manufacturing                   329.7  400.0  435.7  506.2    3.9    1.7    3.0
5 Commerce                        288.5  350.0  381.2  442.9    3.9    1.7    3.0
6 Transportation                  107.2  130.0  141.6  164.5    3.9    1.7    3.0
7 Services                        412.1  500.0  544.6  632.7    3.9    1.7    3.0
8 Government                        0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0
 gov Government Expenditures
                                   1995   2000   2005   2010  95-00  00-05  05-10
1 Agriculture                       0.9    1.0    1.2    1.4    2.4    3.4    3.0
2 Mining and quarrying              0.9    1.0    1.2    1.4    2.4    3.4    3.0
3 Electricity and gas               8.9   10.0   11.8   13.8    2.4    3.4    3.0
4 Manufacturing                    71.0   80.0   94.8  110.1    2.4    3.4    3.0
5 Commerce                          8.9   10.0   11.8   13.8    2.4    3.4    3.0
6 Transportation                   17.8   20.0   23.7   27.5    2.4    3.4    3.0
7 Services                         35.5   40.0   47.4   55.1    2.4    3.4    3.0
8 Government                      133.2  150.0  177.7  206.5    2.4    3.4    3.0
 inv Investment by supplying industry
                                   1995   2000   2005   2010  95-00  00-05  05-10
1 Agriculture                       0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0
2 Mining and quarrying              0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0
3 Electricity and gas               0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0
4 Manufacturing                   147.2  200.0  240.2  257.5    6.1    3.7    1.4
5 Commerce                          4.4    6.0    7.2    7.7    6.1    3.7    1.4
6 Transportation                    5.9    8.0    9.6   10.3    6.1    3.7    1.4
7 Services                          7.4   10.0   12.0   12.9    6.1    3.7    1.4
8 Government                        0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0
Figure 16.9
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                   TINY G-ONLY MODEL, ILLUSTRATIVE FORECAST
                                  Matrix Listing
                            Seller:   1 Agriculture
                                  1995   2000   2005   2010  95-00  00-05  05-10
                             Sales to Intermediate
 1 Agriculture                    17.2   20.0   23.1   26.4    3.1    2.9    2.7
 2 Mining and quarrying            0.9    1.0    1.2    1.3    2.8    2.8    2.8
 4 Manufacturing                  84.2  100.0  115.4  131.0    3.4    2.9    2.5
 5 Commerce                        4.1    5.0    5.5    6.4    3.8    1.9    3.0
 7 Services                        1.7    2.0    2.2    2.6    3.6    2.0    2.9
SUM: Intermediate                108.1  128.0  147.4  167.7    3.4    2.8    2.6
                          Sales to Other Final Demand
Personal consumption expenditure  12.4   15.0   16.3   19.0    3.9    1.7    3.0
Government consumption             0.9    1.0    1.2    1.4    2.4    3.4    3.0
Exports                           33.1   40.0   45.4   52.8    3.8    2.5    3.0
Imports                          -13.7  -20.0  -20.8  -24.1    7.6    0.8    3.0
Output                           140.7  164.0  189.6  216.7    3.1    2.9    2.7
                       Seller:   2 Mining and quarrying
                                  1995   2000   2005   2010  95-00  00-05  05-10
                             Sales to Intermediate
 1 Agriculture                     3.4    4.0    4.6    5.3    3.1    2.9    2.7
 2 Mining and quarrying            2.6    3.0    3.5    4.0    2.8    2.8    2.8
 3 Electricity and gas            16.7   20.0   22.3   25.7    3.6    2.2    2.9
 4 Manufacturing                  12.6   15.0   17.3   19.6    3.4    2.9    2.5
 5 Commerce                        1.7    2.0    2.2    2.5    3.8    1.9    3.0
 6 Transportation                  0.8    1.0    1.1    1.3    3.7    2.1    2.9
 7 Services                        1.7    2.0    2.2    2.6    3.6    2.0    2.9
SUM: Intermediate                 39.5   47.0   53.2   61.0    3.5    2.5    2.7
                          Sales to Other Final Demand
Personal consumption expenditure   1.6    2.0    2.2    2.5    3.9    1.7    3.0
Government consumption             0.9    1.0    1.2    1.4    2.4    3.4    3.0
Exports                            8.3   10.0   11.4   13.2    3.8    2.5    3.0
Imports                           -6.8  -10.0  -10.4  -12.1    7.6    0.8    3.0
Output                            43.5   50.0   57.5   66.1    2.8    2.8    2.8
                        Seller:   3 Electricity and gas
                                  1995   2000   2005   2010  95-00  00-05  05-10
                             Sales to Intermediate
 1 Agriculture                     5.1    6.0    6.9    7.9    3.1    2.9    2.7
 2 Mining and quarrying            3.5    4.0    4.6    5.3    2.8    2.8    2.8
 3 Electricity and gas             8.3   10.0   11.1   12.9    3.6    2.2    2.9
 4 Manufacturing                  33.7   40.0   46.2   52.4    3.4    2.9    2.5
 5 Commerce                       16.5   20.0   21.9   25.4    3.8    1.9    3.0
 6 Transportation                  8.3   10.0   11.1   12.8    3.7    2.1    2.9
 7 Services                       20.8   25.0   27.7   32.0    3.6    2.0    2.9
SUM: Intermediate                 96.3  115.0  129.6  148.8    3.5    2.4    2.8
                          Sales to Other Final Demand
Personal consumption expenditure  65.9   80.0   87.1  101.2    3.9    1.7    3.0





























The MATLIST.CFG File for TINY
Matrix listing identity;out=AM*out+pce+gov+inv+ex+im
# Title file name for the rows of out, the lefthand side vector 
out; "sectors.ttl"
# Title file names for matrix columns
AM; "sectors.ttl"
# headers for each term
header for out;    "Output"
header for AM*out; "Intermediate"
header for pce;    "Personal consumption expenditure"
header for gov;    "Government consumption"
header for inv;    "Investment"
header for ex;     "Exports"





















1. Make up the input-output table for your own imaginary economy in 2005. It should have five
to ten sectors, but not eight. Use different sector titles. Make forecasts to 2025. Graph the 
forecasts and make tables of output and other vectors. Make a matrix listing. 
2. For the economy of our example, what levels of output and use of primary imputs would be 
required for the final demand (40, 6, 100, 600, 400, 170, 700, 148)?
3. How much of each of the four factors does one dollar of each of the final demands contain?
4. Was this economy a net exporter or importer of depreciation?
5. What would happen to the prices of each of the eight products if all indirect taxes were 
eliminated?
6. Greenhouse gases are emitted by the production of the various sectors of our model 
economy. Measured in tons per billion dollars of output, the emission coefficients for the 
various sectors of our economy are
2.1  1.3  6.1  1.8  1.0  4.3  0.8  0.0
What is the emission of greenhouse gases  per billion dollars of final demand for each of the 
eight products?  How much is attributable to a billion dollars of each of the types of final 
demand -- consumption, government, etc.?  Was this country a net exporter or importer of 
greenhouse gas emissions?
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7. The input-output flow table illustrated in the text was for year A. A comparable table for the 
same country but for a later year, year B, may be found in the files YBF.DAT, YBX.DAT and 
YBV.DAT in the TINY.ZIP  file. (You have to fix up the correct commands to get the data 
into G.)  Price indexes for the eight sectors from year A to B are given by the vector
(1.01  1.10  1.06  1.07  1.15  1.24  1.18  1.20),
while the cost of labor increased twenty percent between the two years. (The price indexes 
are in the file PINDEX.DAT.)  What has happened between the two years to total labor 
requirements for producing one unit of final demand for each product? 
8. Return to exercise 7 but now consider that the depreciation and capital income are produced 
with material inputs in the proportions given by the investment vector of the year in question.
Ignore the indirect taxes and imports. The reciprocals of the labor requirements are 
productivity indexes for the economy in producing the various products supplied to final 
demand.
Exercises 7 and 8 illustrate correct ways of studying productivity of the economy in making 
various final products. As we noted in section 14.1, it is impossible to know what has 
happened to productivity in a single industry, because the industry may have reduced its 
primary inputs while increasing its intermediate inputs; and the double-deflation method, 
supposed to handle this problem, is totally fallacious. The same problem does not arise in 
looking at total labor required, indirectly as well as directly, for the production of each unit 
delivered to final demand, for if the direct supplier to final demand has shifted required labor 
to other industries by buying more intermediate goods, that indirect labor will be 
automatically picked up. Thus, input-output calculations may offer a way of studying trends 
in productivity by product which elude methods which do not take into account indirect 
effects. 
9. Read the G7 help file for the “lint” command. Specify different (but consistent) values of the 
AM matrix, value-added coefficient vectors, and final demand vector shares for 1995 and 
2010, use the “lint” command to interpolate values for other years, and repeat the 
calculations of the text with these time-varying coefficients. Consistent here means that the 
final-demand share columns sum to 1.0 and the sum of each column of AM plus the sum of 
the value-added shares in the same industry equals 1.0.  Thus, these calculations are, in 
essence, in current prices, not constant prices.
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16.2. Iterative Solutions of Input­output Equations
Before moving on to the Interdyme software, we must explain one of the mathematical 
techniques it uses extensively, namely the Seidel iterative solution of the input-output equations. In 
actual input-output computations, the Leontief inverse is seldom used, for the equations
q=Aq+ f  or p= pA+ v  can be solved directly from the A matrix in about the same time 
required to multiply ( I−A)−1  by f or v. Thus, the effort of calculating ( I−A)−1  would be 
pointless. Moreover, for large matrices, many cells of A are zero. This fact can be exploited to reduce
the computer storage required for the matrix. But the Leontief inverse will have non-zeroes nearly 
everywhere, so there is no way to reduce the space required for it. Further, changes to A are easily 
recorded and applied, but a change of one element in A can easily change all the elements in the 
inverse. Thus, from the point of view of solving the equations, nothing is gained and a good deal lost
by computing the inverse.
How to solve the equations without the use of the inverse is the subject of this section. We will 
explain two methods of successive approximation, for it is worth knowing that both work even 
though we mainly use the second. The first, the simple iterative method, takes as a first 
approximation of q, q0= f . Then, given the nth approximation, qn , the next approximation is
qn+ 1=Aqn+ f   (15.2.1)
If the process converges so that one q is indistinguishable from the previous one, then the vector
to which it has converged is clearly the solution of the equation. In economic terms, we first set the 
output equal to the final demands. Then we increase it to allow for the intermediate goods needed by 
the first approximation and then increase it again for the intermediate goods needed for the second 
approximation, and so on.
It is clear from equation (15.2.1) that if the matrix A is non-negative and f is non-negative, then 
no element of q ever becomes negative in the course of the iterations. Thus, the conditions on A that 
insure the convergence also insure that a non-negative f leads to a non-negative q. Thus, our inquiry, 
initially motivated by considerations of practical computation, also provides an answer to the 
theoretical question of whether an economy could exist with a given f and A, for the economic 
interpretation of Aq is dependent on all elements of q being non-negative.
The second method, the Seidel process, takes the same first approximation, and then, to get the 
second approximation, solves first the first equation for q1, given all the other elements of q. Then, 
using this new value of q1 and the old values of q3, q4, etc., solve the second equation for q2, and so 
on. If the A matrix is triangular, that is, if all the entries above the main diagonal are zero, this 
method gives the right answer with one iteration. If it is not triangular, the whole process is repeated 
until little or no change occurs with each new iteration. While no actual input-output matrix is ever 
exactly triangular, the sectors can often be taken in an order which makes the matrix almost 
triangular, and this near triangularity speeds the convergence process.
Instead of starting this process with the final demands, it is also possible to start with any guess 
of q. In dynamic models, a good guess, namely the previous year's q is available. With a good 
starting point, four or five iterations of the Seidel process is usually sufficient to produce adequately 
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accurate solutions. If twenty percent of the elements of A are non-zero -- a fairly typical situation -- 
we can make five iterations of the Seidel process in the same time which would be required to 
multiply f by the inverse if we had it.
If A is not an input-output matrix but just any old matrix you happen to meet on the street, there 
is not much chance that either of these methods will converge and give a solution. What then makes 
us so sure that they will converge for an input-output matrix?  To discuss convergence, we need to be
able to say how far apart two vectors are. The concept of the norm of a vector gives us that ability. 
We even need to be able to say how far a given vector is from the solution when we do not know 
what the solution is. The concept of the norm of a matrix enables us to turn that trick. We will now 
explain these two concepts.
We can say how far apart two vectors are if we can say how "long" a vector x is, that is, how 
long the line is which connects x with the origin or zero point. For if ∥ x∥ represents the length of 
any vector, then the length of the difference of two vectors a and b, ∥a−b∥ , serves as a measure 
of how far apart they are. How shall we measure the length of a vector?  In two dimensions, the 
usual length of the vector (x1, x2) is √ x12+ x22 . This concept of length readily generalizes to vectors
of any dimension by the definition ∥x∥=√ x ' x . This formula, called the Euclidean length (or 
norm), gives one possible way of measuring length.
Why, however, do we bother to take the square root in the Euclidean norm?  Because we 
certainly want any way of calculating the length of x to be such that multiplying each element of x 
by a scalar, λ , multiplies the length of x by the absolute value of λ :
(a) ∥λ x∥=∣λ∣∥x∥
Other properties which any definition of length should have are:
(b) ∥0∥=0 and ∥x∥> 0 if x≠0
and
+(c) ∥x+ y∥≤∥x∥+∥y∥
Property (c) expresses the requirement that the shortest distance between any two points must be
a straight line. Let us denote the points by x and -y. Then we must have
∥x−(− y)∥≤∥x∥+∥−y∥
since ∥ x∥  is the distance from x to 0 (the origin of the vector space) and ∥− y∥  is the distance 
for 0 to -y, while ∥x−(− y)∥  is the distance directly from x to -y. By applying property (a) to the 
second term on the right, this requirement may be written more simply as (c) above.
Any way of assigning a number, ∥ x∥ , to each vector, x, of the vector space in such a way that (a), 
(b), and (c) are satisfied is called a norm of the space, and ∥ x∥  is read "the norm of x". It is quite 
remarkable that we can often prove the convergence of a process in terms of a norm without 
knowing exactly which norm we are using. Besides the Euclidean norm, there are two more 
important examples of norms:
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the m-norm: ∥ x∥=max i∣x i∣
You may easily verify that each of these norms has the required three properties, though the values 
they give as the norm of a given vector may be quite different. For example, the vector (1, -3, 2) has 
a Euclidean norm of 3.74, while its l-norm is 6 and its m-norm is 3. (The l in l-norm refers to Henri 
Lebesgue, a French mathematician of the early years of the twentieth century.)
Exercise 10:  Draw the unit circle for each of these three norms. (The unit circle is the locus of 
points with norm 1.)









That is, convergence of a sequence of vectors in norm implies element-by-element convergence. 
This property is easily seen for the examples of the three norms and is a characteristic of finite 
dimensional vector spaces.
What we now want to show is that if q*  is a solution of the input-output equations, so that if 
q*=Aq*+ f   (15.2.2)
then the sequence q0, q1, q2, ... defined by
qk+ 1=Aqk+ f   (15.2.3)
converges in norm to q*. Subtracting the first equation, (15.2.2), from the second, (15.2.3), gives
qk+ 1−q*=A(qk−q*) , k=1,2,3 ...   (15.2.4)
If we have computed to iteration m, then setting k = m in this equation gives
qm+ 1−q*=A(qm−q*)
But setting k = m+1 in (15.2.4) gives
qm+ 2−q*=A(qm+ 1−q*)
Together the last two equations imply
qm+ 2−q*=A(qm+ 1−q*)=A2(qm−q*)
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For any positive integer, p, similar reasoning applied p times gives
qm+ p−q*=A p(qm−q*)   (15.2.5)
We would like to be able to show that the norm of the vector on the left of (15.2.5) goes to zero 
as p goes to infinity. T o do so, we need to extend the concept of norm to matrices. We introduce that
extension by a question:
Is there a number, call it ∥A∥ , such that 
∥Ax∥≤∥A∥ ∥x∥   (15.2.6)
for all x?
There are indeed such numbers, and we call the least of them (for any norm of the vectors) the 
norm of A. Intuitively speaking, the norm of the matrix A is the greatest "stretch" which 
multiplication by A  performs on any vector. For the l-norm and m-norms of the vectors, the 
corresponding norms of a matrix are easily computed, as we shall see in a moment. Note that the 
norms of matrices also have the three same basic properties of the norms of vectors:
a) ∥A∥=0  if and only if A=0 .
b) ∥λ A∥=∣λ∣∥A∥
c) ∥A+ B∥≤∥A∥+∥B∥






If we can show that ∥A∥< 1 for some norm, then for that norm
∥A∥p→0 as p→∞
and therefore  qk →q* as k →∞ and the iterative calculations converge to the solution.
The norm of the n-by-n matrix A induced by the m-norm of vectors, and therefore called the m-norm





while the norm of A induced by the l-norm of vectors, and therefore called the l-norm of the matrix, 






We shall prove the formula for the l-norm, and leave that for the m-norm as an exercise. (The 
Euclidean norm of A is more complicated and not of immediate concern to us. It is the largest 


















































qk+ p−qk=qk+ 1−qk+ qk+ 2−qk+ 1+ ...+ qk+ p−qk+ p−1   (15.2.7)
But since





qk+ 1−qk = A(qk−qk−1)
qk+ 2−qk+ 1 = A2(qk−qk−1)
⋯
qk+ p−qk + p−1 = Ap(qk−qk−1)
and substitution in the above equation (15.2.7) gives
qk+ p−qk=(A+ A2+ A3+ ...+ Ap)(qk−qk−1)
Taking the norms of both sides and applying properties (c) and (d) of the norms of matrices 
gives
‖qk+p−qk‖ ≤ ‖A+A2+A3+...+A p‖ ‖qk−qk−1‖
≤[‖A‖+‖A‖2+‖A‖3+...+‖A‖p] ‖qk−qk−1‖
Now as p → ∞, qk+ p  → q* and the sum of the geometric progression on the right goes to
∥A∥/(1−∥A∥)  because ∥A∥< 1 . Thus, when we have reached iteration k, we know that the  
distance to the true solution is less than  ∥qk−qk−1∥∥A∥/(1−∥A∥) .  In other words, when the 
differences of the successive approximations get small, we can be sure  that we are close to the true 
solution.
Now suppose for a moment that A is a matrix in physical units -- with coefficients in units like 
kilowatt hours per pound -- so that column sums are meaningless and the l-norm perhaps much 
greater than 1. Further let w be an all-positive vector of the hours of labor -- the only primary input --
required per physical unit of output in each industry. Can an economy exist with this technology?  In
other words, if the vector f of final demands is all positive, will the vector of outputs, q, such that q =
Aq + f also be all positive?  (Mathematically, it is quite possible for some element of q to be 
negative, but it is economic nonsense to run an industry at a negative level. Coal can be converted 
into electricity, but all the electricity in the world can’t make a ton of coal.)
The answer to these questions lies in the solution of  p= pA+ w (where p is a row vector). If 
p is all positive, then it can be thought of as a vector of prices (with an hour of work as the 
numeraire) at which each process has a positive value added. If we now change the units of 
measurement of output of each product to one “hour’s worth,” the coefficient matrix, say A*, in 
these new units corresponding to A in the old units will have columns whose sums are each less than 
1.  Thus, in these units, the iterative procedure will converge. But the iterative procedure in the 
original units (with A) would give successive approximations which differ from those with A* only 
in their units. Hence the process would converge in the original units as well and will be non-
negative. Since the Leontief inverse is non-negative, any vector of non-negative final demands can 
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catch invtot.cat # Open up the catch file
save invtot.sav # Open up the save file
ti TINY investment equation # Title for regression or graph
dfreq 1 # Set default frequency to 1 (annual)
f ub20 = @cum(ub20,1.,.20) # Form a “unit bucket” for capital stocks
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f capstk = @cum(invcum, invtot[1], .20)/ub20 # Calculate capital stock
f delGDP = gdp – gdp[1] # First difference of GDP
con 2000 1.03 = a1 # Soft constraint for regression
lim 1982 2003 # limit of the regression
r invtot = ! capstk, delGDP[1], delGDP[2] # regression with no constant term
save off # close the save file
The TINY.PRE File
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# Bring in the intermediate flow matrix
add flows.dat
# Bring in the final demand vectors
add fd.dat
# Bring in the value added vectors
add va.dat
fdates 2000 2000
# Add up the intermediate rows 
getsum FM r out
# Add on the final demand vectors to get total output
vc out = out+pce+gov+inv+ex+im
# Copy intermediate flows to AM and convert to coefficients
mcopy b.AM b.FM
coef AM out
# The following are element-by-element vector divisions
vc depc = dep/out; vc labc = lab/out; vc capc = cap/out; vc indc = ind/out
# Compute share vectors of final demands
vc pcec = pce/pcetot{2000}; vc invc = inv/invtot{2000}
vc govc = gov/govtot{2000}; vc exc  = ex/extot{2000}
vc imc = im/imtot{2000}
fdates 1995 2010
# Copy the 2000 AM matrix into 1995 - 2010
dfreq 1
f one = 1.0
index 2000 one AM; 
# Create a time trend
f time = @cum(time,one,0)
# Move the five final demand columns by their totals in the historical
#   years, 1995-2003
fdates 1995 2003
index 2000 pcetot pce; index 2000 invtot inv;  index 2000 govtot ov
index 2000 extot ex; index 2000 imtot im
# Keep value added and final demand coefficients constant
fdates 1995 2010
f one = 1.
index 2000 one depc; index 2000 one labc
index 2000 one capc; index 2000 one indc
index 2000 one pcec; index 2000 one invc; index 2000 one govc;
index 2000 one exc;  index 2000 one imc
# The remaining calculations are done for the historical period
#   1995 - 2003 only




# Add up the final demands
vc fd = pce+gov+inv+ex+im
# Compute total outputs
vc out = LINV*fd
# Computer value-added flows
vc dep=depc*out; vc lab=labc*out; vc cap=capc*out; vc ind=indc*out
store
close b
# We should now have outputs and final demands in the historical period, but only coefficients in 
the forecast period.
gr * # Graph of the regression fit
catch off # Close the catch file
with the following results (from the catch file)
:                           TINY investment equation
 SEE   =      13.51 RSQ   = 0.8360 RHO =   0.60 Obser  =   22 from 1982.000
 SEE+1 =      11.45 RBSQ  = 0.8187 DW  =   0.79 DoFree =   19 to   2003.000
 MAPE  =       7.24
   Variable name           Reg-Coef  Mexval  Elas   NorRes     Mean   Beta
 0 invtot                - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    161.06 - - -
 1 capstk                   0.99562   402.8   0.89    1.52    144.50
 2 delGDP[1]                0.35900    17.0   0.11    1.00     47.67  0.231
 3 delGDP[2]                0.03007     0.1   0.01    1.00     47.06  0.020
The national accounts are given by the file ACCOUNT.SAV as follows:
# The Accountant for Tiny
# Personal interest and dividends
fex pintdivrat = pintdiv/capinc
f pintdiv = pintdivrat*capinc
# Personal income
f pi = labinc + pintdiv + pgovtran
# Personal taxes
fex ptaxrat = ptax/pi
f ptax = ptaxrat*pi
# Personal disposable income
f pdisinc = pi - ptax
# Personal saving
fex psavrat = psav/pdisinc
f psav = psavrat*pdisinc
f pcetot = pdisinc - psav
# Government income
f ginc = indtax + ptax
# Government saving
f gsav = ginc - govtot - pgovtran
# Business saving
f bsav = capinc - pintdiv - invtot
# RoW saving





























# PSEUDO.SAV file for TINY
# Time
f timet = timet
# GDP Gross domestic product
f gdp = gdp
# Depreciation income
f deprec = deprec
# Capital income
f capinc = capinc
# Labor income
f labinc = labinc
# Indirect taxes
f indtax = indtax
With these files in place, we are ready to look at the MASTER file, which is just the 
following:




















limits <StartReg> <EndReg> <EndForecast>
ti govtot
r b.govtot = timet
gr *






















[possibly also lines, not needed in TINY, to project exogenous vectors in 


























GLOBAL Tseries ub20, invtot, invcum, capstk, gdp, delGDP, pintdivrat,
capinc, pintdiv, labinc, pgovtran, pi, ptaxrat, ptax, pdisinc, psavrat,
psav, pcetot, indtax, ginc, govtot, gsav, deprec, bsav, 






















































/* end of standard prolog */
void invtotf()
{
















gsav[t]= ginc[t]- govtot[t]- pgovtran[t];












//Function to replace missing values or macro vrariable with lagged values.
if(timet[t]< .0000009 && timet[t]> -.0000011) timet[t] = timet[t-1];
if(invtot[t]< .0000009 && invtot[t]> -.0000011) invtot[t] = invtot[t-1];
....























int Iteration; // declare Iteration to be an integer





for (t = godate; t<= stopdate; t++) {
   ....








for (initialization, condition, increment ) statement
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It starts off one or more variables in the initialization, checks that the condition is true and, if it 
is, executes the statement, then revises the variable that was initialized as prescribed by the 
increment, checks the condition, and executes the statement, and so on as long as the condition is 
true. When the condition is no longer true, control passes to the next statement below the for loop.  
How the  initialization, condition, and increment work in the example is clear enough, but our 
particular point here is that the statement executed is the compound statement composed of all the 
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The Core of TINY’s MODEL.CPP File
for (t = godate; t<= stopdate; t++) {
   if (MaxFlag == 'n') printf("%d ",t);
   // Load all vectors and matrices.
   load(t);
   uptseries();
   // Start of code particular to TINY:
   Iteration = 0;
   // The loop for convergence on pcetot and invtot.
   while(Iteration < 20){
   Iteration++;
oldinvtot = invtot[t]; oldpcetot = pcetot[t];
if(t>= MacEqStartDate)
          invtotf();
inv = invtot[t]*invc; pce = pcetot[t]*pcec;
gov = govtot[t]*govc; im  = imtot[t]*imc;
ex  = extot[t]*exc;
// Add up final demand vectors
fd = pce + gov + inv + ex + im;
// Solve input-output equations by Seidel method
Seidel(AM, out, fd, triang, toler);
// Compute value-added vectors
// The Interdyme ebemul() function does element-by-element multiplication
dep = ebemul(depc,out);  lab = ebemul(labc,out);
   cap = ebemul(capc,out);  ind = ebemul(indc,out);
// The Accountant for Tiny
gdp[t] = fd.sum();
if(t>MacEqStartDate){
   deprec[t] = dep.sum(); labinc[t] = lab.sum();
   capinc[t] = cap.sum(); indtax[t] = ind.sum();
          accountf();
   }
// Form the convergence test
invdif = fabs(invtot[t] - oldinvtot);
pcedif = fabs(pcetot[t]- oldpcetot);
printf("Iter %2d pce = %7.1f pcedif = %6.2f invdif = %6.2f\n",Iteration,
   pcetot[t],pcedif,invdif);
if(invdif < .5 && pcedif < .5) break;
}
   // End of code particular to TINY
   // Here when both Investment and PCE have converged
   // Standard end of the spin() function:
   if(MaxFlag == 'y')
           shiftback(t);
   else{
       // Store the values of vectors and matrices for this period.
       store(t);
       printf("\n");
       }
   }
simple statements enclosed by the braces that open right after the closing parenthesis of the for 
statement. I should also mention that indentation in C and C++ is solely for the benefit of the human 
reader; it doesn’t matter to the computer.
The construction
if (condition) statement
else if (condition) statement
else statement
works in an entirely similar way. Any number of else if lines may be used. In writing the conditions, 
any of the following operators may be used:
== is equal to
!= not equal
<   is less than
>   is greater than
>= is greater than or equal
<= is less than or equal
| |     or
&& and
!    not
Besides the for keyword, the keywords while and do can also be used to write loops. The 
general form of the while is 
while(condition) statement
which executes the statement as long as the condition is true. There is an example in the Tiny code: 
while(Iteration < 20){ 
For the do keyword, the syntax is 
do statement while (condition );
The statement executes until the condition becomes false. Since the condition is tested after each
pass through the loop, the loop will execute at least once. In practice, the do loop is seldom used.
Finally, we need to mention three statements for jumping about in the code. The most 
commonly used is break, which breaks out of the innermost loop where it is found. There will be an 
example in the Tiny code below. The continue statement shifts control to the end of the innermost 
loop, while 
goto label;
sends control to the label. The label is a line with one word ending in a colon, like top: or finish: . In 
good C++ style, the goto is seldom used; but it is useful when breaking out of a deep nest of loops. 
(If you have ever used Fortran, please note that the function of the C++ continue statement is totally 
unlike that of the Fortran CONTINUE statement.)
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That is about all you need to know about C++ in general to use Interdyme. We can now turn to 
the C++ code in the box. First of all, there are a few Interdyme-specific functions and variables you 
need to know about. In the second line of code, we meet the variable MaxFlag; it is a single letter, 
either 'y' or 'n' for “yes” or “no”. It will be 'y' only if the user has specified that we are to do an 
optimization. We will assume that it is 'n'. In that case, the printf() function writes to the screen the 
year which is about to be computed. (For the full capabilities of printf() or the C++ alternative 
keyword out, you can consult the help file of your C++ compiler.)
The program then calls the Interdyme functions load(t) to load into the computer’s random 
access memory (RAM) from the computer’s hard disk the starting values for year t of all vectors and
matrices in the VAM file on the hard disk. At the bottom of the for loop, the store(t) function stores 
their newly computed values back to the VAM file.
Besides the matrices and vectors handled by the VAM file, most Interdyme models will also 
have macro variables such as GDP, total labor force, total employment, unemployment, or an interest
rate, which for any given period, have only one number – not a vector or matrix of numbers – as 
their value. Because such variables occur also in macroeconomic models, we refer to them as macro 
variables, even though they may be quite “small” or very specific variables, such as “children under 
5 years of age”. They are carried in a G bank which generally has the same root name as the 
corresponding VAM file. Similarly, we will refer to as macro equations all of the regression 
equations handled one-by-one, as in macro models.
The call to the function uptseries() at the beginning of MODEL.CPP checks all the macro 
variables, and where it finds a value missing in the current period, period t, it inserts the value of that
macro variable from the previous period. As noted above, this replacement gets the iterative process 
of solution off to a good start. On the other hand, exogenous variables that have specified values are  
not affected by the call to uptseries(). The uptseries() function was written by IdBuild and is in the 
file HEART.CPP.
At this point, we begin the code that is particular to Tiny. Through the general Interdyme 
structure, the person running the model  provides a value for the variable MacEqStartDate, the date 
at which the macro equations of the model begin to be computed. Tiny has only one macro equation, 
namely that for invtot(t), total investment. Since we have known accounts up through 2003, we will 
set MacEqStartDate equal to 2003. (How we do so, we will see shortly.)  Prior to this date, the 
Interdyme model for Tiny produces the same results as did the G7-only model. In 2003, only invtot 
and gdp may be different. Other macro variables are not affected because the national income 
accountant function, accountf(), is not called until the next year. In practice, we will normally set the 
rho-adjustment factor for all of the macro variable regression equations in this year (how that is done
will be explained below). Those variables will not differ from historical values in this last year of 
historical macroeconomic data. 
Once t has passed the MacEqStartDate, the final demands determine output (via the Seidel 
input-output calculations), but output determines value-added which in turn determines (via the 
institutional accounts) Personal income. This thenv determines total Personal consumption 
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expenditure, which is one of the final demands. Just as in macro models we solve this circularity by 
iteration. That is, we start off with one set of final demand totals – pcetot[t], invtot[t], govtot[t], 
extot[t], imtot[t] – and compute along until will have calculated new values. We then compare the 
new values with the old, and if the differences exceed the tolerances we set, we go back to compute 
with the new values of the variables, final demands, outputs, value added, and the variables just 
listed. We repeat the process until convergence is reached or the iteration counter exceeds 20, 
whereupon we go on to the next year. Since govtot[t], extot[t] and imtot[t] are exogenous, they will 
not vary from iteration to iteration, so only the values of pcetot[t] and invtot[t] are checked for 
convergence. In fact, the form of the regression equation we estimated has no dependence of 
invtot[t] on variables in period t, so we do not for the present model need to check invtot[t], but we 
leave the check because in principle there could be such a dependency. The lines of code that drive 
the looping process are:
Iteration = 0;
// The loop for convergence on pcetot and invtot.
while(Iteration < 20){
   Iteration++;
   oldinvtot = invtot[t]; oldpcetot = pcetot[t];
   /*******************************************************************
      The substance of the model, which follows here, has been cut out to
      emphasize the testing of convergence. This substance computes new
      values of invtot[t] and pcetot[t].   
      *******************************************************************/
 
   // Form the convergence test
   invdif = fabs(invtot[t] - oldinvtot);
   pcedif = fabs(pcetot[t]- oldpcetot);
   printf("Iter %2d pce = %7.1f pcedif = %6.2f invdif = %6.2f\n",Iteration,
      pcetot[t],pcedif,invdif);
   if(invdif < .5 && pcedif < .5) break;
   }
The first line initializes an integer, Iteration, to 0. The line
while(Iteration < 20){
sets up the loop that iteratively solves the circularity just explained. The first line within the loop 
increments Iteration by one, so we see immediately that this loop will not be executed more than 20 
times. We then store away the starting values of invtot[t] and pcetot[t]. Then we execute the 
substance of the model, which results in changing these values. When that work is complete, we use 
the standard C++ function fabs() to take the absolute value of the difference between the previous 
and the new values of these two variables. If both of those values are less than .5, we break out of the
while loop. More complicated models may have more complicated convergence tests, but Tiny's 
example is pretty typical.
Once convergence has been reached, the main thing to be done is to call store(t), which stores 
back to the computer’s hard disk this period’s values of the vectors and matrices.
With the iterative solution of the circularity understood, we turn to the the substance of the 
model. It is easily followed in the code in the box below. The first thing we see is the call to invtotf() 
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when t is greater than or equal to the starting date for macro equations. The next three lines show 
multiplication of a vector (such as invc) by a scalar (such as invtot[t]). Then follows the addition of 
five vectors to form the vector fd. Then the function Seidel() is called to compute the output vector 
out implied by the final demand vector fd, and the input-output coefficient matrix AM. The the 
value-added vectors are computed via element-by-element multiplication of the coefficient vectors 
with the output vector. Then gdp and the value-added component totals are computed as sums of 
vectors. Finally, the accountant is called to make up the national accounts. 
This code has several vector and matrix operations. The Interdyme code, nestled away in other 
modules (.CPP files) where you do not need to bother reading it, defines what a Vector and Matrix 
are and instructs the computer how to read them, add or subtract them, multiply a Matrix by a 
Vector, sum up the elements of a Vector, and do both inner-product and element-by-element 
multiplication of two Vectors. Let me emphasize:  Matrix and Vector are not general C++ features; it 
is the other modules of Interdyme working in the background that give you these handy tools for 
writing the code for input-output models. In fact, though we have used here only vector addition, 
Interdyme has a rather complete library of matrix and vector routines. 
The Interdyme function Seidel(AM, out, fd, triang, toler) solves by the Seidel method the 
equation
out=AM*out + fd
using the order of equations specified by the integer vector triang and with the convergence 
tolerance specified by toler. The value of integer vector, or Ivector, is given by the file TRIANG.IV. 
For Tiny, its value is




   invtotf();
inv = invtot[t]*invc;  pce=pcetot[t]*pcec;
gov = govtot[t]*govc;  im = imtot[t]*imc;
ex = extot[t] * exc;
fd = pce + gov + inv + ex + im
Seidel(AM, out, fd, triang, toler);
dep = ebemul(depc,out);  lab = ebemul(labc, out);
cap = ebemul(capc, out); ind = ebemul(indc, out);
// The Accountant for Tiny
gdp[t] = fd.sum();
if(t>MacEqStartDate) {
   deprec[t] = dep.sum();  labinc[t] = lab.sum();
   capinc[t] = cap.sum();  indtax[t] = ind.sum();
   accountf();
   }
The Interdyme function ebemul() does an element-by-element multiplication of two Vectors and 
gives a Vector as its output. The floating point absolute value function, fabs(), as already mentioned, 
is a standard C++ function. 
Running the Interdyme Model
With the code of MODEL.CPP ready to go, we can create the G bank with all the 
macrovariables of the model, write the C++ code for handling the regression equations and 
identities, compile this code and MODEL.CPP, link the compiled modules (whose file names end in
.obj) into an executable program (.exe) and get started on forecasting the exogenous variables, all by 
clicking “Model” in the G7 main menu and then “Run IdBuild and compile model”.
These clicks bring up the window shown below. If there was a BUILD.CFG file in the directory 
where G7 was started, then it will have been used to fill in the boxes in this form.
Run IdBuild Dialog
Otherwise, the user can fill them in, click OK, and the content will be written as the 
BUILD.CFG file. The first box, labeled “Name for model bank”, contains the name of the G bank to 
be created having all the variables in the model, but no others. The second box, labeled “Name of 
default history bank”, contains the name of a G bank from which to draw historical values of the 
variables, until a “bank” command switches to a different input bank. The first bank is created by the
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IdBuild program; the second must already exist prior to running IdBuild. Generally, the G bank 
created by IdBuild should have the same root name as the VAM file with the historical values of the 
vectors and matrices.
The next three fields labeled “Default regression limits”, are not actually used. They are there to 
keep the format of BUILD.CFG the same as that of G.CFG files; any dates will work fine. Then 
come the base year of the bank to be created, the first month of that year which is covered (which is 
always 1 for annual models), and the maximum number of observations (years) to be accommodated
in the bank. The next two fields allow for advanced features we will not be using and should for our 
purposes just contain the letter n for no. When the form
has been filled in as desired – and it will usually
automatically be filled in correctly – click OK. 
This one click runs IdBuild, which writes 
HEART.CPP. It also compiles MODEL.CPP,
HEART.CPP and any other modules that need to be
compiled, links them together and produces 
DYME.EXE, the executable file for running the model. 
As described in the earlier section, running IdBuild
also writes EXOGALL.REG and RUN.XOG. It also
creates the HIST bank of macro variables in the model.
You can use EXOGALL.REG to make projections of
the exogenous variables, exactly as with macro models.
It will put the predicted values of each exogenous
variable into its own .XOG file, such as this one, GOVTOT.XOG
update govtot
    2003    348.1439   353.9075   360.3546   367.3013   374.6133
    2008    382.1923   389.9666   397.8835
As with macromodels, you can edit these .XOG files to change the forecasts. In doing so, you 
can make use of any function in G7.15  When the file is edited, change the extenstion of the filename 
from .XOG to .XG so that your carefully edited file is not overwritten the next time IdBuild is run.
For the present, we are going to content use the RUN.XOG as automatically written (and shown
above) and also with all the .XOG files. But we need a copy of RUN.XOG named RUN.XG. We can
do that by simply opening RUN.XOG in the editor and saving it as RUN.XG. For our first example, 
we will also copy RUN.XG to BASE.XG, and this file will be used in the discussion below.
15 But the convenient device of putting a 0 for values to be linearly interpolated does not work because in G7 it is 
sometimes important to give a true 0 to a variable. Instead, in the “update” command, one leaves out the value to be 
linearly interpolated and uses G7's @lint() function. For example, if we wanted to keep the above values of govtot 
for 2003 – 2007 but set the 2010 value to 420, and interpolate 2008 and 2009 linearly between 2007 and 2010, we 
would put into GOVTOT.XG the following:
update govtot
2003 348.1439  353.9075  360.3546  367.3013
2007 374.6133
 2010 420
f govtot = @lint(govtot)
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You can now run the Interdyme model by clicking
Model | Run Dyme Model
The form shown on the right then appears.
The “Title of Run” can be anything that fits in the space provided. It will show up on tables 
made with the Compare program.
The “Start Date” field should be a four-digit year, for example, 2008. It is the year in which the 
calculations begin. The “End date” field is similar; it is the last year for which calculations will be 
made.
The “Macro equation start date” is the first year in which the macro equations will be calculated.
In forecasts, it will generally be the last year for which there is data on values of the macro variables.
This data is then used to set the initial value of the rho adjustment. For historical or counter-
historical simulations, the macro equation start date is some time before the last available data.
The “Discrepancy year” is used in some models as the year for calculating a discrepancy vector 
subsequently used in the input-output calculations. If your model does not use this device, just fill in 
any year. 
The next five fields all use the concept of the root name of a file. It is the part of the filename 
following the directory name, but before the dot in the name. Thus, the root name of the file whose 
full name is C:\MALAYSIA\MODEL\BASE.BNK is just BASE. The part of the file name after the 
dot is called the extension. In the example just given, the extension is BNK. The expression run 
bank is also useful. A run bank is the combination of three files, the .VAM, the .BNK, and .IND files
associated with a run of the model. All three of these files should have the same root name, and that 
root name is the root name of the run bank.
The words RESULT, START, EXOG, MACFIXES and VECFIXES will now be used as names 
of variables. The values of these variables are specified by the content of the edit boxes just to the 
left of these names on the form. The START variable should be given the root name of the run bank 
which the model begins its calculations. The first time the model is run, the START run bank will 
have been created by a G7-only version of the model. Once a base simulation has been established 
with a run named, say, BASE, this run bank can be used as the START run bank for subsequent runs 
of the model.
The RESULT field should be filled in with the root name of the run bank which will be created 
by the run of the model. Examples could be “Base” or “Boom” or “Crash”. Normally, the START 
run bank is copied to the RESULT run bank before any calculations are done. But if START and 
RESULT are the same, no copy can be made – a file cannot be copied onto itself – and the model 
begins its calculations from the run bank specified by these two names. 
The next variable to be supplied by the user is EXOG, the root name of a file having the 
extension .XG. This is a file of G7 commands which change the exogenous variables in the RESULT
run bank. These changes can include both exogenous macro variables such as population or money 
supply and exogenous variables in the VAM file, such as input-output matrices.
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The next variable is MACFIXES. Just as macro models need to be manipulated by fixes on their
behavioral equations, so too do multisectoral models. The fixes are specified in ways that are similar 
to those of macromodels. The details are supplied later in this chapter. For the moment, it is enough 
to note that the specifications should be put in a file having the extension .mfx. The root name might 
be “Base”, “Boom”, “Crash” or any other descriptive word, but not Macfixes. That root name should
be typed into the MACFIXES field, and a program called Macfixer is called to prepare the fixes for 
use by the model. If the word “none” (without the quotation marks) is typed there, Macfixer is not 
called, and no macro fixes are used.
Besides the fixes on macrovariables, there may be fixes on vectors. As with macro equation 
fixes, the details are specified later in this chapter. The specifications should be in a file with the 
extension .vfx and the root name of this file should be typed into the VECFIXES field  It should 
NOT be VecFixes. These fixes are processed by a program called Fixer. If the word “none” is in the 
VECFIXES field, Fixer is not called and the simulation program does not look for vector fixes.
If the box “Use all data” is checked, all known values of endogenous macrovariables will be 
used. It should not be checked if it is desired to test the model inside the period of known historical 
values of endogenous macrovariables. 
The type of run will normally be “deterministic”. Optimization similar to that for macro models 
is available. Stochastic simulation is not presently (2011) available, but should not be especially 
difficult to program for macro equations.
Sometimes, when a model is not behaving correctly, it is useful to put in debugging printout. 
Often the problem is not visible until the model has run several years. Only then is the printout 
desired. The “Debug start year” field provides a way to supply the year in which such printing starts.
If it is not used in the model, it may be given a value far out into the future, as has been done in the 
example.
When this form has been completed, just click the OK button, and the model will be run.
If all goes well, that is all you need to know. But if you would like to know more details about 
what happens when you click OK, here are the basics.
The five fields across the top of the form and the two panes at the bottom are used to create a 
file called DYME.CFG. The box below shows what it looks like for a base run of Tiny with no 
vector fixes.
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The five edit controls in the middle of the Interdyme Run Form are used to create an “add” 
command with arguments to the G7 command processor. The command is:
add run.add <RESULT> <START> <EXOG> <MACFIXES> <VECFIXES>
where the values of the variables <RESULT>, <START>, etc., are taken from the form. All but the 
second of these names can easily be the same. For example, a base forecast might be made, starting 
from the historical simulation bank by the following command to G7:










Title of run   ;Demonstration of the Tiny Model 
Start year     ;1995
Finish year    ;2010
Start MacEq yr ;2003
Discrepancy yr ;1995
Use all data?  ;yes
VecFix file    ;none
MacroFix file  ;Macfixes
Vam file       ;base
G bank         ;base
Debug start yr ;2100
Max iterations ;100
Optimization specification file; none
Number of random draws; 0


















# run.add - The arguments to this file are:
#   %1 <RESULT>, %2 <START>, %3 <EXOG>, %4 <MACFIXES>, %5 <VECFIXES>
dos CopyToTmp %2







# Tap Enter to run the model
pause





















rem The arguments here have the same meaning as in run.add.
rem If there are no Vector fixes, skip to Macro fixes.
echo %1 %2 %3 %4 %5
if %5 == none goto macrofixes
rem FAILURE














echo Dyme has finished
copy tmp.* %1.*
Input fix file    ;MacFixes.mfx
Output fixes bank ...........;MacFixes
Model G bank      ....................;tmp












Input fix file                
;VecFixes.vf
x
Fix index (.fin) output file  ;vecfixes
VAM reference                 ........;tmp





1995 2000 2005 2010
 invtot           
4 Manufacturing




1995 2000 2005 2010




1. Make alternative forecasts for some of the exogenous variables in Tiny, run the model with 
them, graph the results, and show them in tables. 
2. Estimate a regression equation for total imports as a function of GDP, put it into the model, 







































char sex; // char is a character variable
int zip; // int is an integer
float height, weight; // float is a real number





// USER.H -- Put here any includes that refer to the user model, per se.
//   This version is for Tiny, Model 1
// These names will be read From DYME.CFG and opening screen:
GLOBAL char RunTitle[80],CfgFileName[80],VamFileName[80],GbankName[80],
   VecFixFileName[80],MacFixFileName[80];
GLOBAL char* outfix; // Determines how Seidel will determine output
// Vector declaration:
GLOBAL Vector out, pce, gov, inv, ex, im, fd, 
   dep, lab, cap, ind, va, depc, labc, capc,
   indc, pcec, invc, govc, exc, imc, x, y, fix;
// Matrix declaration
GLOBAL Matrix AM;















































   // Resize Vectors
  out.r("out"); pce.r("pce"); gov.r("gov"); 
  inv.r("inv"); ex.r("ex"); im.r("im"); fd.r("fd"); 
  dep.r("dep"); lab.r("lab"); cap.r("cap"); ind.r("ind"); 
  depc.r("depc"); labc.r("labc"); capc.r("capc"); indc.r("indc"); 
  pcec.r("pcec"); invc.r("invc"); govc.r("govc"); exc.r("exc"); 
  imc.r("imc"); x.r("x"); y.r("y");
   // Resize Matrices








GLOBAL Vector out, pce, gov, inv, ex, im, fd, 
  dep, lab, cap, ind, depc, labc, capc, 
  indc, pcec, invc, govc, exc, imc, x, 
  y;
GLOBAL Matrix FM, AM, LINV;
GLOBAL Matrix OUTlag;
The VAM.RSZ file
out.r("out"); pce.r("pce"); gov.r("gov"); 
inv.r("inv"); ex.r("ex"); im.r("im"); fd.r("fd"); 
dep.r("dep"); lab.r("lab"); cap.r("cap"); ind.r("ind"); 
depc.r("depc"); labc.r("labc"); capc.r("capc"); indc.r("indc"); 















3. Build a TINY- like model for your imaginary economy or for a real economy for which you 






k*A multiplies each element of A by k.
A/k divides each element of A by k.
If A and B are both Matrices or both Vectors of the same dimension, then
A + B gives the matrix or vector sum
A - B gives the matrix or vector difference
ebemul(A,B) gives the element-by-element product
ebediv(A,B) gives the element-by-element quotient, the elements of A being divided by the
corresponding elements of B. If, an element of B is zero, the corresponding 
element of A is returned in that position.
If A has the same number of columns as B has rows, then
A*B gives the matrix product.
If A and B have the same number of rows, then
A/B gives the same thing as ~A*B that is, the transpose of A multiplied by B, but 
without actually forming the transpose of A. (Think of the / as being a ' to 




A =k* (B+C+D)*(E + F + G*(H+I)); 
If x and y are both Vectors with the same number of elements:
dot(x,y) gives the inner product as a float.
If A is a Matrix and x is a Vector with the same number of elements as A has columns,
A%x gives the result of converting x to a diagonal matrix and then post-multiplying 
A by this diagonal matrix. Essentially, it multiplies each column of A by the 
corresponding element of x.
If A is a Matrix and x is a Vector with the same number of elements as A has rows,
x%A gives the result of converting x to a diagonal matrix and then premultiplying A
by this diagonal matrix. Said perhaps more simply, it multiplies each row of A 





v.set(z)  sets all elements of Vector v to z.
A.set(z) sets all elements of Matrix A to z.
pulloutcol(v, A, k) pulls column k of A into v. 
putincol(v, A, k) puts v into column k of A. 
pulloutrow(v, A, k) pulls row k of A into v. 
putinrow(v, A, k) puts v in row k of A. 
v = colsum(A) puts the column sums of A into the vector v.
v = rowsum(A) puts the row sums of A into the vector v.
z = v.sum() puts the sum of the elements of v into z. 
v.First() gives the number in the first row of v if v is column or in the first 
column if v is a row.
If A is a square, non­singular matrix,
!A gives the inverse of A.
A.invert(i,j) transforms A into its inverse by Gauss-Jordan pivoting. The pivot 
operations start in row i and stop when the pivot has been in row j. If 
these arguments are omitted, the pivoting starts in the first row and 







~A gives the transpose of A.
A.rows() gives the number of rows as an integer.
A.columns() gives the number of columns as an integer.
A.firstrow() gives the number of the first row as an integer.
A.lastrow() gives the number of the last row as an integer.
A.firstcolumn() gives the number of the first column as an integer.
A.lastcolumn() gives the number of the last column as an integer.
If A is a square Matrix and q and f are Vectors of the appropriate dimension, the 
equation
q = Aq +f;
can be solved by the Seidel iterative method (if it converges) by the function




p = pA + v;
can be solved by 











































# vamcr vam.cfg test
# vam test b
# dvam b
vmatdat r 1 9   1 8  5
pce 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
#"  Date" "   pce1$" "   pce2$" "   pce3$" "   pce4$" "   pce5$" "   pce6$" "   pce7$" pce8$
1995         14.169      1.908     76.759    283.944    288.323    109.289    443.041   0.0
1996         14.101      1.917     78.365    299.580    295.352    115.091    446.638   0.0
1997         14.127      1.934     76.941    317.095    304.522    121.077    454.966   0.0
1998         14.228      1.972     77.331    343.489    317.501    123.079    466.458   0.0
1999         14.519      2.016     77.277    375.369    334.601    126.768    478.526   0.0
2000         15.000      2.000     80.000    400.000    350.000    130.000    500.000   0.0
2001         14.947      2.001     77.527    407.622    353.149    127.153    506.602   0.0
2002         14.821      1.985     77.343    419.457    356.482    121.248    508.665   0.0








































lim 1995 2003 2010
catch pce.cat
save  pce.sav
f dpdis = pdisinc - pdisinc[1]
ti PCE on Agriculture
r pce1 = pdisinc, dpdis
gr *
. . . .
ti PCE on Services


































/*  PCE on Agriculture */
pce[1] = coef[0][0]+coef[0][1]*pdisinc[t]+coef[0][2]*dpdis[t];
/*  PCE on Mining */
pce[2] = coef[1][0]+coef[1][1]*pdisinc[t]+coef[1][2]*dpdis[t];
/*  PCE on Gas and Electricity */
pce[3] = coef[2][0]+coef[2][1]*pdisinc[t]+coef[2][2]*dpdis[t];
/*  PCE on Manufacturing */
pce[4] = +coef[3][0]+coef[3][1]*pdisinc[t]+coef[3][2]*dpdis[t];
/*  PCE on Commerce */
pce[5] = +coef[4][0]+coef[4][1]*pdisinc[t]+coef[4][2]*dpdis[t];
/*  PCE on Transport */
pce[6] = coef[5][0]+coef[5][1]*pdisinc[t]+coef[5][2]*dpdis[t];






























// Sum up the calculated PCE elements
pcesum = pce.sum();
pcediscrep = pcetot[t] - pcesum;
// printf("\npcediscrep = %10.2f\n",pcediscrep);
// Spread discrepancy by the proportions of PCESpread vector.
pce = pce + pcediscrep*PCESpread;
sum up the calculated PCE elements, subtract the sum from the desired total, and spread the
discrepancy among the sectors in the proportions given by the PCESpread vector. The line 
























































f dpdis = pdisinc - pdisinc[1]
punch pce.eqn 7 4 2003
ti PCE on Agriculture
r pce1 = pdisinc, dpdis
ipch pce 1 L
gr *
. . . .
ti PCE on Services
r pce7= pdisinc, dpdis



























pce 1 L 3 
1 2 3
    0.280107      10.1751   0.00312443  -0.00190926
pce 2 L 3 
1 2 3
    0.456294      1.62189  0.000232365  0.000253049
pce 3 L 3 
1 2 3
    0.150868      76.9213 -6.45766e-06    0.0127951
pce 4 L 3 
1 2 3
    0.214085     -303.312     0.474066    -0.155993
pce 5 L 3 
1 2 3
    0.268659     -14.8633     0.244285   -0.0810024
pce 6 L 3 
1 2 3
    0.572774      66.8459    0.0359306    0.0773437
pce 7 L 3 
1 2 3





r pce7 = time
ipch pce 7 L 1 5
and in PCE.EQN the resulting lines would have been something like
pce 7 L 2 
1 5






























// Resize, read, and store the PCE equations; reads the pce.eqn file.
pceeqn.r("pce.eqn");
// pceeqn.rhostart is read as the last year used in estimating the PCE equations.
// We want it to be the year in which to start the rhoadjustment. If we are
// doing a historical simulation, that should MacEqStartDate if it is before the
// date recorded in the pce.eqn file.





// Compute the estimated PCE equations with equation system
if(t>= MacEqStartDate){
   pcefunc();
   // Sum up the calculated PCE elements
   pcesum = pce.sum();
   pcediscrep = pcetot[t] - pcesum;
   // printf("\npcediscrep = %10.2f\n",pcediscrep);
   // Spread the discrepancy by the proportions of the PCESpread vector.
   pce = pce + pcediscrep*PCESpread;
   invtotf();
   }
inv = invtot[t]*invc;






































Function to Calculate PCE from Detached-Coefficient Equations





n = pceeqn.neq; // Number of equations
// pdisinc is personal disposable income. It is a global macro variable.
// Compute variables used in several equations.
dpdis[t] = pdisinc[t] - pdisinc[t-1];
// Loop over the equations
for(i = 1; i <= n; i++){
j = pceeqn.sec(i); // j is the sector number of this equation.
which = pceeqn.type(i);  // which is the equation type
if(which == 'L'){
cons = pceeqn[i][1] + pceeqn[i][2]*pdisinc[t] + pceeqn[i][3]*dpdis[t];
}
else {
printf("Unknown equation type %c in pcefunc, category %d.\n",
which,i);
tap(); //Pause so that error message can be read.
continue;
}
// Apply rho adjustment











































































1995 2000 2005 2010
  Predicted          Actual           
The IMPR.dat File
vmatdat r 1 9   1 8  5
im 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
#Date      1       2          3      4          5 6  
7        8
1995    19.753   8.118  0  108.065   0 0  14.470  0
1996    19.320   8.236  0  113.841   0 0  14.795  0
1997    18.808   8.612  0  124.300   0 0  15.561  0
1998    18.114   8.619  0  130.503   0 0  16.307  0
1999    18.732   9.068  0  145.711   0 0  17.461  0
2000    20.000  10.00   0  170.000   0 0  20.000  0
2001    19.068   9.302  0  155.832   0 0  18.902  0
2002    18.992   9.122  0  156.815   0 0  18.665  0
2003    20.105   9.763  0  166.286   0 0  19.018  0
demand for the product, di , thus
mi = αi + βi di .
Conceptually, domestic demand for a product is the row total for that product in the input-output
table without subtracting imports. Thus, conceptually, it does not depend on imports. Statistically, 
however, it is most easily calculated as domestic output, qi , plus imports (as a positive number), 
thus:
d i= qi + mi. 
Substitution of di from the second of these equations into the first and solving for mi gives 
imports as a linear function of domestic output:
m i = ai + bi qi
To estimate these regressions, we need data on domestic output, out; it is found in the OUT.DAT
file. (In real economies, it is quite normal to have data on output in years for which the complete 
input-output table is not available. You may, however, wonder how we made it up for Tiny. In 
Section 16.7, we will introduce a series of input-output coefficient tables for 1995 – 2003. From the 
data already given for PCE and imports, and by moving the 
2000 final demand vectors for investment, government, and 
export by the corresponding historical totals, final demand 
vectors for these years were calculated; with the time-
varying input-output table, the implied domestic outputs 
















vc out = LINV*fd
# Regress imports on outputs
lim 1995 2003 2003
punch import.eqn 4 2 2003
ti Agricultural Imports
r im1 = out1
gr *
ipch im 1 L
ti Mining Imports
r im2 = out2
gr *
ipch im 2 L
ti Manufacturing Imports
r im4 = out4
gr *
ipch im 4 L
ti Service Imports
r im7 = out7
gr *
ipch im 7 L
punch off
IMPORT.EQN – Equation File for Imports for Tiny
 4 2 2003
im 1 L 2 
 1 2
     0.253335      18.6513   0.00365866
im 2 L 2 
 1 2
    -0.104578     0.740326     0.170614
im 4 L 2 
 1 2
   -0.0630504     -67.3531     0.282823
im 7 L 2 
 1 2




// Prototype for Seidel used in TINY






ex  = extot[t]*exc;
fd = pce + gov + inv + ex;










. . . .
iter++;
if(dismax < toler || fdismax < .000001) break;













The Import Function from the MODEL.CPP File





if(t < MacEqStartDate) return(0);
n = impeqn.neq; // Number of equations
// pdisinc is personal disposable income. It is a global macro variable.
// Loop over the equations
for(i = 1; i <= n; i++){
j = impeqn.sec(i); // j is the sector number of this equation.
which = impeqn.type(i);
if(which == 'L'){
imp = impeqn[i][1] + impeqn[i][2]*q[j];
}
else {
printf("Unknown equation type %c in importfunc, sector %d.\n",
which,i);





















Agricul     ;1   e   "Agriculture"
Mining      ;2   e   "Mining and quarrying"





























1995 2000 2005 2010





/* Seidel() Version 2, with imports .****************************************





Vector f(fd.rows()); //scratch vector
iter = 0; // Iteration count
n = A.rows();
first = A.firstcolumn();
last =  A.lastcolumn();
if(q.rows() < A.rows()){







f = fd - im;
dismax = 0;
for(k = triang.First(); k < triang.First()+ triang.numelm(); k++){
i = triang[k];
sum = f[i];
for(j = first; j <= last; j++)
sum += A[i][j]*q[j];
sum -= A[i][i]*q[i]; // Take off the diagonal element of sum
sum = sum/(1.- A[i][i]);
if(outfix[i] != 'e'){ // Override the equation
// Dump error into dump
dump[i] = q[i] - sum;
sum = q[i];
}
else dump[i] = 0;













if(dismax < toler || fdismax < .000001) break;
if(iter > 25 ){


























‘y’ yes, always read the vector or matrix
‘n’ no, never read the vector or matrix
‘i’ read the vector or matrix in the initial year of the run
‘a’ read the vector or matrix if there is data available for it. 
Possible values of the write flag are:
‘y’ yes, always write the vector or matrix














// lastdata(); // Use of lastdata function requires that the LastData file exist.
which is found just above the resize() commands for vectors. The call to the function lastdata() will 






































































# Bring in the intermediate flow matrix
add flows.dat
# Bring in the final demand vectors
add fd.dat
# Bring in the value added vectors
add va.dat
fdates 2000 2000
# The following are element-by-element vector divisions
vc depc = dep/out
vc capc = cap/out
vc indc = ind/out
# Compute share vectors of final demands
vc invc = inv/invtot{2000}
vc govc = gov/govtot{2000}
vc exc  = ex/extot{2000}




# Interpolate matices for missing years
fdates 1995 2010
lint AM
show AM r 4
# Keep value added coefficients, except labc, constant
dfreq 1
f one = 1.
index 2000 one depc
index 2000 one capc
index 2000 one indc
#Read labc for 1995, 2000, and 2010
add labc.dat
lint labc
# Keep the structure of some final demand columns constant
index 2000 one invc
index 2000 one govc
index 2000 one exc
# Compute final demand vectors for historical years
fdates 1995 2003
vc inv = invtot*invc
vc gov = govtot*govc












The first addition is to compute the total value added coefficient vector and then compute the 
prices vector by a call to PSeidel(). This routine, which may be found in SEIDEL.CPP, solves the 
equations 
p = p A + v
where p and v are row vectors. If the sectors of an input-output matrix have been arranged in an 
almost triangular order for solution of the output equations by the Seidel method, the opposite order 
will most likely be good for solving for prices. Hence, PSeidel() uses the same triang vector as does 
Seidel() but takes the sectors starting from the end of the list and working towards the beginning. 
The remaining new commands are just to calculate the values of the nominal vectors and of the 
nominal flow matrix, FMN. This last calculation uses Interdyme’s % operator. It is used between a 
vector and a matrix. If the vector is on the right, it multiplies each column of the matrix by the 
corresponding element of the vector. If the vector is on the left, it multiplies each row of the matrix 
by the corresponding element of the vector.    
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A final note on the economic interpretation of the prices we have calculated may be helpful. 
They are, in fact, relative prices and the numeraire17 with price equal to 1.0 is the quantity of labor 











17 Unit of value on which other values are based.
387
Excerpt from MODEL5.CPP File
for (t = godate; t<= stopdate; t++) {
. . . .
// Start of code particular to TINY:
// Compute total value-added coefficient vector.
vac = depc+labc+capc+indc;
// Compute prices
PSeidel(AM, prices, vac, triang, 0.000001);
// The loop for convergence on pcetot and invtot.
while(Iteration < 20){
. . . .
}
// Set error for rhoadjustment
setrho = 'y';
if(t >= pceeqn.rhostart)  pcefunc();
if(t >= impeqn.rhostart)  importfunc(out);
setrho = 'n';
// Here when both Investment and PCE have converged
// Compute flow matrix in current prices
FM = AM % out;
FMN = prices % FM;





exN  = ebemul(prices,ex);
imN  = ebemul(prices,im);
govN = ebemul(prices,gov);
// End of code particular to TINY














1. Make up employment and labor force data for Tiny, and estimate and put into the model 
employment equations. Have the model compute unemployment. Modify the savings 
equation so that the model provides employment for roughly 96 percent of the labor force, 























































ovr overrides the result of the equation with the value of the time series given. Values between 
given years are linearly interpolated. In the example below, the macro fix program would 
calculate and override a fix series that starts in 1992, ends in 2000, and moves in a straight 
line between the two points. For example 
ovr uincome$
 92  154.1
 2000  182.3;
389
would override the value of the forecast of uincome$ with the values shown for the years 
shown. Note that year can be either 2-digits or 4-digits (they are all converted to 4-digits in 
the program). If uincome$ were an exogenous variable, then it must receive a fix. If it were 
endogenous, the above fix would replace the values forecasted by the equation.
ind is a variety of the override fix that specifies the time series as an index. There must be data in
the VAM file for the item being fixed up until at least the first year of the index series 
specified.  The value for the item in that year is then moved by the index of the time series 
given by the fix lines. For example,
ind invtot
 2003  1.0  1.03  1.08  1.12  1.15
 2008  1.21 1.29  1.31 
will move the value of invtot in 2003 forward by the index of the series given, and will 
replace the calculated value of invtot by this value when the model is run.
gro is a type of override fix that specifies the time series by growth rates. For the growth rate fix 
to be legal, there must be data in the VAM file up until at least the year before the first year 
of the growth rate fix. Missing values of the growth rates are linearly interpolated.
gro wag01
 1993  3.1
 2000  3.4;
stp is a type of override fix that specifies the growth rate in a series of steps. It is like “gro” 







cta does a constant term adjustment. That is, it adds or subtracts the value of the time series to 
the result of an equation or a previous fix. The time series is provided by the fix definition. 
For example,
cta nonagincome
  1992 .0001
  1995  200
  2000  180;
is a constant term adjustment for nonagricultural income from 1992 to 2000. Intermediate 
values are of course linearly interpolated.
mul multiplies the equation's forecast by a factor specified by the data series on the following 
line. For example:
mul ulfi$
 1992  1.0
 1995  1.05
 2000  1.10;
multiplies the forecast results for the macrovariable ulfi$ by the factors shown. Values of the 
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multiplicative fix between the years shown are linearly interpolated, as usual.
Next is the “rho” fix, which plays a very important role for macrovariables.
rho is the rho-adjustment fix, familiar from macromodels. It may, in fact, be considered a fully 
legitimate part of the model. The format is:
rho <depvar> <rho_value> [rho_set_date] 
where
depvar is the name of the dependent variable 
rho_value is the value of rho.
rho_set_date is the year in which the rho-adjustment error is to be calculated. If none 
is provided, it is set in the year specified by the Macro Equation Start Date specified 
on the form when starting a run.
for example:
rho invtot .40 2003
tells the model to apply a rho-adjustment to the variable invtot using the value .40 for rho, 
and starting the rho-adjustment in 2003.
A rho fix with a rho_set_date works like a "skip" (see below)  in years before the 
rho_set_date. Unlike rho fixes in macromodels, an endogenous variable can have a "rho" fix 
in conjunction with and a "cta" or "mul"  fix. The rho-adjustment is applied before the other 
fix.
skip is the simplest type of fix. It simply skips the equation and uses the values in the model G 
bank. For example:
skip invn$35








dind is the “dynamic index fix”. This fix can start in any year, and does not rely on historical data 
being present in the databank. Rather, the fix is calculated during model solution when the  
first year used is specifying the fix is reached. For example, if the fix is 
dind invtot
 2005  1.0  1.03  1.08  1.12  1.15 1.20
and a forecast is begun in 2003, then the equation will be used for 2004 and 2005, but the 
value of invtot in 2006 will be 103 percent of whatever value was calculated for 2005. 
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dgro is the dynamic version of the growth rate (“gro”) fix. This fix can start in any year, and does 
not require data to be available in the databank for the starting year of the fix. The growth 
rate is always applied to the value of the variable in the previous period.
dstp is the dynamic version of the “stp” fix.
The final three types of fixes (“eqn, “fol”, and “shr”) are very flexible. They enable the model user to
play some of the roles of the model builder. Using an equation fix, a replacement equation for a 
variable can be specified in the fixes file, which can use any legal G7 expression of other 
macrovariables, vector variables and matrix variables. The body of the fix plays a special role in the 
fix, as shown below. Follow (“fol”) and share (“shr”) fixes are really special variants of the more 
general equation fix, but the need for them is so common that they have been made available as 
special types. We will now describe these fixes for macrovariables. 
eqn is the equation fix. This type of fix lets you dynamically introduce a new equation 
relationship into the model at run time. The advantage of this type of fix is that users of the 
model who are not programmers can introduce their own assumed relationships into the 
model, without having to change the model program code. It is also helpful for prototyping a 
model, where you want to quickly try out different equation relationships to see how they 
work, before coding them into the model. 
The equation fixes use the same expression syntax as used in the “f” command and other 
commands in G7. The format for equation fixes for macrovariables is:
eqn <Macroname> = <expression>
<year> <value> [<value> <value> ...]
<year> <value> [<value> <value> ...]
where: <Macroname> is a legitimate name of a macrovariable, <expression> is a legitimate 
expression, as described below, and the <year> <value> entries are in the same format as the 
data for other fixes, but indicate the years for which the equation fix is to take effect. They 
also represent the time series for a special variable called fixval, which can be used within the
equation expression. This fixval variable can be used wherever a vector or macrovariable 
could be used. 
Just about any expression that is legal in G7 is legal for an equation fix, except that only a 
subset of functions are implemented. These functions are: @cum, @peak, @log, @exp, @sq,
@sqrt, @pow, @fabs, @sin, @pct, @pos, @ifpos, @pct, @rand and @round.
Lagged values of any order can be used, with the constraint that they must not be before the 
starting year of the model G bank (DYME.BNK). Macrovariables are read directly from 
memory. Lagged values of vector variables are read from the VAM file. Therefore, you can 
use a lagged value of any vector as far back as the starting date of the VAM file, and you are 




# Make the T bill rate equal to the average inflation plus some percent,
#   specified in “fixval”.
eqn rtb = .34*gdpinf + .33*gdpinf[1] + .33*gdpinf[2] + fixval
  2016 1.0
  2030 1.5;
Though it is not necessary to know in order to use the function, you may be curious as to where 
the equation is stored and how it is calculated. To continue with the example just given, the Macfixer
program stores a fix by the name of rtb:e and the values of fixval as the value of the fix. Then at the 
end of index file for this bank (MACFIXES.IND if MACFIXES is the name of the bank), where it 
does not interfere with G7’s use of the bank, it labels and stores the text of the equation. When the 
fix is to be applied, this text is read and the value calculated with code borrowed from G7 for 
calculating f commands. 
The equation fix was developed while Inforum was still using earlier, Fortran-based modeling 
software that required the model builder to estimate a regression equation with one program and then
by hand write it into the model. Thus, writing an equation fix was not more trouble that putting a 
new equation into the model. With the present integration of G and Interdyme, it is far easier to 
replace an equation in the model with a newly estimated one than to write an equation fix. The 
equation fix may still be useful for model users who do not have access to the code of the model.
fol is the follow fix. The follow fix allows you to specify that a macrovariable should move like 
some other quantity, which may be specified as a general expression involving vector and 
macrovariables, just like the equation fix.
The general format for the follow fix is:
fol <Macroname> = <expression>
<year> <value> [<value> <value> ...]
<year> <value> [<value> <value> ...]
The variable “fixval” should not be used in the follow fix expression. Its purpose is to specify
a growth rate to add to the growth of the expression.
For example, if we would like to specify that Medicaid transfer payments grow like real 
disposable income per capita, plus 0.1 per cent, we could write:
fol trhpmi = di09/pt
2016 0.1
2040 0.1
shr is the share fix. This fixed is used to specify that the macrovariable should be a certain share 
of another variable or expression, with the share specified by the fix value. Actually, the 
“share” is just a multiplier, so it can be any number.
The general format of the share fix is:
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shr <Macroname> = <expression>
<year> <value> [<value> <value> ...]
<year> <value> [<value> <value> ...]
In the share fix, the fix value is the multiplier or share to multiply by the right hand side 
expression.
When the input file specifying the fixes as described above is ready, it should be saved with 
“.mfx” as the extension of its file name. 
On the G7 main menu, then click Model | Run Dyme Model, and the fixer programs (MacFixer 
and Fixer) will be run before running the model. As described previously, the macro fixes are written
into a file which is structured like a G bank. For example, in the MACFIXER.CFG shown below for 
Tiny, the name of the output fixes bank is “MacFixes”. Therefore, MacFixer will create the files 
MACFIXES.BNK and MACFIXES.IND, which may be assigned and viewed in G7 just like any 
other G bank.
MACFIXER.CHK 
Input fix file    ;Macfixes.mfx
Output fixes bank ;MacFixes
Model G bank      ;tmp
Output check file ;MacFixer.chk
The names of the series in this G bank are formed by concatenating the series name with a colon




will put into the MACFIXES data bank a variable by the name invtot:c whose values will be linearly
interpolated between 2004 and 2010. If you create a file by the name of MACFIXES.MFX with 
exactly this fix in it, save the file and click Model | Run Dyme Model to create the MACFIXES G 
data bank, you can then open up the bank, and give G7 the commands:
bank macfixes b
lis  b
and see that the bank has a variable by the name of invtot:c. You can then do 
type  b.invtot:c
and see the interpolated add factor. Alternatively, you can look in the MACFIXES.CHK file and see 
Fix Number 1: cta fix on invtot
  2003       10.00       11.00       12.00       13.00       14.00 
  2008       15.00       16.00       17.00 
which should assure you that the interpolation has been done correctly. This file also serves as a 
record of the assumptions made for a particular run. 
The correspondence between fix types and codes suffixed to the variable names are: skip ('k'), 
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ovr ('o'), cta ('c'), ind ('i'), gro ('g'), stp ('s'),  rho ('r'), and eqn (‘e’).
Macro fixes provide an alternative way to supply values of exogenous variables. Exogenous 
variables may be put into the "hist" bank in the process of running Idbuild. If the variable appears in 
no .sav file for a macro equation, then it is included in the PSEUDO.SAV file. The standard way of 
providing the values of the exogenous variables is then through "update" or other commands in G7. 
Another possibility for providing exogenous values is to have a special run of G7 with the "hist" or 
other bank as the workspace bank. Finally, one can provide the exogenous values as macrofixes.  For
example, if we want disinc to be an exogenous variable, then -- however we are going to provide the 
values -- we need the statement 
f disinc = disinc
in the PSEUDO.SAV file. To use the macrofix method of assigning values, we need in the code of 
the model the statements
depend=disinc[t];
disinc[t] = disinc.modify(depend);
We could then provide the values with "ovr", "ind", "gro", or "stp" commands to the macrofix 

















































  :zwanzig (2 – 19)
makes the group "duo" consist of the integers 1 and 20.
When a group is referenced after it is defined, its name must be preceded by a colon, as shown 
when "zwanzig" was used in the definition of "duo" above. Names of groups are case sensitive; 
commands for Fixer must be lower case. Groups can be defined anywhere in the input file before the
first time you used them. If you try to redefine an existing group, the program will complain, unless 
the new group has the same or less elements than did the old group. References to other groups can 












ovr overrides the result of the equations with the value of the time series given. Again, 
intermediate values are linearly interpolated. In the example below, the fix program would 
calculate and override fix series that starts in 1992, ends in 2000, and moves in a straight line 
between the two points. For example, 
ovr ex 10
  1992  154.1
  2000  182.3;
would override the value of the forecast of element 10 of the "ex" vector (probably exports) 
with the values shown for the years shown. As an example of a matrix fix,
ovr am 1 9
  1990 .23 
  1995 .26
  2000 .28;
would override the value of the A-matrix in the Vam file for element (1,9), from 1990 to 
2000. As before, missing values are linearly interpolated.
ind, dind
is a variety of the override fix that specifies the time series as an index. There must be data in
the vam file for the item being fixed up until at least the first year of the index series 
specified.  The value for the item in that year is then moved by the index of the time series 
given by the fix lines. For example,
ind pceio :zwanzig
 1982  1.0  1.03  1.08  1.12  1.15
 1997  1.21  1.29  1.31  1.34;
will calculate the sum of the elements of the pceio vector included in the group "zwanzig" in 
1982, will move that sum forward by the index of the series given, and will impose that 
control total on the those elements when the model is run.
The “dind” version of the fix can start in any year, and indexes the series to the value of the 
expression in the starting year of the fix.
gro, dgro
is a type of override fix that specifies the time series by growth rates. For the growth rate fix 
to be legal, there must be data in the vam file up until at least the year before the first year of 
the growth rate fix. Missing values of the growth rates are linearly interpolated.
gro out 10
 1983  3.1
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 2000  3.4;
The “dgro” version of the growth rate fix can start in any year, and always calculates the 
series in the present period based on the value in the previous period.
stp, dstp
is a step-growth fix. It is like “gro” except that a growth rate continues until a new one is 
provided. A value for the final period is necessary.
stp out 1
 83  4.1
 95  4.5
 2000 5.0;
The “dstp” version is the dynamic version, which can start in any year. It is just like “dgro”, 
except for the method of interpolation of the fix values.
mul multiplies the equation forecast by a factor specified by the data series on the following line. 
For example,
mul im 44
 1992  1.0
 1995  1.05
 2000  1.10;
multiplies the forecast results for imports of sector 44 by the factors shown. Values of the 
multiplicative fix on imports between the years shown are linearly interpolated.
cta does a constant term adjustment. That is, it adds or subtracts the value of the time series to 
the result of the equations. The time series is provided by the fix definition. For example,
cta def :Alice
  1992 .0001
  1995  200
  2000  180;
is a constant term adjustment for defense expenditures of all sectors in the Alice group. 
Intermediate values are linearly interpolated.
eqn The equation fix for vectors works in the same way as the version for macrovariables, with 
the exception that the name of the vector must be separated from the sector number by a 
space. For example:
# Make the pce deflator for category 3 grow like the aggregate PCE deflator, 
#   based on the ratio in 1997, from 1998 to 2010.
eqn cprices 3 = cprices3{1997}/apc{1997} * cprices3
   1998 1
   2010 1
# Make corporate profits in sector 1 remain a constant share of total 
corporate
#   profits, equal to the share in 1997:
eqn cpr 1 = cpr1{1997}/vcpr{1997} * vcpr
  1998 1
  2010 1
fol The follow fix specifies that an element or group of a certain vector should follow the 
expression on the right, plus or minus a certain growth rate, which can be specified in the 
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body of the fix. It is often used to make imports of a certain commodity grow like domestic 
demand. For example, the following follow fix makes crude petroleum imports grow like 
domestic demand, plus 0.2 percent per year:
fol im 4 = dd4
1998 0.2
2030 0.2
shr The share fix takes the value of the body of the fix (fixval), and multiplies the right hand 
expression by it, before assigning the value to the left hand side variable or group. Like the 
follow fix, a typical use for this fix might be in controlling the relation between imports and 
domestic demand. The example below specifies the share of domestic demand for imports of 
Radio, television and video equipment:













e use the equation
i add the difference to imports
d put the difference in a vam vector named "dump", where nothing is done with it, but 
it can be displayed. 
Answers
3.2 The new outputs are
166.14  55.21 222.30 763.57 426.48 206.41 812.58 148.00
and the primary resources required to produce them are
317.24  1351.84  268.34  226.58.
3.3 The net export of depreciation is -5.73.
3.4 The new price vector is  (.92  .96  .89  .90  .71  .93  .96  1.00).



















An initial guess of the inside of the table for the target year can then be made by assuming 
constant coefficients for the input-output coefficients and for the shares in each of the final demand 
vectors. More sophisticated initial estimates could also be made. One could use, for example, 
consumption functions to “forecast” the purchases of households. However the initial inside 
elements of the table are estimated, it is almost certain that they will not have the right row and 
column sums. Adjusting them to make them conform to these control totals is generally done by 
what has come to be called the RAS procedure, a name derived from notation in Richard Stone’s 
description of the method in A Computable Model of Economic Growth (Chapman and Hall, 
London, 1962)18. 
The method is extremely simple in practice. First scale all of the rows so that each has the 
correct total. Then scale all the columns so that each has the correct total. The row sums are then 
probably  no longer correct, so scale them again, and then scale the columns again, and so on until 
the scaling factors have converged to 1.0. The matrix at that point has the desired row and column 
sums. If At denotes the flow matrix at stage t of the operation, Rt denotes the row scaling factors at 
step t arrayed as the diagonal elements of an otherwise zero matrix, and St denotes the column 
scaling factors similarly arrayed, then the flow matrix at the beginning of stage t+1 is
At+ 1=Rt At S t   (18.1.1)
18   The idea had been mentioned by Leontief in the 1941 edition of Structure of the American Economy, but the idea 





The practice is simple, but will the process converge?  To answer that question, we will need 
some notation. Let the original matrix be A, whose elements we will denote by ai j, let b be the 
positive vector of required row sums and c be the positive vector of required column sums. The first 
condition is that A be non-negative. The second is simply that there must exist at least one matrix 
with zeroes where A has zeroes and positive numbers where  A has positive numbers. This matrix 
must also have row sums equal to b and column sums equal to c.
Notice that this second condition did not assume a solution of the form we are seeking, that is, 
derived from A by scaling the rows and columns. It does, however, have some important 
implications. The first is that the sum of the elements of b must be the same as the sum of the 
elements of c. A further implication is that, if it is possible rearrange the rows and columns of A so 
that an all-zero block appears, then the corresponding subtotals of b and c must be consistent with 
those blocks remaining zero while the other cells are positive. For example, if
A=( 1 01 2)
then we must also have b1 < c1   and b2 > c2 . In practice, one insures that the first implied condition 
(the equality of the sum of row sums and column sums) is met before beginning the RAS 
calculations. If they fail to converge, then one looks for inconsistencies along the lines of the second 
implication. 
The proof of the convergence of the RAS procedure under these general conditions requires a 
complicated notation. The essence of the proof, however, can be seen in the special case in which A 
is all positive, and we will limit ourselves to that case. (For the general case, see M. Bacharach, 
Biproportional Matrices. Cambridge University Press, 1970.)
We will start the process by scaling the rows, then the columns, and so on. In the first row 








where the superscript on the r refers to the iteration number. Then we compute the first-round 





































Thus, we can see that the second-round row factors are reciprocals of convex combinations of the 
first-round column factors, that is, they are reciprocals of a weighted average of those first-round 






















































Then combining the first inequality of (18.2.4) with the second of (18.2.6) and the second of (18.2.4)











































Thus the convergence is proven for the case of all positive A. The proof is similar for  A with 
some 0 elements, but in this case, it may require several iterations to get a finite reduction in the 
maximal elements of r and s.
In practice, the condition that the sum of b equals the sum of c is checked and assured before the
iterative process begins. The initial r and s vectors should be reported by the program because they 
often indicate discrepancies between b and c vectors and the initial A matrix. Once the iterations 
start,  the largest and smallest elements of the r and s vectors should be reported every five or ten 
iterations. It is common to observe “wars” between a row control and a column control when one 
element looms large in both its row and column, but the control totals for the two are quite different. 
Such “wars” are symptomatic of a failure of the second assumption and an indication that the b and 






It often happens in updating or making tables that one has better information about some cells 
than about others. For example, in updating the a table with a Glass row, we may have quite good 
information on the sales of glass products to Beer, because we have information on the production of
glass beer bottles. In this case, we can simply remove the “relatively well-known flow” from both its


































After this preliminary scaling, the known flows can be removed for the rest of the RAS process. 
While this scaling may seem a bit arbitrary, in practice it has given plausible results in many 
applications. In fact, it worked so well that the first person working with it, Thomas Reimbold, felt 
that the z must stand for Zauber, “magic” in German, his native language. The procedure is therefore









































If A represents the coefficient matrix in producer prices and Ti represents the ith layer of 
transportation and trade margin coefficients, then the fundamental input-output equations become
q=Aq+∑
i
S iT i q + f=(A+∑
i
Si T i)q + f   (18.1.1)
where Si is a matrix with 1's  in the row which produces the service distributed by layer i and 
elsewhere all zero. The matrix is, in fact, the matrix in producer prices with which it has been 
traditional to compute. What is gained by distinguishing the layers is not a correction of the 
traditional computations but rather a better description of what the flows are and a better basis for 



































Makers of input-output tables often find data on inputs not by the product into which they went 
but by the industry that used them. An industry is a collection of establishments with a common 
principal or primary product. But besides this primary product, any one of these establishments may 
produce a number of secondary products, products primary to other industries. Establishments 
classified in the Cheese industry may also produce ice cream, fluid milk, or even plastic moldings. 
Consequently, the Cheese industry may have inputs of chocolate, strawberries, sugar, plastic resins, 
and other ingredients that would appall a connoisseur of cheese. The inputs, however, are designated 
by what the product was, not by what industry made them. Similarly, data on the final demands, such
as exports and personal consumption expenditure, is by product exported or consumed, not by the 
industry which made it. Thus, input-output matrices usually appear in two parts. The first part, called
the Use matrix, has products in its rows but industries in its columns. The entries show the use of 
each product (in the rows) by each industry (in the columns.)  The second part, called the Make 
matrix, has industries  in the rows and products in the columns; the entries show how much of each 
product was made in each industry. (Some statistical offices also publish instead of the Make matrix 
a Supply matrix, which is product by industry like the Use matrix, but contains the information in 
the Make matrix, plus information on margins and taxes on domestic production and imports. This 
format is now recommended by the 2008 System of National Accounts). 
How can we use these two matrices to compute the outputs of the various products necessary to 
meet a final demand given in product terms?
One way is to consider that each product will be produced in the various industries in the same 
proportion as in the base year of the table. This assumption is used, for example, in computable 
general equilibrium models based on social accounting matrices that explicitly show the Make and 
Use matrices. This assumption, however, can produce anomalous results. In the above example, an 
increase in the demand for cheese would automatically and immediately increase demand for 
chocolate, strawberries, and sugar. These are not common ingredients in most varieties of cheese!  
There must be a better way to handle the problem.
This highly unsatisfactory situation has led to efforts to make a product-to-product matrix. 
Indeed, the problem is so well recognized that the “Transmission programme of data” of the 
European system of accounts requires that all national statistical offices of the member states of the 
European Union transmit “symmetric” input output tables to Eurostat every five years. No real 
advice, however, is offered by Eurostat to the statistical offices on how to make these product-to-
product tables. This chapter offers a valuable tool for the process. (“Symmetric” is here intended to 
mean that the same concepts are used in both rows and columns. Its use as applied to these matrices 
is both highly confusing and not descriptive. Since it is the nature of the rows and columns that is 




1. The product-technology assumption, which supposes that a given product is made with the 
same inputs no matter which industry it is made in.
2. The industry-technology assumption, which supposes that all products made within an 
industry are made with the same mix of inputs.
The System of National Accounts 1993 (SNA)  reviews the two assumptions and finds (Section 
15.146, p. 367) 
On theoretical grounds, .... the industry technology assumption performs rather poorly" and is 
highly implausible.
And in the following Section 15.147:
From the same theoretical point of view, the product (commodity) technology model seems to 
meet the most desirable properties .... It also appeals to common sense as it is found a priori 
more plausible than the industry technology assumption. While the product technology 
assumption thus is favoured from a theoretical and common sense viewpoint, it may need some 
kind of adjustment in practice. The automatic application of this method has often shown results 
that are unacceptable, insofar as the input-output coefficients appear as extremely improbable or 
even impossible. There are numerous examples of the method leading to negative coefficients 
which are clearly nonsensical from an economic point of view.19
Since 1967, the Inforum group has used a "semi-automatic" method of making "some kind of 
adjustment" in calculations based on the product-technology assumption, as called for by the SNA. 
We have used it with satisfactory results -- and without a single negative coefficient -- on every 
American table since 1958. The method was published in Almon 1970 and in Almon et al. 1974. 
Despite this long and satisfactory use of the method, it seems not to have come to the attention of the
general input-output community. In particular, the authors of the section quoted from the SNA seem 
to have been unaware of it. This chapter illustrates the method and expands the previous exposition 
with an example, provides a computer program in the C++ language for executing the method, and 
presents some of the experience of applying the method to the 1992 table for the USA.
20.2. An Example
An example will help us to visualize the problem. The Table 20.2.1 below shows the Use matrix






19 The United Nations Handbook of Input-Output Table Compilation and Analysis, 1999 (pp. 98-103) goes into this 
question in further detail, and also comes out strongly in favor of using the product technology to develop product by
product tables. SNA 2008 however, glosses over the topic, and falls back into the stance of arguing that since the 















USE    Industries
Products    Cheese  Ice cream  Chocolate      Rennet       Other
Cheese 0 0 0 0 0
Ice cream 0 0 0 0 0
Chocolate 4 36 0 0 0
Rennet 14 6 0 0 0
Other 28 72 30 5 0
MAKE Products
Industries Cheese Ice cream Chocolate Rennet Other
Cheese 70 20 0 0 0
Ice cream 30 180 0 0 0
Chocolate 0 0 100 0 0
Rennet 0 0 0 20 0
Other 0 0 0 0 535
Total 100 200 100 20 535
M Products
Industries Cheese Ice cream Chocolate Rennet Other
Cheese 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ice cream 0.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
Chocolate 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
Rennet 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0








U=RM '   (20.2.1)
Where M ' is the transpose of M. It is then a simple matter to compute R as
R=U (M ' )−1 20.2.2)
For our example, (M ' )−1 is given in table 20.2.4.
Table 20.2.4  M' Inverse
and R works out to be








Cheese Ice cream Chocolate Rennet Other
Cheese 1.5 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ice cream -0.2 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Chocolate 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
Rennet 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
R Cheese Ice cream Chocolate Rennet Other
Cheese 0 0 0 0 0
Ice cream 0 0 0 0 0
Chocolate 0 40 0 0 0
Rennet 20 0 0 0 0
Other 30 70 30 5 0
Table 20.2.6  An Alternative Use Matrix
Table 20.2.7 shows what the R matrix would have been:









C=UN '   (20.2.3)
where N is the matrix derived from the Make matrix by dividing each row by the row total. For 
example, the Cheese column of C is  C1 = .77778U1 + 0.14285U2 because 77.778 percent of the 
product of the first industry is cheese and 14.285 percent of the product of the second industry is 
cheese. The result of applying this assumption to our example is Table 20.2.8.
Table 20.2.8  The Mess Made by the Industry Technology Assumption
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Alternative USE    Industries
Products    Cheese  Ice cream  Chocolate      Rennet       Other
Cheese 0 0 0 0 0
Ice cream 0 0 0 0 0
Chocolate 3 37 0 0 0
Rennet 15 5 0 0 0
Other 28 72 30 5 0
Impossible  R Cheese Ice cream Chocolate Rennet Other
Cheese 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ice cream 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Chocolate -1.7 41.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
Rennet 21.7 -1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0











We wrote the basic equation relating U, M, and R as equation (20.2.1) above. It will prove 
convenient to rewrite equation (20.2.1) as
U '=MR'   (20.3.1)
Using U i ' to denote the ith column of U' and Ri ' to denote the ith column of R, we can write




u=U i '  and  r=Ri ' (20.3.3)
Then equation (20.3.2) becomes
u=Mr   (20.3.4)
or
0=−Mr+ u   (20.3.5)
And adding r to both sides gives
r=( I−M )r+ u   (20.3.6)
Apart from the unusual case in which less than half of the production of a product is in 
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   Industries
Products    Cheese  Ice cream  Chocolate      Rennet       Other
Cheese 0 0 0 0 0
Ice cream 0 0 0 0 0
Chocolate 8.254 31.746 0 0 0
Rennet 11.746 8.254 0 0 0













r(k+ 1)=( I−M )r(k )+ u   (20.3.8)
To see the economic interpretation of this equation, let us write out the equation for the 
use of a product, say chocolate, in producing product j, say cheese:
r(k+ 1)=u j− ∑
h=1 ; h≠ j
n
m jh r h
(k)+ (1−m jj)r j

































=1 if  u j≥ ∑














Equation (20.3.9), which expresses the Seidel process without the no-negatives condition, is then 
replaced by
r(k+ 1)=u j−s j
(k ) ∑
h=1 ; h≠ j
n






(k )   (20.3.14)
By the choice of the scale factors, s, we are sure that r j
(k+ 1) is not negative. By summing both sides


































































































[Almon] iterates truncated Neumann series in which matrix multiplications are carried out only 
to a limited extent to avoid negatives. This arithmetic manipulation goes without justification, is 
arbitrary and depends on the choice of [make matrix]-decomposition as well as the iteration 
scheme.
I do not believe that any of this comment  is correct. The Neumann series is the 























































































































.050 - .250 17
.030 - .050 24
.020 - .030 54
.010 - .020 117
.000 - .010 312





























Sum Column Column Largest single diference
|dif| Number Name Row |dif| Row Name
0.250 272 Asbestos products 31 0.023 Misc. nonmetallic minerals
0.232 88 Sausages 3 0.151 Meat animals
0.167 125 Vegetable oil mills, nec 15 0.074 Oil bearing crops  incl s
0.118 493 Auto rental & leasing 232 0.025 Petroleum refining
0.088 128 Edible fats and oils, nec 15 0.043 Oil bearing crops  incl s
0.088 126 Animal & marine fats 126 0.038 Animal & marine fats &
0.086 87 Meat packing plants 3 0.057 Meat animals
0.079 285 Primary metals, nec 22 0.006 Iron & ferroalloy ore m
0.079 225 Manmade organic fibers 212 0.036 Indl chem: inorg & org
0.074 450 Transportation services 232 0.019 Petroleum refining
0.068 123 Cottonseed oil mills 5 0.048 Cotton
0.065 357 Carburetors, pistons, 391 0.011 Electronic components
0.060 99 Pickles, sauces 1 0.011 Dairy farm products
0.060 95 Canned & cured sea food 19 0.039 Commercial fishing
0.059 139 Yarn mills & textile fini 212 0.035 Indl chem: inorg & org
0.055 459 Sanitary services, steam 413 0.018 Mechanical measuring devices







































































































#include <stdio.h> // for printf();
#include <math.h> // for abs()
#include "bump.h"
int purify(Matrix& R, Matrix& U, Matrix& M, float toler);
void main(){











/* Purification produces a product-to-product (or Recipe) matrix R from a Use matrix U and a Make 
matrix M. M(i,j) shows the fraction of product j made in industry i. U(i,j) shows the amount of 
product i used in industry j. The product-technology assumption leads us to expect that there 
exits a matrix R such that U = RM'. If, however, we compute R = U*Inv(M') we often find many small
negative elements in  R. This routine avoids those small negatives in an iterative process.
*/
int purify(Matrix& R, Matrix& U, Matrix& M, float toler){
int row, i, j, m, n, iter, imax;
const maxiter = 20;
float sum,rob,scale,dismax,dis;
n = U.rows();  // n = number of rows in U
m = U.columns(); // m = number of columns in U
Vector C(m), P(m), Flow(m), Discrep(m);
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// Flow is row of U matrix and remains unchanged.
// P becomes the row of the purified matrix.
// C is the change vector at each iteration.
// At the end of each iteration we set P = Flow + C, to start // the next iteration.
 
// Purify one row at a time
for(row = 1; row <= n; row++){
C.set(0.); // C, which will receive the changes, is 
// initialized to zero.





for(j = 1; j<=m; j++){
// Calculate total claims from other industries on 
// the inputs into industry j.
sum = 0;
for(i = 1; i <= m; i++){





// Did we steal more from j than j had?
if (sum > Flow[j] && sum > 0){
// scale down robbery
scale = 1. - Flow[j]/sum;
for(i = 1; i <= m; i++){







// Check for convergence
imax = 0;
dismax = 0;
for(i = 1; i <= m; i++){







P = Flow + C;
C.set(0);
if(dismax > toler){
if(iter < maxiter) goto start;
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CHAPTER 21. A PERHAPS ADEQUATE DEMAND SYSTEM
Long-term, multisectoral modeling requires calculation of consumer expenditures in some detail
by product. Finding a functional form to represent the market demand functions of consumers for 
this work has proven a surprisingly thorny problem. Clearly, the form must deal with significant 
growth in real income, the effects of demographic and other trends, and changes in relative prices. 
Both complementarity and substitution should be possible among the different goods. Increasing 
income should certainly not necessarily, by the form of the function, force the demand for some 
good to go negative. Prices should affect the marginal propensity to consume with respect to income,






















d ij log( p j)+ bi log( y /P )  
(21.
1.1)
where  si is the budget share of product i,  p j is the price of product j, y is nominal 
income and P is an overall price index, the matrix of d's is symmetric and has zero row and 























































k is the consumption of product i by individual k,  yk  is the nominal income 


































































which is what Slutsky symmetry of the market demand functions would imply. Thus, strict micro 
theory does not imply Slutsky symmetry of market demand functions. Consequently, there is in 
general no "representative consumer."  To suppose that market demand functions derived by 
maximizing the utility of this non-existent entity have "micro foundations" not enjoyed by functions 
not so derived is hardly respectful of micro theory. Rather, any market demand functions so derived 
are on exactly the same theoretical footing as market demand functions made up without any 
reference to utility maximization. Both kinds of functions must meet the same "adequacy" criteria. 
With that point clearly established, we may, however, ask: Are there restrictive conditions under 
which equation (21.2.2) would imply equation (21.2.3)?  One condition is, of course, that all 
individuals should have not only the same utility function but also the same income, and that the 
increase in aggregate income is accomplished by giving each the same increase. That condition is 
hardly interesting for empirical studies. A less restrictive condition is that the marginal propensity to 
consume a given product with respect to income should be the same for all individuals, or in effect, 

























This is exactly what equation (21.2.3) states, for in this case it makes no difference to whom the 









Now the assumption that all Engel curves are straight lines is generally contradicted by cross-section
budget studies, even when one uses total expenditure in place of income in the Engel curves. (See, 
for example, Chao [1991] where Figure 2.2 shows Engel curves for 62 products). On the other hand, 
many products have virtually straight Engel curves over a considerable middle range of total 
expenditure where most households find themselves. Thus, one gets the impression that while 
Slutsky symmetry is certainly not a necessary property of market demand curves, it probably does 
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no great violence to reality to impose symmetry to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated.
21.3. A Perhaps Adequate Form
The 1979 Almon article introduced a form with a multiplicative relation between the income 
terms and the price terms. Its general form is:





where the left side is the consumption per capita of product i in period t and a i(t)  is a function of 
time. The bi  are positive constants. The y is nominal income per capita; pk  is the price index 






where sk  is the budget share of product k in the period in which the price indexes are all 1, and 








































c ji x j
pi
  (21.3.4)















then the form can be written as




λ ik sk   (21.3.7)
where 












I l lu st ra t io n  o f  G r o u p s  a n d  Su b g r o u p s
P ro d u c t  G ro u p Su b g ro u p
F o o d 1 .  M e a t I A
2 .  F i s h  I  A
3 .  D a i r y  p r o d u c t s I A
4 .  C e r e a l  p r o d u c t s  I  B
5 .  F r u i t s  a n d  v e g e t a b le s  I  B
6 .  O t h e r  f o o d  p r o d u c t s  I  B
T r a n s p o r t a t io n 7 .  A u t o m o b i le s  I I  C
8 .  G a s o l i n e  a n d  o i l  I I  C
9 .  T i r e s ,  b a t t e r i e s ,  r e p a i r  I I  C
1 0 .  P u b l i c  t r a n s p o r t a t io n  I I
C lo t h i n g  a n d  S h o e s 1 1 .  C l o t h in g  I I I
1 2 .  S h o e s  I I I
N o  G r o u p 1 3 .  O t h e r  d u r a b l e s
1 4 .  O t h e r  n o n - d u r a b le s
1 5 .  O t h e r  s e r v i c e s
into one subgroup and a category not in the subgroup; the third group has no subgroup.
The idea of the Almon [1979] article was to assume that  λij= λ0  if i and j are not 
members of the same group or subgroup, while if they are in the same group, G,














achieve this generalization is to introduce n parameters,  λ1 , ...,  λn , and use them to 
define the  λij  as follows. If i and j are not members of the same group or subgroup, then
λ ij=λ i+ λ j   (21.3.9)
while if they are in the same group, G,  λij= λi+ λ j+ μ 'G , and if they are in the same 


























sk+ νg ' ∑
k∈g ,k≠i
sk+ c ii=0   (21.3.11)
If we solve this equation for  c ii  and substitute in equation (21.3.10), we obtain, after 
a bit of simplification,
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where we have inserted the terms involving p i / p i  into all of the products, because this term is 
always 1.0 no matter to what power it is raised. We can make the form even simpler by introducing 












We then obtain equation (21.3.14)





















































u ij =  the share in the base year of product j in the group which contains product i, or 0 
if i is not in a group with j.
w ij = the share in the base year of product j in the subgroup which contains product i or
0 if i is not in a subgroup with j.
μi = the  μ for the group which contains product i, or 0 if i is not in a group. Note 
that  μi is the same for all i in the same group.)
νi = the  ν for the subgroup which contains product i, or 0 if i is not in a subgroup. 
(Similarly, note that  νi is the same for all i in the same subgroup.)




λk sk   (21.3.17)
The compensated own­price elasticity of product i is then:
ηii=−λi(1−si)−L+ λ i si−μ i(1−uii )−νi(1−w ii)   (21.3.18)
While the cross­price elasticity, the elasticity of the demand for good i with respect to 
the price of good j, is 
ηij=λ i s j+ λ j s j−uijμ i+ wij νi   (21.3.19)
Two tables are produced by the estimation program. One shows, for each product, its 
share in total expenditure in the base year, the group and subgroup of which it is a member 



















different weighted populations can be used for computing the per capita consumption of different 
items. Further, if the size distribution of income is known, it can be used to compute income-based 
indicators of consumption more appropriate to each item than just average income. Thus, the 
program allows a different income variable to be used for each consumer category. Finally, instead 
of just a linear time trend, one can use a "trend" variable appropriate to a particular category. For 
example, the percentage of the population which smokes could be used in explaining spending on 
tobacco. The estimation program allows for all these possibilities. On the other hand, in view of this 
diversity, it seemed pointless to try to place constraints on the parameters of the income terms to 
make the income terms add up to total income. Instead, in applying the estimated functions, one 
should calculate the difference between the assumed total expenditure and that implied by the 







x̂ i , and subtract these from the vectors of observed values,  x i , to obtain vectors of 
residuals,  r i , thus:
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A1 0 0 B1 r1
0 A2 0 B2 r2
0 0 A3 B3 r3
]   (21.4.7)
If we now form the normal equations X'Xb = X'y in the usual notation, we find
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A1
' A1 0 0 A1
' B1
0 A2
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G r o u p s  a n d  S u b g r o u p s fo r  I n t e r n a t io n a l  C o m p a r iso n  
I .  F o o d  g r o u p
1  C e r e a l  a n d  b a k e r y  p r o d u c t s
A .  P r o t e i n  s o u r c e  s u b g r o u p
2  M e a t
3  F i s h  &  s e a f o o d
4  D a i r y  p r o d u c t s
5  F a t s  &  o i l s
6  F r e s h  f r u i t
7  F r e s h  v e g e t a b le s
8  S u g a r  &  s w e e t s
9  P r o c e s s e d  f r u i t  a n d  v e g e t a b le s
1 0  O t h e r  p r e p a r e d  f o o d ,  P e t  f o o d
1 1  N o n a l c o h o l i c  b e v e r a g e s
1 2  A l c o h o l i c  b e v e r a g e s
I I .  C lo t h in g  g r o u p
1 4  C lo t h in g  a n d  i t s  c le a n in g  a n d  r e p a i r
1 5  F o o t w e a r  a n d  r e p a i r
I I I .  H o u s e  f u r n i s h in g  a n d  o p e r a t i o n  g r o u p
1 8  F u r n i t u r e
1 9  F lo o r  c o v e r i n g s  a n d  t e x t i l e  p r o d u c t s
2 0  K i t c h e n  &  h h  a p p l i a n c e s
2 1  C h in a  &  g la s w r ,  t a b lw r  &  u t e n s i l s
2 2  O t h e r  n o n - d u r a b le s  a n d  s e r v i c e s
2 3  D o m e s t i c  s e r v i c e s
3 2  T V ,  r a d io ,  a u d io ,  m u s i c a l  i n s t r u m e n t s ,  c o m p u t e r s
I V .  M e d ic a l  g r o u p
2 4  D r u g  p r e p a r a t i o n s  a n d  s u n d r i e s
2 5  O p h t h a lm ic  &  o r t h o p e d ic  e q p t
2 6  P h y s i c i a n s ,  d e n t i s t s ,  o t h e r
2 7  H o s p i t a l s ,  n u r s i n g  h o m e s
V .  T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  g r o u p
A .  P r i v a t e  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n
2 8  V e h i c l e s
2 9  O p e r a t io n  o f  m o t o r  v e h i c le s
3 0  P u b l i c  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n
U n g r o u p e d  p r o d u c t s
1 3  T o b a c c o
1 6  T e n a n t - o c c u p i e d  n o n f a r m  s p a c e
1 7  E le c t r i c i t y ,  o i l ,  g a s ,  c o a l ,  w a t e r
3 1  C o m m u n ic a t i o n
3 3  B o o k s  &  m a p s ,  M a g a z in e s  a n d  n e w s p a p e r s
3 4  E d u c a t i o n
3 5  R e c r e a t io n a l  s e r v i c e s
3 6  P e r s o n a l  c a r e
3 7  H o t e l s  &  m o t e l s ,  r e s t a u r a n t s
3 8  O t h e r  g o o d s
3 9  F in a n c ia l  s e r v i c e s  a n d  in s u r a n c e
4 0  O t h e r  s e r v i c e s
E x t r a  A m e r i c a n  s e c t o r s  n o t  i n  E u r o p e a n  a c c o u n t s
4 1  F o o d  f u r n i s h e d  t o  e m p lo y e e s  a n d  f o o d  c o n s u m e d  o n  f a r m s
4 2  O w n e r - o c c u p i e d  h o u s in g
4 3  F o r e ig n  t r a v e l











































































Food Clothing Housing Medical Transport Protein PvtTrans
USA 0.25 0.96 -0.23 -0.26 0.06 -0.05 -0.54
Italy -0.02 1.83 0.70 0.33 0.02 0.09 0.48
Spain 0.12 -0.34 0.21 0.00 0.07 0.20 -0.28
France 0.61 0.15 0.77 -1.36 0.07 0.57 -0.51


















nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
1 Cereal and bakery produ 1 0 1  0.18 0.013 0.18 -0.60  0.01 -0.55 4.33 0.80
1 Pane e cereali          1 0 1  0.06 0.024 0.13 -1.59  0.00 -0.12 1.56 0.74
1 Pan y cereales          1 0 1 -0.12 0.026 0.18 -0.17 -0.26 -0.02 2.53 0.61











nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
2 Meat                    1 1 1 -0.16 0.018 0.03  0.47 -0.20 -0.19 3.98 0.74
2 Carne                   1 1 1  0.05 0.056 0.23  2.00  0.00 -0.15 2.78 0.81
2 Carne                   1 1 1  0.01 0.066 0.49 -1.00 -0.13 -0.21 2.94 0.50
441
2 Viandes                 1 1 1 -0.80 0.062 0.54  0.00  0.00 -0.04 1.89 0.81
Only Spain has seen any noticeable growth in Meat (2) demand since 1980. It showed an income 
elasticity of .5 as did France, but Spain has had greater income growth. Both the US and Italy have 
very low income elasticities, though Italy has a positive “taste” term, while the US and Spain both 
show negative “taste” trends.
3. Fish and seafood
nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
3 Fish & seafood          1 1 1  1.78 0.002 1.17 -0.07 -0.20 -2.12 8.90 0.52
3 Pesce                   1 1 1  0.01 0.013 0.89  0.20  0.00 -0.15 4.17 0.83
3 Pescado                 1 1 1 -0.02 0.024 0.35 -0.13 -0.34 -0.27 4.45 0.80
3 Poissons                1 1 1  0.00 0.008 1.58  0.11  0.00 -1.22 5.19 0.65
In striking contrast to Bread and Meat, Fish and seafood (3) shows strong income elasticities, above 
1.0 in the USA, Italy, and especially France. Fish is definitely the food of the affluent in these 
countries, while it definitely is not in Spain, where consumption has declined steadily as income 
rose. Note, however, that the share of fish in the budget of Pedro was twice that of Pietro, three times
that of Pierre, and twelve times that of Peter.
4. Milk and dairy products
nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
4 Dairy products          1 1 1 -0.01 0.008 0.11 -0.13 -2.35 -0.34 6.53 0.70
4 Latte, formaggi         1 1 1  0.07 0.029 0.48  0.64  0.00 -0.20 1.97 0.69
4 Leche, queso y huevos   1 1 1 -0.10 0.033 0.07 -0.33  0.86 -0.18 3.68 0.79









nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
5 Fats & oils             1 0 1 -0.08 0.002 0.06 -0.14 -0.37 -0.32 6.84 0.66
5 Oli e grassi            1 0 1 -0.04 0.008 0.07  2.43 -0.04 -0.03 2.85 0.73
5 Aceites y grasas        1 0 1 -0.08 0.011 0.06 -1.05 -0.54 -0.06 2.77 0.72
5 Huiles et graisses      1 0 1 -0.17 0.009 0.10 -0.62 -1.36 -0.53 2.42 0.34
6. Fruit and vegetables
nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
6 Fresh fruit             1 0 1  0.15 0.003 0.86 -0.21 -2.48 -0.55 6.35 0.67
6 Frutta                  1 0 1  0.05 0.043 0.26 -0.73  0.00 -0.11 1.64 0.04
442
6 Frutas y verduras       1 0 1  0.01 0.033 0.44  0.23 -1.04 -0.14 3.38 0.62
6 Fruits et legumes sauf  1 0 1 -0.45 0.025 0.20  0.52  0.00 -0.22 2.70 0.74
7. Fresh vegetables
nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
7 Fresh vegetables        1 0 1  0.12 0.004  0.93 -0.20 -1.82 -0.52 8.96 0.77
7 Patate                  1 0 1 -0.05 0.002  0.18  0.62 -0.01 -0.01 3.45 0.23
7 Patatas y tubérculos    1 0 1 -0.05 0.005  0.03 -1.07 -2.35 -0.10 6.60 0.70
7 Pommes de terre et autr 1 0 1 -0.63 0.002 -0.04 -6.46 -1.48 -0.09 7.63 0.67
Fats and oils (5) have uniformly low income elasticities and negative taste trends. Fruit has been 
declining in the US, while Fruit and vegetables (6), including canned and frozen, have been rising in
Italy and stable in Spain and France. Recall that the sectoral definitions are not comparable here. The
rest of the story for the US is found in Fresh vegetables (7), also in gentle decline, and in Processed 
fruits and vegetables (9), which also fails to show any growth. The total share for the US is 1.3 
percent of the budget,only a half or a third of that of the European countries. That low share does not
necessarily mean that we consume less than they do of these products. There are at least two other 
factors: larger total consumption and lower prices on agricultural products. The graphs for Potatoes 
show that the French are rapidly losing their appetite for French fries, as are the Spanish, while the 
Italians are not.
8. Sugar
nsec title                G S I  lamb share  IncEl DInc time% PrEl  Err% rho
8 Sugar & sweets          1 0 1  0.02 0.006 -0.01  2.83 -0.52 -0.41 5.92 0.47
8 Zucchero                0 0 0  0.00 0.003  0.10  7.14 -0.01  0.00 3.32 0.48
8 Azúcar                  0 0 0  0.00 0.002  0.09 -0.65 -0.50  0.00 4.32 0.87
8 Sucre                   1 0 1 -0.30 0.002  0.09  0.97 -2.83 -0.42 5.11 0.34
9. Coffee, tea & chocolate
nsec title                G S I lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
9 Processed fruit and veg 1 0 1 -0.09 0.006 0.02 -0.27 -0.07 -0.30 6.16 0.86
9 Caffe, te, cacao        1 0 1 -0.03 0.005 0.43 -0.31  0.00 -0.03 2.73 0.67
9 Café, té y cacao        1 0 1 -0.01 0.006 0.03 -1.12 -0.44 -0.14 3.65 0.77







nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err%  rho
10 Other prepared food, Pe 1 0 1 -0.05 0.017 1.63 -0.72  0.00 -0.31 4.52 0.79
10 Altri generi alimentari 1 0 1 -0.03 0.006 0.64 -0.85 -0.01 -0.03 5.02 0.79
10 Otros alimentos         1 0 1 -0.02 0.007 0.34 -0.21  0.88 -0.13 2.08 0.71










nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time%  PrEl  Err% rho
11 Nonalcoholic beverages 1 0 1  0.11 0.009 0.77  1.35 -0.01 -0.50  4.83 0.60
11 Bevande analcoliche    1 0 1 -0.01 0.004 1.58 -1.37 -0.04 -0.05  7.68 0.83
11 Bebidas no alcohólicas 1 0 1 -0.12 0.005 1.12 -0.60 -0.66 -0.03  3.50 0.57






nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time%  PrEl Err% rho
12 Alcoholic beverages    1 0 1  0.38 0.018 0.03 -0.02 -0.05 -0.73 3.55 0.84
12 Bevande alcoliche      1 0 1 -0.04 0.012 0.01 23.43 -0.90 -0.02 2.80 0.52
12 Bebidas alcohólicas    1 0 1 -0.07 0.014 0.09  4.24 -1.17 -0.08 5.70 0.72




nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time%  PrEl Err% rho
13 Tobacco                0 0 1  0.33 0.012 0.11 -0.02 -1.20 -0.48 3.16 0.21
13 Tabacco                0 0 0  0.00 0.016 0.03 37.79  1.03  0.00 7.10 0.86
13 Tabacos                0 0 1  0.06 0.016 0.34 -0.65  0.16 -0.09 3.00 0.53




nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time%  PrEl Err% rho
14 Clothing and its cleani2 0 1  0.00 0.044 1.36 -0.72  0.00 -0.30 1.31 0.46
14 Vestiario incl.riparazi2 0 1  0.09 0.083 0.88  1.14  0.00 -0.53 2.57 0.64
14 Vestido                2 0 1  0.07 0.064 0.78  0.00 -0.74  0.00 2.97 0.46









nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
15 Footwear and repair    2 0 1  0.04 0.008 1.23 -0.03  0.02 -1.00 4.48 0.62
15 Calzature incl riparazi2 0 1 -0.13 0.022 1.20  1.71  0.00 -1.40 6.28 0.86
15 Calzado                2 0 1  0.14 0.024 1.23 -0.21 -2.96  0.09 2.94 0.35




nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
16 Tenant occupied nonfrm 0 0 1  0.05 0.046 0.98 -0.39 0.00 -0.21 2.20 0.71
16 Affitti per abitazioni 0 0 1  0.00 0.107 1.00 -0.42 0.00 -0.08 1.84 0.77
16 Alquileres y agua      0 0 1  0.03 0.111 0.53 -0.26 0.48 -0.05 6.98 0.96






nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
17 Electricity, oil, gas, 0 0 1 -0.11 0.027 0.15 -0.08 0.00 -0.05 2.90 0.56
17 Combust.&energia elettr0 0 1 -0.01 0.033 0.87 -0.07 0.00 -0.06 3.74 0.70
17 Calefacción y alumbrado0 0 1  0.01 0.025 0.84 -0.28 2.08 -0.04 1.99 0.56








nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time%  PrEl Err% rho
18 Furniture              3 0 1 -0.03 0.009 1.06 -0.03 -0.01  0.06 4.36 0.49
18 Mobili                 3 0 1  0.04 0.028 1.57  0.26  0.00 -0.67 2.79 0.49
18 Muebles                3 0 1  0.08 0.021 1.38 -0.37 -1.95 -0.27 2.85 0.38
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nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl  Err% rho
19 Floor coverings and tex3 0 1  0.06 0.004 1.64 -0.02  -0.17 -0.01 8.43 0.73
19 Biancheria e altri arti3 0 1 -0.04 0.011 1.42 -0.30   0.00 -0.68 6.98 0.87
19 Artículos textiles     3 0 1  0.00 0.009 1.19  0.38  -1.08 -0.22 5.69 0.80




nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time%  PrEl Err% rho
20 Kitchen & hh appliances 3 0 1  0.10 0.005 0.53 -0.06 -0.04 -0.05 5.31 0.65
20 Elettrodomestici        3 0 1 -0.37 0.012 1.14  0.64  0.00 -0.35 2.55 0.44
20 Electrodomésticos       3 0 1 -0.10 0.010 1.64  0.71 -1.27 -0.12 5.30 0.69





nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time%  PrEl Err% rho
21 China & glaswr, tablwr  3 0 1  0.32 0.005 0.74 -0.03  0.08 -0.27 3.47 0.64
21 Cristallerie,vasellame  3 0 1 -0.66 0.006 1.02  0.21 -0.03 -0.10 3.28 0.61
21 Utensilios domésticos   3 0 1  0.04 0.005 0.17 -0.38 -1.65 -0.27 9.62 0.82
21 Verrerie, vaisselle et  3 0 1 -0.01 0.015 0.41 -0.17  0.00 -0.78 2.41 0.47
It is Italians and Americans who care about China, glassware, and tableware (21). 
The French have been particularly sensitive to the rising relative price of these
products.
22. Other non­durables
nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
22 Other non-durables and  3 0 1  0.59 0.019 0.52 -0.01  0.00 -0.57 2.05 0.45
22 Art.non dur. e servizi  3 0 1 -0.24 0.011 1.32 -1.92  0.01 -0.49 7.99 0.72
22 Mantenimiento           3 0 1 -0.10 0.015 0.95  0.12 -1.07 -0.11 3.82 0.70
22 Art. de ménage non-dur  3 0 1  0.01 0.018 1.15  0.02  0.00 -0.78 2.08 0.72
23. Domestic service
nsec title               G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time%  PrEl Err%  rho
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23 Domestic services     3 0 1  1.14 0.003 0.84 -0.02 -5.13 -1.08 10.45 0.80
23 Servizi domestici     3 0 1  0.03 0.025 1.44  0.33  0.00 -0.68  6.83 0.89
23 Servicio doméstico    3 0 1 -0.06 0.007 1.10 -1.06 -2.24 -0.17  7.91 0.79







nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl  Err% rho
24 Drug preparations and s 4 0 1 0.08 0.018 1.42 -0.02  0.04  0.00  3.48 0.62
24 Medicinali e prod. farm 0 0 0 0.00 0.022 2.58 -1.01 -0.04  0.00  6.66 0.82
24 Medicamentos            4 0 0 0.00 0.016 3.03 -0.96 -1.42  0.00 15.31 0.84
24 Medicaments et autres p 0 0 1 1.06 0.021 1.50  0.21  0.00 -1.13  7.62 0.70
Medicines (24) have shown explosive growth in Europe. Note that all three European graphs ran off 
the standard scale. In Italy and France, this sector had to be thrown out of the system. The prices 
were rising and demand was soaring. Clearly, the problem was that the medicines were being paid 
for by third parties. The budget constraint had little relevance for the European buying medicine.
25. Ophthalmic and orthopedic devices
nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
25 Opthalmic & orthopedic  4 0 1 0.07 0.003 2.35 -0.02 -0.34 0.02 9.62 0.73
25 Apparecchi e mater. ter 0 0 0 0.00 0.003 1.67 -0.70 -0.06 0.00 4.85 0.82
25 Aparatos terapéuticos   4 0 0 0.00 0.003 1.31 -1.28  0.20 0.00 9.59 0.82





nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
26 Physicians, dentists, o 4 0 1 0.00 0.066 1.60 -0.02  0.00 -0.01 4.16 0.76
26 Serv. medici, infermier 4 0 1 0.26 0.024 1.29 -0.09  0.00 -0.44 4.85 0.79
26 Servicios médicos       4 0 0 0.00 0.010 1.80 -0.91 -0.70  0.00 8.58 0.81






nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
27 Hospitals, nursing home 4 0 1 0.07 0.063 1.40 -0.57  0.00 -0.07 3.54 0.86
27 Cure in ospedali&clinic 4 0 1 0.09 0.013 0.58 -2.59  0.00 -0.38 3.25 0.41
27 Atención hospitalaria y 4 0 0 0.00 0.006 0.89 -1.70 -0.83  0.00 5.07 0.63





nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc time%  PrEl Err% rho
28 Vehicles                5 2 1 0.16 0.043 1.32 -0.35 -0.01 -0.03 8.65 0.64
28 Acquisto di mezzi trasp 5 2 1 0.90 0.044 1.27  2.55  0.00 -1.17 5.98 0.46
28 Compra de vehículos     5 2 1 0.16 0.036 1.85  1.04  0.99 -0.04 8.06 0.42







nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
29 Operation of motor vehi 5 2 1  0.27 0.060 0.67 -0.03 0.00 -0.20 2.20 0.42
29 Spese es. dei mezzi tra 5 2 1 -0.04 0.052 0.87 -1.26 0.00 -0.28 2.67 0.52
29 Gasto de uso de vehícul 5 2 1  0.10 0.075 1.10 -0.07 0.48 -0.06 2.15 0.54




nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
30 Public transportation   5 0 1 0.17 0.008 0.43 -0.04 -0.05 -0.38 5.04 0.74
30 Acquisto serv. di trasp 5 0 1 0.00 0.016 0.90 -0.89  0.00 -0.09 2.43 0.39
30 Servicios de transporte 5 0 1 0.04 0.018 0.45  0.42  0.97 -0.13 1.95 0.16







nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
31 Communication           0 0 1  0.20 0.019 1.52 -0.92 0.00 -0.35 2.71 0.80
31 Comunicazioni           0 0 1  1.16 0.011 1.55 -1.10 0.08 -1.22 5.84 0.58
31 Comunicaciones          0 0 1 -0.01 0.008 1.28 -0.33 2.76 -0.02 3.85 0.41








nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
32 TV, radio, audio, music 3 0 1  1.13 0.014 1.52 -0.01 0.00 -1.08 4.07 0.61
32 Apparecchi radio, tv, e 3 0 1 -0.46 0.040 1.87 -0.04 0.00 -0.14 2.17 0.44
32 Artículos de esparcimie 3 0 1  0.02 0.024 1.57 -0.04 0.00 -0.21 4.52 0.66











nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
33 Books & maps, Magazines 0 0 1 0.01 0.009 0.56 -0.05 0.01 -0.17 4.24 0.59
33 Libri, giornali e perio 0 0 1 0.01 0.017 0.73  0.61 0.00 -0.09 3.51 0.64
33 Libros, periódicos y re 0 0 1 0.06 0.017 0.60 -0.15 0.39 -0.08 2.56 0.64







nsec title                G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl  Err% rho
34 Education              0 0 1  0.04 0.022 0.92 -0.02  0.00 -0.20  2.86 0.84
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34 Libri per l'istruzione 0 0 1 -0.03 0.008 1.49  0.05  0.01 -0.05  6.22 0.85
34 Enseñanza              0 0 1  0.01 0.008 0.67 -1.68 -0.72 -0.04  4.82 0.66









nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl Err% rho
35 Recreational services   0 0 1  0.07 0.031 1.84 -0.64  0.00 -0.22 2.49 0.71
35 Spettacoli, serv. ricre 0 0 1 -0.02 0.023 1.05 -0.88  0.00 -0.06 3.13 0.73
35 Servicios de esparcimie 0 0 1 -0.03 0.019 0.67 -0.43 -1.01  0.00 2.36 0.66









nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
36 Personal care           0 0 1  0.28 0.015 0.72 -0.04 0.00 -0.43 3.93 0.82
36 Beni e servizi igiene p 0 0 1  0.04 0.030 1.21 -0.59 0.00 -0.11 6.07 0.91
36 Cuidados y efectos pers 0 0 1  0.00 0.014 0.76 -0.98 0.88 -0.03 2.80 0.37







nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
37 Hotels & motels, restau 0 0 1 0.07 0.053 0.90 -0.03 0.00 -0.22 2.53 0.63
37 Spese alberghi e pubbl. 0 0 1 0.09 0.095 1.03 -0.25 0.00 -0.15 1.47 0.37
37 Restaurantes cafés y ho 0 0 1 0.08 0.013 0.88 -1.14 0.59 -0.11 3.32 0.43





nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
38 Other goods             0 0 1 0.08 0.031 1.54 -0.02 0.00 -0.23 3.43 0.54
38 Altri beni              0 0 1 0.72 0.031 1.83 -0.25 0.00 -0.75 3.94 0.62
38 Otros artículos n.c.o.p 0 0 1 0.04 0.153 1.34 -0.30 0.19 -0.05 8.11 0.92





nsec title                 G S I lamb share IncEl DInc  time% PrEl  Err% rho
39 Financial services and  0 0 1 0.05 0.039 1.60 -0.53  0.00 -0.20  2.57 0.67
39 Serv. finanz. e assicur 0 0 1 1.04 0.005 1.76 -0.69  0.18 -1.10 11.54 0.87
39 Servicios financieros n 0 0 1 0.12 0.002 1.72 -0.82 -4.83 -0.15 19.92 0.85







nsec title                 G S I  lamb share IncEl DInc time% PrEl Err% rho
40 Other services          0 0 1  0.07 0.064 1.27 -0.03 0.00 -0.22 2.87 0.61
40 Altri servizi           0 0 1 -0.07 0.008 1.16 -1.06 0.02 -0.01 7.90 0.88
40 Otros servicios n.c.o.p 0 0 1  0.10 0.033 0.55 -0.07 2.23 -0.12 3.61 0.76
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# Groups.ttl. Columns are
# 1 The consumption category number
#    2 The group number
#       3 The subgroup number
#          4  Which weighted population number to be used with this category
#             5 Which Income (Cstar) variable
#               6 Which Trend variable
#                 7 Use price terms ( 1 = yes, 0 = no)
#                   8 The title of the category
 1  1  0  1  1  1 1 Pan y cereales
 2  1  1  1  1  1 1 Carne
 3  1  1  1  1  1 1 Pescado
 4  1  1  1  1  1 1 Leche, queso y huevos
 5  1  0  1  1  1 1 Aceites y grasas
 6  1  0  1  1  1 1 Frutas y verduras
 7  1  0  1  1  1 1 Patatas y tubérculos
 8  0  0  1  1  1 0 Azúcar
 9  1  0  1  1  1 1 Café té y cacao
10  1  0  1  1  1 1 Otros alimentos
11  1  0  1  1  1 1 Bebidas no alcohólicas
12  1  0  1  1  1 1 Bebidas alcohólicas
13  0  0  1  1  1 1 Tabacos
14  2  0  1  1  1 1 Vestido
15  2  0  1  1  1 1 Calzado
16  0  0  1  1  1 1 Alquileres y agua
17  0  0  1  1  1 1 Calefacción y alumbrado
18  3  0  1  1  1 1 Muebles
19  3  0  1  1  1 1 Artículos textiles
20  3  0  1  1  1 1 Electrodomésticos
21  3  0  1  1  1 1 Utensilios domésticos
22  3  0  1  1  1 1 Mantenimiento
23  3  0  1  1  1 1 Servicio doméstico
24  4  0  1  1  1 0 Medicamentos
25  4  0  1  1  1 0 Aparatos terapéuticos
26  4  0  1  1  1 0 Servicios médicos
27  4  0  1  1  1 0 Atención hospitalaria y seguro médico privado
28  5  2  1  1  1 1 Compra de vehículos
29  5  2  1  1  1 1 Gasto de uso de vehículos
30  5  0  1  1  1 1 Servicios de transporte
31  0  0  1  1  1 1 Comunicaciones
32  3  0  1  1  1 1 Artículos de esparcimiento
33  0  0  1  1  1 1 Libros, periódicos y revistas
34  0  0  1  1  1 1 Enseñanza
35  0  0  1  1  1 1 Servicios de esparcimiento
36  0  0  1  1  1 1 Cuidados y efectos personales
37  0  0  1  1  1 1 Restaurantes cafés y hoteles
38  0  0  1  1  1 1 Otros artículos n.c.o.p.
39  0  0  1  1  1 1 Servicios financieros n.c.o.p.
40  0  0  1  1  1 1 Otros servicios n.c.o.p
41  0  0  1  1  1 1 Viajes turísticos todo incluido
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sec  Title                      Income      DIncome     Time        lambda     mu       nu
1 Pan y cereales               0     0      0     1     0   .5      .2   5.  .1  1.
2 Carne                        0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5.   0  0    .2 
1.
3 Pescado                      0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5.
4 Leche, queso y huevos        .1    1.    0     1.   0  1.0      .2   5.
5 Aceites y grasas             .1    1.  -.04    1.   0   .0      .2  10.
6 Frutas y verduras            0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5. 
7 Patatas y otros tubérculos  .0     1.  -.02    1.   0   .5      .2  10.
8 Azúcar                      .1     1.  -.06    1.   0   .5
9 Café, té y cacao            .05    1.  -.03    1     0   .5      .2  10. 
10 Otros alimentos             0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2  10.
11 Bebidas no alcohólicas      0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5.
12 Bebidas alcohólicas         .05   1.    0     0     0   .5      .2  10.
13 Tabacos                     0     0     -.2    1.   0   .5      .2  20.
14 Vestido                     0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5.
15 Calzado                     0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5.
16 Alquileres y gasto de agua  0     0     -.05   1.   0    1.
17 Calefacción y alumbrado     0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5.
18 Muebles                     0     0      0     0     0   1.     .2   5.  .1  1.
19 Art. textiles para el hogar 0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2  10.
20 Electrodomésticos           0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2  10.
21 Utensilios domésticos      .1     1.  -.06   1.    0   .5      .2   5.
22 Mantenimiento               0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5.
23 Servicio doméstico          0     0    -1.2    1     0   .1      .2   5.
24 Medicamentos                0     0      0     0     0   1.
25 Aparatos terapéuticos       0     0      0     0     0   1.
26 Servicios médicos           0     0      0     0     0   .5
27 Atención hospitalaria y smp 0     0      0     0     0   .5      
28 Compra de vehículos         0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2  20. .1   5. -.3 1.
29 Gasto de uso de vehículos   0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5.
30 Servicios de transporte     0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2  10.
31 Comunicaciones              0     0      0     0     0   .5     .2  10.
32 Artículos de esparcimiento  0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2  10.
33 Libros, periódicos y revist 0     0    -.1     1.   0   .5      .2   5.
34 Enseñanza                   0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2  10.
35 Servicios de esparcimiento  0     0    -.30    1.   0   .5      .2   5. 
36 Cuidados y efectos personal 0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2  10.
37 Restaurantes cafés y hotele 0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2  10.
38 Otros artículos n.c.o.p.   0     0    -.40    1.   0    2.    .2  10.
39 Serv. financieros n.c.o.p. 0     0     -1.4   1.   0   2.0     .2   5.
40 Otros servicios n.c.o.p     0     0      0     0     0   .5      .2   5.




















24 years of data
1971 First year
1986 Base year
# Consumption, constant 1986 prices, total (not percapita)
# Date kcpi1 kcpi2 kcpi3 kcpi4 ... kcpi20
# 70.000 499.340 1021.118 549.566 467.982 ... 164.161
71.000 490.641 1022.712 571.055 466.638 ... 175.657
72.000 506.050 1017.367 574.642 472.211 ... 201.513
73.000 548.905 1182.404 582.436 498.514 ... 210.624
74.000 554.821 1338.080 536.756 562.671 ... 202.528
... ... ... ... ... ...
94.000 599.644 1666.945 606.117 735.611 ... 289.384
# Date kcpi21 kcpi22 kcpi23 kcpi24 ... kcpi40
# 70.000 109.692 286.789 184.407 272.749 ... 68.330
71.000 117.373 299.460 188.615 313.366 ... 74.745
72.000 134.650 342.775 189.809 337.034 ... 79.912
73.000 140.738 351.768 187.654 340.828 ... 85.539
74.000 135.328 350.958 180.607 370.052 ... 86.795
... ... ... ... ... ...
94.000 121.689 412.728 183.031 780.092 ... 165.796








The ... indicate where data have been removed to fit the into this 
box.
Once the files GROUPS.TTL, CONSUM.DAT, PRICES.DAT, CSTAR.DAT, TEMPI.DAT, 
and SOFTCON.DAT are ready, the program is run by the command "symcon [n]" from the 
DOS prompt. The optional parameter, n, is the number of iterations to be run before turning
over control to the user. Thus Symcon will run only 1 iteration and then give the user the 
option of quitting (by tapping 'y') or continuing the Marquardt process another iteration. If 
the command given is "symcon 40", then 40 iterations are automatically run without pausing
for user input. To check that data have been read correctly, use "symcon d". (The d is for 
"debug".)
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